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BELFAST, MAINE. THURSDAY, AUGUST 17,
Waldo

which have been worked up by Wardens
Houston and Cummings.The sixth
annual convention of the Maine county
commissioners opened in Auburn Aug
Oth for a two days’ session.
Thirty commissioners and county officers were in attendance.
Organization was effected with
Hon. A. M. Peuley of Auburn, president,
and Hon. L. C.
Whitten of Carmel,
Invitations for holding the
secretary.
next convention were given by Oxford,
Hancock and Franklin counties.A license
was issued by the fish aud game
commissioners, Mouday, to a New York
lady to shoot a deer iu September. This
is the first lady licensed under the law\

District

Lodge,

u. T.

Waldo District Lodge met in
quarterly
session Aug. 12 with Waldo
Lodge No 38B
at Flanders
Head
of Tide, and was
gall.
called to order at 11 a. m

District Templar

E. L. Bartlett in the chair.
The following officers were
present at rollcall: Dist. T., E. L.
Bartlett; Dist. Supt. J.
T., Mrs. Olive A. Sherman; Dist.
Guard, C.
H. Smith.
Pro tern appointments
were
made as follows: D. V.
Templar, Olive \
Sherman; Dist. Sec’y, Mrs. E. L Brackett;
Dist. Chap., Geo. F.
Sherman; P. Dist.
Templar, Horace G. Thurlow; Dist. Treas..
A. T. Webb; Dist. Supt., Mrs. Isa
Morse;
Dist. Marshal, Harry Richards; Dist.

Washington Whisperings.
The report of Commissioner of Pensions Evans
for the fiscal year ended June 30, last,
Marshal, Maud Shorey; Dist. Sentinel, Geo.
shows total disbursements $138,253,023,
leaving a balance of si,§57,188 in the Small.
The committee on credentials
treasury out of $140,000,000 appropriated.
reported
The total number of pensioners on the nine lodges represented
by 59 delegates.
roll Juue 30 was 001.510, a decrease of 2,- The District
degree was conferred upon
105. There were 40,001 names added to the
eight members.
roll and 43,180 dropped.
The report
The morning session was occupied
shows that the pension roll is decreasing.
by the
Of those dropped 34,345 w ere because of initiation and routine business.
death and 8,841 because of re-marriage,
During the uoou hour a bounteous dinner
minors attaining tlieir majority, failure to was served by the local lodge, to which the
claim pension and other causes.
The war visiting delegates did ample
justice.
with Spain brought a total of 10,080 i
At the afternoon session reports from the
claims,of which number but 205 have been various
in
the
district were given
lodges
allowed..Secretary of War Root will j and plans made for more earnest
work durprobably go to Plattsburg early in the
week for an important conference with ing the fall and winter.
Resolutions were adopted thanking the
the President regarding Philippine affairs.
The story that the secretary anil the local lodge for hospitalities and the M. C. R.
President hold conflicting opinions is de- R. for half rates.
clared to be untrue.
A very cordial and
eloquent address of
welcome was given by Miss Arlene Walton
In Brief,
( apt. Charles D. Sigsbee of
and responded to by Dist. Templar E L.
Admiral Sampson’s squadron, formerly
commander of the battleship Maine, has Bartlett, Mrs. Geo E. Brackett and Mrs.
confirmed the report of the secret mar- May Pendleton Colcord.
a ue
riage of his daughter, Dora, and Balfour
umowing literary program by the
Kerr, a New York artist.The Domin- local lodge was well rendered and reflects
ion parliament was prorogued by Lord
great credit upon those having it in charge:
Minto Aug. 11.
The closing speech of
Instrumental music, Geo. Hatch; reading.
the governor general was brief and contained little outside the congratulations Harry Richards, vocal solo. Mamie Hurd;
to the members and the reference to the recitation.
Emily Gilbreth; duet, Emily
continued prosperity of the country. Gilbretb, Caro Hatch; recitation, Helen
Horatio Nelson Slater, the Boston million- Brown; male
quartette.
aire, died Sunday, aged (35.Of the 37
The session as a whole was pleasant and
warrants of arrest issued against the plotThe cosy hall in which the
ters for a royalist-restoration in France 2o proritable.
have been served.San Matro, ten miles meetings were held were very prettily decfrom Manila, was captured by the Ameri- orated with cut flowers and wild clematis
can troops
Sunday after a sharp engage- and bouquets of sweet peas adorned the
ment.
desks of the officers. Everything was done
by the local lodge for the comfort and pleasYachts and Boats.
ure of the visiting members.
Waldo Lodge was re-organized less than a
Wall street men are ready to back the
with only the requisite number
Columbia t<» the tune of one hundred thou- year ago
for holding a charter, but now has a good
sand dollars against the Shamrock.
working membership of fifty-four and ranks
The Columbia is showing up well in her
as one of the best in the State.
trial races with the Defender, and is said
to fully meet the expectations of her design\V. C. T. U. Matters.
ers and owners.
To the Editor of The Journal: The
The auxiliary steam yacht Palmer. >wned
county W. C. T. IT. is undertaking to have a
by Mr. Sturgis of New York, was in the har- booth at Monroe Fair, where
hunger and
bor tlie past week.
The owner and friends thirst
may be satisfied, ami where literature
are on board, cruising.
We hope it may be
may also be found.
A cat-boat manned by two young men
well patronized by those attending. It is
from Castiue ran against Webster's landing hoped that each union will contribute what
stage Monday and smashed a hole in her it can toward the expense, either in cash or
bow. William Casey repaired the damages supplies, or both. Mrs. Carrie E. Hardy of
and the yachtsmen returned the same day. Winterport is county supt. of fair work.
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“I don’t know as I
said C. V.
veteran shipbuilder of l’hipsy, “but 1 like to see the peo! me constructing them.
The
that 1 ever owned in was the
•oner
named C.
V. Miuott,
built in Essex. Mass., fortyos ago,
She is now owned by
Machias.”
Of the vessels
Miuott's yard at Phipsburg,
was the brig Nebraska and the
schooner Frances M.The
veuth annual reunion of the
Regimental Association will
klaud, Thursday, August 24th.
tents are being made with the
and steamboats for one fare for
i trip.
The committee of ar■"
at Rockland are determined
-e U>th a good reception and take
rem.
The trains and boats are
lent to enable comrades to atunion.
Silas Adams, Wateruetary.M. S. Whiting, who
home in San Francisco, July
irnerly of Rockland, going to
among the first of the Fortyy one of his party survives,
ingtou of San Francisco. Mr.
uissed quite a fortune.O. II.
has been elected by the trus'• f>tbroi>k
seminary to succeed
>.
Whitman, is a graduate of
class 4 ’So.
He is ruar: is three children.
For three
an assistant instructor of
u s. one year being
praotical"Wing Tc the illness of the
F"i teu years lie has been the
a commercial and
classical
itution at Rutland, Vt.
He is
t tie R ‘v. Mi. Peny, who was
u.ner of years located as pastor of
i ist
liin oh. Auburn.< mLitr iet;.:i.l has recommended
tue-nt
of
Fred W. Wight of
."Hector of customs for the
'listlie;. to succeed Hon.
u-'ue "f Thoruaston, who was
The three cony ( l-veland.
been Captain Edward A.
A.
.Spear and Fred W.
;
"ininent workers in the ReState
pan y.The
summer
"•ui'heis at Norway closed a
term Aug. 11th.
M"ie than
wu-re in attendance. The term
icees>ful in the opinion of
"ted that a State school will he
ia tin next term.The annual
"f the Maine Women's Sutfiti"ii w ill be held at the Unitarin Waterville, Sept. 14 and l.j.
: -minent
suffragists who will
and take j*art in the exercises
Hobart
y
Day, Portland,
Mrs. Hannah J. Bailey, exMrs.
Carrie ChapWintlirop;
New Voik: Mrs. Sarah Fair■» I
ton, Saco: Mrs. Helen Coffin
nor; Dr. Emily X. Titus and
•v. Osgood. Portland....The State
armaey was in session at Au
Oth with 24 applicants for pert > compound
medicines under
.Deputy United States Mar•ii brought Louis Michou of Fort
Michou was
i.tngor Aug. 11th.
th selling liquor at retail witli«-d States license.
The prisoner
a hearing before United States
tier Hamlin and put under $300
iis appearance before the Sepnn of tlie United States district
i DrIs. He was unable to
give bail
‘aken to Bangor jail to await
Mu
Seward Dill, a native of
at for
many years a citizen of Soformerly a trustee of the UniMaine, president of the State
•: a i
Society, and a member of
Board of Agriculture, was in
turd ay.
On that day he visited
rsity of Maine. He will remain
to attend the State fairs this
will then return to his home.
is 02 years old.The Washnty railroad has opened a new
uiy more

vessels,”

■

1

resort at

ais,

and

on

Pennamaquam lake,
Sunday excursions

there from all points on the
nd of the road.Hon. Thomas

•■I

lived at (Hand Beach Sunday
is in perfect health and never
ter in his life.
lie was demeet
his old friends and
>nd conversed with them freely
u.jpean trip, but shunned the
i.U future course in connection
"iial politics.The North Atmidron, composed of Admiral
0 tgsliip, New York, the BrookMassachusetts and Texas,
n
Bar Harbor at 7 o’clock,
■
ruing. The squadron will go
•
few days’ practice and then

u

Newport_“The adjournment
court has developed more
ban ever that Judge Wiswell is
1

v

chief justice of the supreme
Maine,’’ says a prominent lawyer.
Christian Alliance convention
‘‘■bard Sunday [lev. Dr. A. Sirnp’c
>77,000 for foreign missions,
ater part of that sum was raised
'be forenoon
service, but a second
a was taken in the afternoon and
oiitinued to come in during the
next

meeting.A triple

drowning

-< « in-red
at Bremen, Maine, late
i,l.v afternoon.
The victims were
and 1 dzzie Weston, aged 14, daughtiank Weston, and Lizzie Dodge,
of J. Dodge, formerly of Pema,,l|t who some time
ago moved to
Thecity of Augusta, Aug. 14tli,
"4* 1,000 in 3 \-'l
per cent. 25 year
t'1 he issued under daie of
Sept. 1,
!*ie proceeds used to refund out'iitig liabilities.
There were eight
rs. the lowest
being the Augusta
P* hank, $43,134, and the bonds were
''f
I to the bank.The fish and
game
miissioners were at Fort Kent, Mon‘1
on
attending hearings
game cases

The schooner yacht Onone, George C.
Brooks of Boston, owner, was in port Tuesday, with her owner and family aud John
Redding and wife on board. They bad been
at. Bar Harbor live days aud were cruising
westward.

Capt F. W. Goodwin left Bangor last Sunday night for New York, where he will take
charge of Hon. Edward 11. Blake’s handsome new steam yacht. Aria, which will be
launched within a day or two, and which
will be brought to Bangui- immediately.
The following oilicial measurements of the
cup challenger Shamrock have been supplied by Sec. Hugh C. Kelly of the Royal
Ulster Yacht Club: Registered tonnage, 135;
Thames measurement, 230; length, 105;

length on water line, sp; breadth, 25 55;
depth, 10.55; port of registry, Belfast.
The Daydream, winner of four successive
yacht races in the Dark Harbor cup contest,
was built by U. F. Brown of Pulpit Harbor
last winter, aud is owned by Mr. Miuturu of
New York, who handles her in all the

races.

Shej-met. her first defeat Aug. 7th, a yacht
owued by Marblehead parties winning by a
small margin.

Mention has been made in our news col*
of the recovery of the sloop yacht
Takitesy, stolen from her moorings at Salem. and the arrest of the thief, one Frank
umns

Weston, alias Shaw. The yacht pirate was
trapped through the efforts of Thomas
Fleming Day, editor of The Rudder. The
name of the
yacht had been changed to
Katy, using the old letters in making the new
but the nail holes were left and articles found on board the yacht also established her identity. Not only in the magaziue
is Mr. Day doing good work in the interest
of yachtsmen.
The establishment of Rudder Stations, along the coast and on the great
lakes is due to him.
name,

Sunday quiet of Islesboro

broken
bv the announcement made around The
Islesborough in the afternoon that there had
been a shipwreck just below the harbor and
that the unfortunate victims of the disaster
The

was

being brought up to the hotel; in a few
minutes the survivors arrived. The sloop
Glide of Northport, Skipper Decrow, sailed
from the camp-ground Sunday foreover
noon with Mr. ami Mrs Haines and Miss
Dobson of Pittsfield, as passengers.
The
party took dinner at The Islesborough and
soon afterwards started on the return voy“Better look sharp,
was
what the
age.
seadogs on the wharf said when the Glide
started off into the fog, which was thick as
cheese and growing worse every hour. “We’re
all right." said Skipper Decrow, “I’ll just
head her out mto the bay for 20 minutes anil
that’ll bring me clear enough to make Turtle
bead outside the ledges." The sloop disappeared in the fog. Less than half an hour
later the alarm was sounded at the hotel,
and the rescuers set out.
The Glide had
lost her course in the fog and was on Dry
ledges two miles below Ryder's, in a bad
position and taking water by the barrel.
Capt. Decrow had kept too close to the shore.
The yachtsmen took their boat and got
ashore safely, but Mr. Haines went overboard and came to the hotel dripping with
salt water and chilled through. The party
was made comfortable and remained at Islesboro until Monday afternoon, when they returned to Northport. The Glide is still on
the rocks. She is badly damaged but cau
be saved. [Bangor Commercial.
were

Our Northport Camp Ground correspondreports the arrival of the Glide there »
she having been floated off the ledge at high
tide after removing her ballast, and says
that no damage was done.
ent

Portland (jets the

Pennant.

Portland, Me., Aug. 13, 1899. At a conference of the New England league managers
in
Manchester, Saturday, it was voted
to have the regular season end last Tuesday,

pennant was awarded t<» Portland.
also decided that the remaining games
scheduled for four clubs should constitute a
second championship season, all the clubs

and the

It

was

starting with
morning.

a

clean slate last Wednesday

are making special effort to
enlarge
membership. Mrs. Mabel Conklin, one
one of our best
speakers, who has been
working in Maine, says the State ought to
get 1,000 new members as a tribute to Mrs.

We

our

Stevens.
On that basis Waldo county
should gain 82 new members. Winterport
is doing her part, having begun a member'
ship contest which has already gained several new members. The Y also is doing
well. Troy l mou has given a lawn social,
to get funds to lid in sending delegates to
the State convention. One of our special
desires is to see every union represented at
Portland. Sept. 20 28. We wish some one
would go to Seattle, also, the next month.
Another part of our work for the coming
year is the study of the Annual Leaflet.
If
results warrant it will be made a part of the
program at the uext county convention.
Let me emphasize these points: Aid the
W. C. T. U. booth at Monroe fair. Each
member

set herself to gain
another memStudy the Annual Leaflet, the county
and local constitutions, and parliamentary
rules. Let every union send a delegate to

ber.

Portland.
I hope every supt. will try to make this
the best year of her work. Each should be
in communication with her State
supt. Our
new secretary, Mrs. Georgia T. Woods, and
treasurer, Mrs. A. S. Tyler, both of North
Troy, have begun well. The new county
supt. of franchise is Mrs. Josephine Hardy
of Winterport.
I had the pleasure of attending Knox county W. C. T. U. convention, and though the
weather was not of the pleasantest, the cordial kindness of the union was not dampened. Delegates and visitors were welcomed
to their homes for the night, and meals were
furnished in the vestry. Miss E. N. Yates
of Round Pond spoke in the evening and
at other times.
A delegation from
the Lincolnville Y went up for the afternoon and evening, and considered the lecture worth staying for, despite the long,
dark, wet, muddy ride it involved.
Visitors from Jefferson were also present,
returning after the evening meeting. One
of these handed me a copy of “The White
Ribbon,” the W. C. T. U paper, published
in Calcutta.
It contained extracts from St.
Paul papers about the national convention,
an article from the Woman's Journal and a
story by Lady Henry Somerset, besides the
local news.
Emily F. Miller.

helped

August 14, 1899.
Hon. Thos. B. Reed

Returns.

New York, Aug. 12: Thomas B. Reed,
ex-speaker of the house of representatives,
home from his European trip to-day
on the American limr St Paul, accompanied
by his wife and his son. The ex-speaker
would not be interviewed on political allairs
came

of any nature.

“Oh yes,” he said, “we’ve had a tiue trip
and we had a line time in Europe.
We’re all well.”
“There is a rumor around that you are
going back to Washington.”
“Is there?” he asked. “Well, just now I
am going up to Maine.”
“How long are you going to stay in New’
York ?”
“Well, I hope to get off for Maine at 1
o’clock, but” turning to a group of gentlemen who had come to meet him, “I don’t
expect to.”
Mr. Reed was asked whether he intended
to become a resident of New York, but he
declined to answer the question.

over

The Season at Seal Harbor.
Seal Harbor is doing a rushing business
this season. Every hotel is full and overflowing, and all the rooms near by are rented, and cottagers are numerous. The new
library was opened to the public July 28, by
a reception.
Refreshments were served by
a committee of summer residents and the affair was a success both financially and socially. Nearly one hundred dollars were received, and every day new subscribers are
being added. Eva E. Clement is librarian.

Suicide

Joiirnai

ican
of

Judge

Emery

Boardman.

Emery Boardman, Esq., ex-Judge of the
Belfast Police court, committed suicide by
shooting Tuesday morning. His wife was
in Bucksport, visiting, and her mother, Mrs.
Mary A. Kaler, who was keeping house for
him, heard him moving about between 4 and
5 o’clock in tbe morning, and went to liis
library to call him at 7. She found him
lying upon the floor, dead, his head resting
She
on a pillow and a revolver in his hand.
immediately called Dr. Small, who lives
opposite, who found that although life was
Coroner
extinct the body was still warm.
Charles K. Coombs was called and after
learning the particulars and seeing the preparations Mr. Boardman had made decided
The rethat an inquest was unnecessary.
volver was a 36-caliber 5 shot weapon, and
when found wras loaded, but with one cartridge discharged. On the top of the barrel
Mr. Boardman had

lashed two strips of
wood, which projected an inch or more beyond the muzzle. The weapon was inserted
in Ins mouth and tired upward auu backward, tbe bullet lodging at the back of
the head.
Ou the table wras a telegram addressed oO his wife in Bucksport, as follows:
Come
have met with a severe accident.
once." A full suit of under-clothing and
a
white shirt were neatly laid out upon
another table. He left letters to his wife
and his father and mother. No particular
cause can be assigned for the act, although
the deceased had for several years beeu
“1

at

subject to despondency at times.
Emery Boardman was born in Belfast,
March 23, 1849, the only son of Capt. Isaac
M. and Kezia (Emery) Boardman, both
of whom survive him.
He prepared for college at Kent’s Hill Seminary, but gave up
liis studies on account of ill health. He
studied law with Col. Wiu. H. Fogler aud was
admitted to the bar in 1863; was City Clerk
from 1873 to 1876, and Police Judge from
1878 to 1887. He edited the Belfast Weekly
Advertiser in 1873-4 and the Belfast City
Press from 1888 to 1890. He was a vigorous
writer. After his retirement from journalism he devoted himself to the practice of
law, and in his leisure hours prepared and

1899~
Arrival of

One of the White

X'L'MBER 33.
the Texas.

Squadron

in Belfast

PERSONAL.
Bay.

In response to a request from the citizens
of Belfast and the managers of the Northport Camp Ground, Congressman Burleigh
wired Admiral Sampson last week,
asking
him if he could not send one of his ships to
Belfast and Northport. He received a tele-

Sunday evening from Admiral Sampstating that the Texas would be in Belfast, Aug. 16th, and at Northport, Aug.
gram

son

l<tli.

The fleet sailed

from Bar Harbor

Monday, and the Texas came directly to
Belfast, coming up the western bay and
dropping anchor in the lower harbor about
5 p. m. She had not been in port long when
yachts and rowboats began to encircle her,
and far into the moonlighted night the
sound of oars and of merry voices could be
heard over the water. The ship herself was
a pretty sight with her white sides and brilliant lights.

Tuesday the Texas was open to visitors
from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m., and the steamers
Alice Howard and Castine made trips to and
from the battleship as rapidly as possible.
The latter also made one trip from Searsport
to the warship. The v isitors were
very

PERSONAL.

Mrs, E. A. Staples visited friends in Rockland the past week.

Wallace B. White of Lewiston is visiting
friends in Belfast.

E. E. McGuire of Bangor visited Sumner
Bridges last week.

Mrs. Justina Arnold visited friends in Augusta the first of the week.

Mrs. Joseph Osgood of Boston is
visiting
her sister, Rosina Hanson.

Edward O. Thorndike and wife of HarriTenn., are visiting relatives in Belfast.
Miss A. M. Kittredge of West Newton,
Mass., is a guest of Mrs. Lydia B. Ferguson.

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Sleeper were in
Bangor
last Thursday and Friday.
Marshall Parks of Bradford, N. H was in
Belfast a few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Shaw returned Sata visit in Bangor.

great derrick take a steam launch
from the water and land it on its rest on the
upper deck.
In addition to the steamers a large number of other crafts visited the ship, each

saw

the

bringing

load. There were steam launches, sail boats and row-boats, all plying between the man-of-war and the shore.
a

arrauge for his or her owu conveyance, by
foot, by wheel, by carriage, by boat or otherwise, as preferred. If the weather is stormy
Wednesday, the outing will be on the first

fair afternoon later in the week.

street.

Wednesday evening Mrs. Barker, owner
of the North port Hotel and Mr.
French, the
landlord, gave'a reception and hop to the

commander and his officers.
To day, Thursday, Capt. Sigsbee,
Mayor
Mortland and wife of Rockland, and the Belfast reception committee, with their
wives,
will dine with Senator Frye at the Northport Hotel.
The ship will be open to visitors from 10

Chelsea, Mass., to Albert G. Woodman, do.;
land in Northport.
Wm. B. Sprowl, Winterport, to Walter F. Arey, do.; land and to 2
to-day, and will leave for Newport at 3.
buildings in Winterport. E.T.Bessey.Brooks, The steamer Alice Howard will run
from
to Harriet A. Lane, do.; land in Brooks
Belfast and the Gamp Ground.
Martha H. Ferguson, Belfast, to Evelina C.
The Texas appe ars in the G. S. Navy list
Moody, do., land and buildings in Belfast. as a “first
rate,” with a displacement of (i,Jennie L. Knowlton, Belfast, to Clarence M.
515 tons; tonnage, 2,520; length, :t01 feet and
and
land
in
Bel- 4
Knowlton, do.;
buildings
inches; extreme breadth, 04 feet, 1 inch;
fast (2 deeds).
Henry M. Higgins, Thorn- mean draft, 22
feet, (i indies. She was built
dike to R.G. Hamlin, Jackson ; land in Thorn
at Norfolk. Va., in 1881), lias 2 screws, an indike.
Horace W. Stewart, Hartland, to dicated horse power of 8.010, and a
speed of
Ellen R. L. Allen, Auburndale; land in 17.80 knots.
Islesboro. Alfred P. Gilkey etal., Islesboro,
to David Smith, do.; land in Islesboro,
tirand Army Reunion at
Unity.
A'ouzo E. Peabody, Presque Isle, to Wm.
A. Condon, Monroe; land and buildings in
About 4,000 members of the Grand
Army
Monroe aud Jackson.
Herbert H. Felker, of the
Republic were the guests of the Clough
Searsport, to James H. Kneeland, Searsport; \ eteran Charitable Association,
at
Winderland in Searsport. F. A. Bartlett, Unity, to mere
Park, Unity, Aug. 14th, when the finest
Edgar Harding, do ; land and buildings in of weather prevailed.
The program opened
Unity. F. A. Bartlett to Wm. G. Fuller, with exercises at Clough hall.
was
Unity ; laud and buildings in Unity. Joseph furnished by tile Troy Rand. Music
A prayer
F. B. Taylor, Montville, to Sophronia M. was offered
tile Rey. A. P. Hatch of Freeby
Bartlett, Appleton, land and buildings in dom, who was followed by the Hon.
Unity. Howard Murphy, Belfast, to James Goodwin of Skowhegan, as orator Forrest
of the
H. Wentworth et als., Waldo; laud and
day. Mr. Goodwin took as his topic the

buildings

in

Belfast.

Rev. W. H.

Littlefield

Dead.

Rockland, Me., Aug. 13. Rev. Win. H.
Littlefield of Vinalhaven, died this afternoon at his island home, at the
age of 81
years. He was the father of Congressman
C. E. Littlefield of this city. He is survived
by five children.

Dr. F. A. Knowltor. of Fairfield visited
father, J. W. Knowltou, the first of the

his

Mrs. Warren E. Marsh returned last week
from a visit in St. John, N. B.

week.

Miss Strout of Salem, Mass., arrived Tuesas a guest of her pupil, Miss
Elena
Chase.

Mrs. George F. Mnrch of Ellsworth visited relatives here the past week.

day,

Mrs. Elmer Roberts of Brooks was
of Mrs. Ezra L. Talbot last week.

Capt. E. E. Peridletou returned to Boston
Monday after a visit of six weeks in Belfast
and vicinity.

a

guest

Miss Margaret L. Keene is
employed
clerk in Johnson's dry goods store.

as a

progress of America in the past century,
attributing the same to ‘‘the citizen soldier
Other speakers were Dr. A. J.
Billings of
Dreedom, president of the Clough Veteran
Charitable Association; R. W.
Libby of
Unity, secretary; Col. Plummer, Henry R
Dawson of Monroe; Alfred Stinson of
North
Searsport; Major Thomas of Freedom Hon
A. E. Nickerson of Swanville. A bail
was
given at the pavilion in the evening.

Cook

Emery
conductor

Horace Brown of Lawrence, Mass., is visiting relatives in Belfast and Morrill.
Mrs. Dana S. Ayer of
is

town

Waterville,

formerly
:n

was

Tuesday.

Miss Carrie Russ of Chicago, who is visiting her father, R. F. Russ, has be*, u unite ill
with typhoid fever, but is now improving.

Mrs. A. E. Wright, with her son Charles
and daughter Maude, of Stoneham, Mass
are visiting her m-ther, Mrs. M. E. Ingal
Roland E. Rhoades, who has been spending a vacation with his sister, Mrs. John A.
Briggs, returned to Massachusetts Tuesday
Mrs. Benjamin Trussed and Mrs. John
D. Fraser went to Waldo yesterday lor a
visit

of

a

few days,and to attend the Clements

reunion.

week.

Mrs. Hemingway of Stoneham, Mass., and
Mrs. Paysou of Rockland were in Belfast
last week to attend the funeral of their
brother, Dr. John M. Fletcher.

Capt. C. F. Carver and wife of Camden
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Crosby last
week.

Mrs. F. H. Yuung and little daughter of
Everett, Mass., are visiting in Belfast and
vicinity.

Mr. and Mrs. H. H. McDonald arrived last
week from Malden, Mass., to take
up their
residence in Belfast, and will
occupy their
handsome house on Northport avenue. Thev
will be cordially welcomed as citizens.

of

the Belfast branch,

on

Miss Maine M.Taggart of Biooks left Monday to visit her sister, Mrs. Jennie Jewell of
Chamberlain, South Dakota.

Worcester, Mass.,

the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Tileston Wadlin.
Charles Henry Wells of
Burlington, Vt..
is spending a part of his vacation in Belfast.

courteously treated while on board, the officers and men answering all questions and
the former showing the visitors about and
Geo. U. White returned last
Thursday
explaining the workings of the guns, ma- from a short business
trip to Brockton,
chinery, etc. The principal points of inter- Mass.
est were the rapid fire guns, the great
rifles,
Mr. ami Mrs. N. W. Leavitt and B. E.
the steering apparatus, the signals and the
Leavitt of Putnam, Ct., were in town last
perfect system which characterized every deweek,
tail of the great craft.
A Quartermaster
J. E. Ingalls and wife of Ingalls'
explained the work on the bridge and in the
Siding
conning tower; gunners showed the mechan- visited at Emery O. Pendleton's the past
ism of their pieces {electricians and engineers, week.
explained the apparatus under their care ;and
Charles Sleeper of Ruxbtiry, Mass., visited
the visitors who were on board at 3 o’clock his
grandmother, Mrs. Lydia M. Russell,last

somely entertained.
In the afternoon Collector Harriman and
wife gave a reception :o Capt.
Sigsbee and
his officers at their ne w residence on Pearl

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo county Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Aug. 16, 1899:
Wui.
McGray estate, Unity, to Geo. W. Varney,
do.; laud in Unity. Chas. IT. Woodman,

Mrs. William Hyams of New York is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Harris.

urday from

Mrs. John M. Hinchnian of Detroit, Mich.,
Tuesday morning the reception committee,
of Mayor C. O. Poor, Postmaster is visiting her mother, Mrs. G. F. White of
published a little volume entitled “Winning consisting
A. I. Brown and Collector of Customs J. S.
this city.
Whist,” which was well received by the
Harriman, visited the ship, making the trip
critics and by devotees of the game.
Mrs. Mary Butterfield and son left Thursin the steam yacht Idalette, which her ownHis wife was Miss Caro Kaler of this city.
day for Chicago, from a two weeks' visit in
Mr. A. H. A. Groesehner of Watertown,
Belfast.
They have no children. Mr. Boardman was er,
an
industrious student, possessed a very kindly offered for the purpose. The comMrs. Fred Clement of Hallowell has remittee were royally entertained by
Capt. turned home
retentive memory, and was well versed in
from a visit to relatives in
and
his
officers
and
shown every
history, literature and current events. He Sigsbee
Palermo.
was very tirrn
in
his opinions, methodi- possible courtesy and attention.
Mrs. Fred E. Avery and son Exeter are
In the afternoon Capt. Sigsbee and seven
cal
in his
habits
and
true
to
his
of his officers came ashore and were enter- visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. D.
friends. With the exception of occasionWith the city MeCrillis.
al times of despondency and melancholy tained by the committee.
Mrs. Herbert Norris and son Wi lie of
he was social, aud an agreeable companion. officials and a number of ladies a carriage
His large fund of general information, com- ride was taken to Northport Camp Ground, Camhridgeport, Mass., are visiting relatives
From in this city.
bined with good conversational ability, made making a brief call at the Hotel.
him a valued addition to any company in thence they went to the cottage of Mr. J. W.
Dion \V Kennedy, who has been v
siting
which he might he placed. He was fond of Dougan on the North Shore, where a re- Dr. E. A. Wilson, leaves
to-day fur his home
was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J. W. in
given by
little children, and always had a pleasant ception
Burlington Yr.
greeting for them, aud was the friend of all Dougan and Mr. and Mrs. T. George DodMrs. I rank W. Collins of Rockland visited
dumb animals.
Dogs and cats were his wprth that could hardly have been exceed- friends in Belfast last week
and went to
ed had the visitors been in a metropolitan
special favorites, aud lie always had a numBuoksport Saturday.
or at the most fashionable summer recity
ber about him, and he and his wife were
lJr. L.
Gould has returned to Matimsort. The hosts and hostesses thoroughly uii’
ever ready to adopt aud care for neglected
etts after a visit of some weeks iti Waldo
animals, a work of mercy which entitles derstand the art of entertaining, and they
did due l. mu c their distinguished guests.
county and vicinity.
them both to high praise.
A1 Ivert Shibles and wife of Charlestown.
The news of Judge Boardmau’s untimely The officers of the ship again came ashore
death was not generally known until some in the evening ami were taken by carriages Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. C W. Mears of
hours after life was extinct and was a great to the southerly junction of High ami Church Citypoiut last week.
shock to the community in which he was so streets, where the Belfast Band gave oue of
Mrs. S. E. Marble of Methuen. Mass reits best concerts.
The music was highly
widely known. Much sympathy is expressturned home Saturday front a week s visit to
the
visitors
and
the
Band
reby
appreciated
ed for the devoted wife aud for the aged and
Mrs. Lydia M. Russell.
ceived many compliments.
grief-stricken parents.
Mrs. E H. Thompson of Bo,tun, Mrs. A. C.
In
the
afternoon
the Belfast base ball team
A telegram
was sent at
once
to Mrs.
Buck and Mrs. A. H. Buck .if Hartlaut!,
Boardman at Bueksport and she arrived played a game with a nine from the ship,
which resulted in a victory for the home were in Belfast the past week.
home in the afternoon.
Ambrose Morrison was sick the past week
The funeral will be held at his late resi- team by a score of 33 to (>. The visitors were
dence this, Thursday, afteruoon at 2 o’clock. good players, but could not get on to New- and his place on the passenger train was
iugharn, while our boys found their pitcher supplied by Reuworth Rogers.
not at all difficult to hit. Herman
Nature .Studies.
Patterson,
Miss Emma L. Mender of Everett, Mass.,
as usual, led the record with 1
single, 3 2- and Miss Mary Goudy of Lynn, are
visiting
The meetings of the Agassiz Association base hits and a home run, 5 hits with a total
Miss M.'s sister, Mrs. A. F. Peterson.
will be suspended until the first meeting in of 11. Fred Johnson and Bothwick, the
John L. Gardner ami wife of Boston are
September, which will be on Wednesday, left fielder of the Texas team, each got a
relatives in Eastern Maine. They
visiting
the 12th.
single, a double and a 3-bagger. 3 with a
were with Mr. G.'s brother, Israel A. GardThe regular meeting of the Nature Club total of 0. Newingham struck out 8, and
ner of Belfast, last week.
Rue 5. There was a large attendance at the
was held in the High School room Monday
George E. Marsh returned last Friday
and
was
addressed
W.
game.
li. Howevening,
by
from a visit in Stuuiugtou. He was accomCritchett, Sibley & Co. shut down the shoe
ard, who spoke of some of the more common
Miss Clara Belle Marsh, who has
forms of sea-life, including the sea urchin, factory to allow the help to visit the war- panied by
been there severai weeks.
star fish, clam, jelly fish, lobster, common ship or attend the ball game.
Mrs. Aurelia Pendleton of Waltham,
During the evening the search light of the
crab and hermit crab. He gave many interesting f acts in regard to these marine an- Texas was shown to good advantage, despite Mass., with her daughter Stella and grandimals, showing some close points of resem- the moonlight, and fireworks were sent up son, Master Ralph Raub, are visiting relablance between the sea-urchin and star fish, from the yacht Palmer. The scene iL the tives in Belfast and vicinity.
explained some points on which the general afternoon and early evening was one long to
Mrs. Viola Lee and Misses Ada Lee and
public hold erroneous opinions iu regard to be remembered. The weather was simply Celia Yates of Bangor returned home last
the common clam, told of the manner of lo- perfect, and a gentle northwest wind was Thursday from a visit to John Jackson's in
comotion and of procuring food of the va- blowing, while the bay was dotted with the
Belmont, and friends in Belfast.
rious species, and the curious method of re- white sails of yachts, and with excursion
Mrs. J. W. Harmon and daughter, Miss
Gertrude Harmon, have returned front an
production of the jelly fish. The talk w'as steamers flitting to and fro.
The Waldo Club entertained the officers outing at Windermere Park. They were
illustrated by living specimens and magniof the Texas Tuesday evening at their accompanied by Mr. W. F. Jones of'Provified drawings.
dence, R. I. fold Tow-n Enterprise.
rooms in Masonic
An invitation was received and accepted
Temple.
Rev. A. D. Thibadeau of South Deer Isle i
to spend an afternoon with Mrs. E. S. PitchWednesday forenoon Oapt. Sigsbee sent a
launch ashore aDd took Mayor Poor and visiting in Belfast and vicinity this week.
er next week, and it was voted to go WedNext. Mondayjhe will leave for
Evaustown,
nesday afternoon, to meet at the Superin- wife, Postmaster Brown and wife and Mrs.
111., where he has a position in a school.
tendent’s office at 2 o’clock, and each one to Harriman to the ship, where they were hand-

Transfers in. Real Estate.

inan,

Miss Mildred Emerson, a young miss who
has been at the Girls' Home, returned yesterday to her parents in Caribou, they having
become able to care for her again
Mrs. George A. Bailey arrived here last
Saturday morning from Alameda, Ca'f
called here by a telegram sent the day he!

|

fore the death of
Fletcher.

her father.

John M

Dr.

Mayor Poor has received anil accepted an
invitation to occupy a seat upon the platXorthport Campgrouud, this, Tliars
day. afternoon, ,-tfc the meeting to be addressed by Senator Frye.
form at

Tuesday was the 71st birthday of M. C
Dilworth of this city, ivim isstill working at
i the printer's trade. He was a comp >sib->r on

| the

Maehias Union when that paper was
started in l-SUi. and for some years was foreman in The Republican Journal utli- e.
Fifteen years ago J>>hn Gilmore and thers
Colorado ami engaged in mining.
Mr. Gilmor*- died four years ago, and his
brother, Mulard G.unore of Burnham, has
received word from an attorney that his esis ready to be divided
tate, valued at
went to

the heirs.

among

ters in hen;, the

Millard

and

three

The Big Monroe

Fair

ov r.nU
The 31st anu'i i: *atr.Ie
Waldo ami Pen o
Agrb

will take

day

and

sis-

pr-.perty.

pi ice at M •nr
i'bursday, Sept.
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As

usual the rimes Wi.l be -on- d r
features "f the fair, and >1 'Jed will I-

g'veii

in

uii-.es

trotting and pacing parses.
offered are as ful.ows
First
S7."

day--green
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aud |n
Sec md ‘lay

trot
40

c.a.MM,

t

^
—
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-1-
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I'll":-'
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11.■■

r.

i

gr--.it

I pi--.

J

t.MM

1<“'.
J

'll

kiss.

and

•

t

pa.—.

.*

an

;

1 *.K>.

A-,(‘

a

1

■'•■minute

class. :r r and pa--* AAd
"Ido
Third day -J -• Hasy trurt.ug n
*d
LM^S class, tret ind p ice. A-'-ss
l.'Jd
trot and paLibera! premiums are utf-wed fur stock
horses, sheep, swine, poultry, etc.
The horse department will :>e in •-barge J
H. Haley and 'V
B. F.
M. Go tdrieli, M
Tworn 1 y, F C West an*l B
i>
P.-;ley
will have barge of the cattle iej irtmeut
C H. Ha-lley will have charge of the she*
Fruit, tie.o
r
swine and poultry.
i. tinl
mis--ilaneous exhibits wil! be in barge of
Geo. W. Kite hie.
The following committee wil: have charge
of the arrangements in the -a.lies departB
ment: Mrs. K
Neailey Monroe. Mrs
Daniel Dyer. Winterport
Mrs
Dan

Thompson,

Stockton. Mis.
.HashMrs M
H. Haley
IT-m-v. a
1
I' v"
Mrs W. B. F
M• ij•
Mis. F.
Mrs.
C. West, Frankfort:
A H. Ellis Swum
ville; Mrs. M B. Goodrich, Newburgi. Mrs
C. H.
alley. Jackson : Mrs. B
Pnley
Dixrn^it; Mrs. J h Little!.-!-i Br> oks

Winterport;

1

Mrs Leonard Clark. Winterport.
Musi-- will be furniMiie-i each -lay of tic*
fair *y a -..msulidated band of dd pieces. L.
C. Adams of

Bangor,

cornet soloist.

Hurricanes, Cyclones, Hoods!
A terrible riood
Hon*. Ivunu. Aug. 10
f Waitshow
\er the preein-T
swept

lias
ami

1.S00 houses

are

ilrstroye.il

and thous-

ands of poor made homeless.
St. Thomas. ’>. W. I Aug. 10. The island
of Montserrat was •ompb-tely devastated
All the villages
by a hurricane on Monda;*
were
destroyed, 100 people were killed,
were
aud
there is terrible dismany
injured

Rev. and Mrs. Frank A. Atherton visited
friends in Bangor last week. Mr. Atherton
was one of the victims of Cite Orono
aecideut last year. He has been
pursuing stud- tress.
ies at Bowdoin the past year, but this sumPointe A PnmiE, Guadaloupe, Aug. 10.
mer is
supplying the cbureb at North Bel- I|rThe cyclone did enormous d image here in
fast.
the interior of the island.
Immense eot'ieo
I and cocoa
estates
were
devastated.
Le
Miss Louise Johnson, daughter of Edward
! Mcurle, a suburb, was half destroyed,
Johnson, Esq of Boston, is the guest of Mr. There were a number of fatalities,
j Ponce, Porto Pm..,
anti Mrs. Wm. T. Fanshawe on
A hurricane
Aug lu
board the
I -Struck here at eight Tuesday morning and
steam yacht Oceola of the New York
Yacht t lasted until three.
The rivers --venlowei'
Club for a cruise from New York to New flooding the town.
It is estimated that _’d
|
London, Newport and Bar Harbor, and re- ! persons wen- dr »wned. The t »wu aud port
wrecked.
The damage is had a milieu,.
turn to New York.
aye
No uew
I is bt en re< ei veil tT<
t
ntenoi
since the storm broke.
Rev. R. T. Hack anti his
of
party
boys,
after spending a week iu Londou, made a

dying trip
have

now

Holland via Antwerp.
They
returned to England and are
their way north, to visit Edin-

Newspaper

to

wheeling
burgh, Glasgow, etc. They will sail home
Aug. 24th, on the Dominion liner Canada.
Hon. “Ned” Pilsbury of Boston, is with
tile Crow Club at the Crow’s
Nest, Haroswell, for a couple of weeks and Mrs. l'ilsbury is with her mother. Mrs. J. S. Lowell.

[Bath Independent.

This is Hon. E. L.

Pilsbury,

a

native of

Bucksport.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Reed of
Minneapolis
spending the summer at Lake Minnetonka, and among the notes from that !
mous resort we find the
following.
S. A. Reed
is_ maintaining Ids reputation
as a first class fisherman.
Wednesday mornlng, witli another guest of the White House
after three hours’
sport near Gale's Island!
lie returned with fourteen bass
and pickerel.
It is reported that Mr. Reed
gets up quite
early every morning, and takes a row of
from four to six miles before
breakfast in order to keep in
training.
are

..

Notes.

An edition of great interest to
all connected with
as well as the
public
m general, has
just been issued by The Industrial Journal of Bangor.
In connection
with the. regular
paper there is

building,

issued a
magazine supplement, gotten up in verv attractive style, and illustrated bv
nearly
thirty tme half tone cuts |of buildings recently erected or now being built, ami of
well known architects,
contractors, etc.,
prominent in building circles.
The regular
paper is a.so finely illustrated, and m all
'are
by'H.rly three score cuts in the
T.,Building
hditiou. The issue gives a review
v: the most
important building operations
Of the last year or so aud
an abundance of
information concerning those
building at
present aud in prospect.
The

Maine

Delegation

in

Congress*

The death of Millikeu and
Dingley and
resignation of Reed will leave Maine with
new men in
Congress, and yet we predict its
lnnueuce will not be
lacking when important legislation is
pending. Maine sends
sound timber to
Washington. [Somerset

Reporter.

The

Washington County

This

road, opened

new

in

Last,

is one

1808,

then canning .iOO bushels per day.
but not least, the agricultural fea-

was

Railroad.

of this section merit what must nec-

tures

of the best constructed, best equipped
and best managed in the State—equal, in

essarily

be brief meution.

The surface of

the country is broken, abounding in
but without mountains or any very

hills,
fact, to any in the country; and the peolofty
ple of Washington county are justifiably elevations. The soil in the valleys and
proud of the fact that it was financiered on the hardwood ridges is fertile, aud
and is managed by Washington county men.
good crops of hay, oats, potatoes, etc.,
A ride over the lino to-day will afford are raised.
Much of the country is well
ample evidence that every man, woman adapted for grazing, aud dairying and
and child in Washington county feels a wool
raising might be carried on much
strong personal interest in the enterprise, more largely than at present. The supand the road has paid its way from the
plying of lamb aud mutton for the sumstart, far exceeding the expectations of met hotels, and for export, should be an
its promoters. The tide of summer travel,
important item, and the island mutton of
already diverted over this route, by Washington county lias long been noted
which many charming resorts are reached, for its excellence.
must continue to increase; water powers
tanneries, snip anu uoat ouuaing, ana
hitherto running to waste will be utilized, the fisheries, must be included iu this
existing industries stimulated and new brief summary of Washington county’s
ones created, so that a prosperous future resources anil industries.
is assured the Washiugtou county railThe sportsman, whether he inclines to
road, with increased prosperity to the sec- the use of rod or gun, will find no part of
tion it traverses.
the country affording so many facilities
Washington county is rich in natural for sport as Washington county. Big game
Its abundant water powers, abounds in the woods, lesser game is
resources.
not over half of which are now utilized, plentiful, aud the
lakes, rivers and streams
begin on the north with the Tuuk river, teem with black bass, trout, salmon, etc.
the outlet of several large ponds lying in We have not space to go into particuthe adjacent county of Hancock, and ex- lars, but a postal addressed to II. F.
tend to the Mt. Croix, a river that fur- Dowst, Calais, General
Manager of the W.
nishes some of the largest and best pow- C. 11. K. will
bring all needed informaers in New England.
Between these two tion.
One of the illustrations accompaextremes are the N'arraguagus, Pleasant, nying this article is a view on Grand Lake.

Mayor of the city and President of the
Board of Trade.
He has held the office

Adjutant

of

General of

Maine, and was

^ EVERYTHING MUST BE SOLD.

for

four years collector of customs for the
port of Eastport, by appointment of President Cleveland.

In 1892 he ran

as

a

Democratic candidate for

Congress in the
Fourth district.
His popularity in his
native city is unbounded, and he is an important factor in its social and business
interests.
The General

Manager

of the

ODT SALE OF BOOTS

Washing-

County Railroad, Ilenry F. Dowst, is
native of Vienna, Kennebec county, and

ton
a

early

became associated with Maine trans-

portation interests. He left one of the
most responsible railroad positions in
Maine, with the Maine Central, to take
his present position, and has a corps of experienced associates, most of them having
seen service with the Maine Central, which
has long enjoyed the reputation of being
of the best

one

managed

W. T. COLBURN’S,

railroads in the

country.

Is still

The new road was very substantially
constructed, and its rolling stock equipment is thoroughly modern.
The passenger

aud

coaches

are

McClintock Block, High Street,

-

going on, and

far has been

so

an

unparalelled

REMEMBER that all must be sold, the new, fresh goods,

finished in natural oak

very attractive in appearance.
The trains are run on time, and all the
business of the road moves with the reguare

without

larity
work, testifying alike to
good management and faithful and competent employes.
of clock

quite

SHOES

as

well

success.

regard to cost. There are a great many good bargains
good assortment of most all styles and sizes. Call at

a

the older ones, and
left; in fact, we have

as

once

if you wish to

them.

secure

_A. COLBURN, Administrator,
BUY YOUR WINTER'S COAL
Letter from

A

To

Italy.

Editor of The

tiii:

Reeublran

requested

Journal:

You

something

about

write

to

me

trip abroad, and 1
little of the strange

our

will try to tell you a
people and wonderful

places

of

Belfast Fuel &

have

we

This must be in very disconnected form, for time, not inclination or
have seen.

material, is lacking.
The good ship “Mesaba”
tic Transport line gave us a

of the Atlan-

delight-

most

(Successors to the /

is

The “Mesaba*’

at his shrine.

steamship of ten thousand

a new

tons

displacement and is nearly five hundred
feet long; very large, as you can judge,
large enough almost to lose oneself in her
many winding passage ways; in fact, for
several days I felt very much “at sea”

her!

on

We arrived in
and
e.N

East and West Machia

and

s

Denny's

(iKAA't)

riv-

ets, the water powers of which ate < nl
partially utilized. A range of large lakes
extends

the northern part of the
county, forming the head waters of the
west branch of the St. Croix.
Another

|

across

1.AM—A

I'IVi:

real

Calais,

men;

and within half

the line of
is

the

famous

a

the

most

New

England.

las

rt

Uni

an

Pool.
lint to return to the railroad which has
brought this comparatively isolated sectouch

with

the world.

and with the other The
to make tlmt river one of first

Croix,

reliable and constant livers in

The county is well watered in every part.
The coast line of 180
miles is indented with a succession of
fine harbors, inlets and bays, and with

|

building of a Shorn Line railroad was
agitated by the Machias Union in
P'11, and public meetings in Machias,
Cherry field, Ellsworth and Bangor followed. Later a company was organized, and
a
survey of the prop, sed route was made
in ]s,g
The money required was not

the adjacent islands presents strong scenic forthcoming, and then came the Greenattractions, with other inducements to the back coze, and for years the preject slumbered.
]n IMG ., charter was secured for
summer visitor.
the Washington County
it prominent,
railroad, and an
ending industry, and the organization was perfected in lt>Oi. In
the legislature granted a renewal of
facilities forgetting the logs to mill and
on hoard vessel for shipment are of the the charter, and it was furthei amended
best.
The lumber supply is far from be- at that time.
The citizens ol
Washing-

Lumbering

has long been

and indeed the

ing exhausted, and with the present
methods on lumbering it is believed the
yearly growth equals the yearly cur,
Fully one-half of the county to day eon-

Dolphin in Collision.

ceiuity. by vote, pledged the county
subsetiption of *500,000 for preferred
stock in the enterprise.
Even then it is
'••Sieved the building of the r< a 1 would
ten

a

Nksv York. August 1.
A collision-occurthis morning between the ferry-boat
New York of the Williamsburg line ami the
United States gunboat Dolphin.
The bow of the gunboat cut clean through
the men’s cabin of the ferry boat to the
team way and into the engine room.
The
New York’s main shaft was broken and considerable machinery damaged.
The gunboat's bow was bent and several feet of the
rail torn away in the collision.
Secretary of the Navy Long was aboard
the Dolphin. That the injuries to the latter
were trilling is evidenced by
the fact that
the Dolphin continued on her way up the

ly

red

river.
W. G. Baker is building a yacht. The
only indication of the fact which is as yet
apparent to the general public was made
manifest when he commenced work Friday
hewing the mas; .Mr Baker has been for
some time engaged making, first, a piece of
wood work, then a piece uf iron work, at
odd jobs and putting it away.
The yacht
constructed thus, piece by piece, from a
draft, is to he M2 feet long with four sleeping
berths and a cook room.
Those who are familiar with Mr. Baker’s workmanship expect to see something tine when the several

brought together,
like the mason work of King Solomon’s
Temple. fMachias Republican.
parts

are

completed

and

—."ru'.M."__.__r.

we

took

At
little

a

proceeded by rail directThe hurried glimpses of

and thence

Cologne.

to

day

Holland which

could catch from the

we

j

like the

old

Dutch

style of architecture. It
rises above the surrounding buildings like
a large marble clitY.
The spires tower
example

of that

five hundred and ten feet above the pavethe highest in the world.
! ment, being
: From
Cologne we sailed up the Khine,
1

!

|

that fairyland of romance, every portion
of whose banks abounds in beauties of
nature and of art.
that historic

on

During
river

turesque ruins of

we

than

more

our

day’s

sail

saw

the

pic-

hundred

one

Your Pulse
You feel the blood

along.

But what kind of
That is the question.

Is it pure blood or

blood?

It is useless to attempt to describe
grandeur of the mountains or the

loveliness of the lakes of that little

rushing W
blood?

of the railroad will, it is predicted, quadruple the manufacture of short lumber.
The

granite

quarries

of

Washington

among the finest in tiie world,
lied granite is quarried at lied Beach and

county

are

black granite at Macbiasport, blue granite at lied Beach, and gray

Jonesboro,

granite

at

Jonesboro

Milbridge,
The

Marshfield

Jonesboro and

and

Joues-

port red gianite is inexhaustible aud improves as the quarries go deeper, and the
southern portion of Addison is full of the
finest black granite.
This industry will
be

greatly stimulated aud increased by
the present railroad facilities.
Washington county was the pioneer in
canning industry, the canning of fish,
vegetables having been successfully carried on at Eastport in 1841, and
the business has now attained large pro-

tin

fruit and

portions. The sardine factories at Eastport and Lubec are widely known, their

products going
the

all

over

the

world,

and

may be said of the blueberry
which lie in the towns of Cherry-

same

plains

field, Columbia,

and

Deblois.

Town-

have

been

took

popular
He is a lawyer by

sented Calais for two terms in the Maine
was

collector of the Port of

McKinley.
position
blueberry field.
The treasurer of the road is Gen.
the
largest
undoubtedly
region
Samuel D. Leavett of Eastport, who has
blueberry country in the world, and the
been prominent both in official and
long
yield is something enormous. In one business life. He was born in Eastport
week two men are reported to have pickand studied law with the late Bion Braded eleven bushels each in two days. There
bury. He served in the war and assisted
are canning factories at Cherryfield, Coin forming the Fifteenth Maine Regiment.
lumbia Falls and Harrington, and coming
He represented Eastport in the Legislathrough on the train last week we were tures of
1872, 1874 and 1898, and is now
told that one factory at Columbia Falls

ship

This

Xo.

18 is one vast

under President

I

pulse again. You can
feel the difference.
It is
stronger and your circulation
better. Send for our book on
Impure Blood.
If you are bilious, take
Ayer’s Pills. They greatly
aid the Sarsaparilla,
They
cure constipation also.

I
I
I

Write to our Doefera.
Write them freely all the particulars
In your caee.
You v'll receive a
prompt reply, without jo»t.
Address, DE. J. 0. AYER,

then put your

finger

your

business

Eastport four years by appointment of
President Harrison, and is now filling that

on

and

great

»

Lowell, Mass.

Alps

the

at

railroad

in

fifty-five

feet iu

Telephone

CuaiKM-; i..u I

So°d

by brightly colored Japanese lanterns
a

band of

e

{

S 4

We Guarantee

?,: ?,,1"“r”r,?

my time bef >ro Novel

music.

In front of

us

was
were

the beautiful fireworks whose wonderful
colors rivalled the new moon in brightIt was a dream of beauty.
ness.
Venice is

a

city

of color.

The brilliant

blue of the cauals is

rode his horse up this tower.
Among the interesting experiences
had

was

Lido,

a

swim in the Adriatic at

Now is the Time to

the

Buy

Your Winter's C

FIRST QUALITY, THOROUGHLY PREPARED COA!
ll'e offer to the citizen* of liclf ist and
rirhiit>/
follow iny well kn ii-n coat* :

the

we

the

the

“Coney Island” of Venice.
Saturday afternoon all
classes of people for their recreation, and
consequently it is a splendid place to
study their manners and characteristics.
Sunday evening we sat in the Piazza di
Here

come

every

George’s

Creek Cumberland C<*a

Marco under the arches of the arcade and
looked across the

1‘rii‘o.s .it
Wharf.

long

square, thronged
towards Saint Mark’s, whose

Chestnut Coal.
Stove

fascinating things

we

have

R.

P.

.85.rt<>
5 (Jo
5 40
5 40

Lehigh

coal

c<

ir

85 85
s.5
5 05
5.05

25 cents per ton higher

ready

to receive their coal at our convenience
any time before N

>vem

1899.

Spain’s Greatest

WE GLARAXTEE EROMET DEI ITERY.

Need

CORRECT WEIGHT anti CAREEl /

Olivia

of Barcelona, Spain,
speuds his winters at Aiken, S. C. Weak
nerves had caused severe pains in the back
of his head.
On using Electric Bitter*.
America’s greatest Blood and Nerve Remeall
soon
left him. Lie says this
dy,
pain
grand medicine is what his country needs,
All America knows that it cures liver and
kidney trouble, purities the blood, tones up
Mr.

H!iun-‘

Septemboi

seen.

Harold T. Sidi.ky.

Venice, July 19,

IVli wre-!

of 25c per ton will be made from the above
prices
ers for Cash settlement within 10
days from delivery of their val
their oideis in ton lots, or more, are
ls‘
placed before

ence; thence to Rome and Naples. 1 have
no more time to write of the thousand

grand Saint Gotbmany places the grade

place

could

we

below

see

the

was

of

1

bridges
magnificent

1

We

^B

Of the

passed through

the Saint Gothard

longest.

in the

This

is

the

world, being
See Venice

ten

on

the

Saturday evening

at

a verybut as

commonplace
soon as we passed through its doors, behold, we were in the city of our dreams,
the realm of poetry and romance.
Eight
or ten gondolas met us, and after some
confusion and fiery Italia# oaths on the
part of the gondoliers they took us to our

I
I
1

■

In
four

festival and you will think that
already in Paradise. We arrived

hotel.

■
■
S

ran

a

fj

I

us

had traversed.

we

railroad station,

piofession and for sixteen years was the
city solicitor of Calais. He has repre-

Legislature,

of

was

was exceedingly steep and the road
in great curves up the mountain side.

you are
in Venice last

1'reBident of the Washington County Railroad is lion. George A. Curran, a
native and resident of Calais and one of
in eastern Maine.

.t*v

cenl delivered at OUR conv< niem

the

See Venice and diel

1 lie

men

At

Tass.

night

loss to Maine.

the best known and most

through

greatest tunnel
miles long.

The death of Mr.
a

us

tunnel

loyalty to bis native State. He was largely instrumental in building up Grindstone
Neck, in Frenchman’s Bay, a charming
resort oj posite Bar Harbor, has aided in
the development of Gouldsboro as a summer resort, and recently raised there a
paas

Switzerland

rise of

fifty-six
during that afternoon,

successfully negofor its construction.
In

everywhere regarded

a

absolutely
or of painter’s
Among our most

tunnels which we

other directions Mr. Moore has shown his

Moore is

It has

tracks which

Moore & Sell ley, who

latial summer home.

ard

one

had it not

been for the efforts of John G. Moore, a
native of Steuben, and a member of tbe
New York banking and brokerage firm of
tiated the deal

^’TeTv'a^

DEI I I I I.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY,
33, 35 and 37 Front Street. Belfast.

peaks and rocky sides of the Jungfrau, the stomach, strengthens the nerves, puts
of the beautiful valley with its silver vim, vigor and new life into every muscle,
If weak, tired
nerve and organ of the body.
stream and nestling Swiss chalets, at our
or ailing you need it.
Every bottle guaranfeet.
teed, only 50 cents. Sold by R. H. Moody,
Our journey from Lucerne tp Milan druggist.

eruption of the skin.W
Why not purify your blood ? T

accomplished

|
m .o's

-rv

and

or some

not

note.

be-

From the summit we
every hundred.
had a near view of the snow capped

ing finds you unprepared for
work of the day. Your
cheeks are pale and your complexion Is sallow. You are
troubled with pimples, boils,

sists of timber laud, and this timber is of
exceptionally line quality. The opening

brush to picture them.
interesting excursions in
the ascent of one peak
Wurren by the steepest
world.

impure

the

TIHU.

coun-

try of Switzerland. It is
yond the power of words

If the blood is impure then
you are weak and languid;
your appetite is poor and your
digestion is weak. You cannot sleep well and the morn-

HUNTING

insinr;.*ry

!5 OFTEN VERY OESIRA

WOOD OF ALL KINDS.

f

i’) w.-i_

with people,
fifty castles.
colors showed to their best ad- Ks"
At Heidelberg we spent our first Sunday exquisite
in the soft moonlight.
In one Fur“ttCe
in Europe and had a delightful drive to vantage
corner of the square an orchestra played
Thence we proceeded
the famous castle.
music.
to Lucerne, from which place we made a Wagner’s
we leave Venice for FlorTo-morrow,
number of trips among the Swiss m mnA discount
tains.

A

s

r.-|^Special attention given to < lei i wry

and

the

CALAIS SPORTSMEN ON

lt.i u.iiicee'i

st;

£«s

CUMBERLAND COA!„
.v

(,M:‘

'J1,''''
'-’ !!?

only surpassed by the
more brilliant blue of the Italian
so quaint and new was it all.
sky.
pictures,
I
These two blues form a lovely setting for
I Among the most noticeable features of
! the landscape were the beautifully kept the mellow reds and browns and yellows
I
of the old buildings.
In this city of color,
hedges and rows of trees which take the
the gems of coloring are of course the
places of fences. We shall return to
Holland in August for a stay of ten days. Campanile, the Doges' Palace and .Saint
From the summit of the CampAt Cologne we had our first taste cf Marks.
anile we have the best view of Venice.
European life and manner. Cologne is
This tower is ascended by means of forty
chiefly interesting for its wonderful Gothic
inclined planes,—no stairs.
Napoleon
cathedral, the most perfect and beautiful
windows were

ear

ami*

st,,vuauil
Delivered and put in (in ltnrrftK
in Dump Carts.
pricosi“.

Stars and

buildings.

many

Company)

and L.ATTIMER !.FH1CH.

the Fourth

the North Sea to Rotter-

steamer across
Ham

on

to see our

over

of the same

night

on

Maimon

overjoyed

were

Stripes floating

(ilXCIl!

fei sports*

mile ..f Calais,

well known

system of lakes is found on the northKobe) of the county, giving rise tion into close

system helping

a

AX

Washington Coun.y iiailroad,

nmv

eastern

to the main St.

J'erxiiKl;,

II

London

Hay Co.,

(,. White

HADDOCKS, PLYMOUTH VEIN, SCRANTON,

ful voyage across the ocean.
Neptune,
too, was kind and we had no cause to make

offerings

riiE.

Late

in

the evening tne

were

palaces and

gaily illumined and there
fireworks

on

were

the Grand Canal

the Feast of the Redentori.
the celebration from a gondola.

in honor of
saw

On every side of us were gondolas, thousands of gondolas, literally thousands of
them.
Many contained small but elabodecorated dinner tables with parties
seated around them; from many others
came songs and the music of the mandolin and guitar.
Nearly all the gondolas
were trimmed with flowers and brightly

rately

is

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer,
P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

colored lamps.

On both sides of us

rose

Lines Dy

Hrs.

Carriages

Mace.

.AM).

The late Mrs. Frances L. Mace was a
cousin of Mrs. Mitchell, wife of ex-Mayor
W. W Mitchell of Deering. Mrs. Mitchell’s brother, Albert W. Forbes, son of
Charles fl. Forbes of Bangor, was a soldier in the war of the rebellion, and died
While waiting for
at Galloup’s Island.
a carriage to take her to the funeral Mrs.
Mace wrote the following lines, which
were published soon after in the Bangor
Whig and Courier:
Young soldier, sleep! how long thy heart
For scenes of martial glory yearned.
How pure and high the sacred flame
Of patriotic zeal within thee burned!

Harnesses!
FOR

T

SALE,

have the FINEST line of Carriages
shown in Belfast.

State Prison Western
>

I make

But few and brief the days have been.
Since tfiy last farewell word was said:
Scarce had their echo ceased—when lo!
Thou liest with the countless dead.

a

ever

Carriages
.All Hand

specialty of Prison work.

Prices to suit the times.

Repository

Victory’s dawn the summons came—
“Rise, patriot boy, there is no need

rear

of

Work,

H. C.

thy young life in camp and field—
For the dear dag thou may’st not bleed—
Of

MARDEN,

bleach.

<\ A. ST EVENS.

.(

58 < hureb

Belfast.

'•

St.. F.Hta-it

E. F. W1UTCOMH..

But God has need of valiant sons,
His glorious kingdom to increase:—
Come, join the Heavenly Host, and be
A soldier of the Prince of Peace.”

Freedom Acadenu

Now while the bells, with joyful pea1.
Of triumph ring to all the land;
With heavy hearts and tearful eyes
Around thy early grave we stand.

The fall term ol

this

Institu:

mence on

TUESDAY, SKI*

But, well we trust that far above,
Our victory or our grief, thou art;
Beneath the banner of the cross,
In nobler deeds to bear thy part.

or

That Throbbing Headache
Would quickly leave you, if you used Dr.
King’s New Life Pills. Thousands of sufferers have proved their matchless merit for
Sick and Nervous Headaches. They make
pure blood and strong nerves and build up
your health. Easy to take. Try them. Only
25 ceDts. Money back if not cured. Sold by
R. H. Moody, Druggist.

no

THE HAND LAI M

Windsor Hotel.

At

1

under the

“Actual Business from the Start.”

^

palaces, brilliantly illuminated.
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
was a temporary
bridge of Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never
j
with
colored fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists
boats, beautifully decorated
Iyl7
a pavilion outlined Belfast, Me.
in
side
on
every
lamps;
us

t

I

prineipalship of

V. K. FULL Eli,

Book-keeping, Shorthand, Typewriting, Commercial
Law, Penmanship, Banking, etc.
Elegantly equipped rooms and bank. Terms
very low. Re-opens first Tuesday in September. For prospectus, address
3m30
H. A. HOWARD,
Rockland Commercial College,

l

i

Mr. Fuller will he assisted in
WILLIAMS and Mrs A. STEF 11 F>>‘
Aside from a first class Lngliv‘
student may have the advar.tamn
business education under the
>

ment.

desiring to tit for collem*
thorough instruction in the dassh
Those

Rockland, Maine.

the old

Behind

lAUNPK'r

necessary studies.
Special effort will he made to iuak»
of a high grade, and second t<> no ~'imi
in the State. It is believed that n
better education be received ami at
pense as at Freedom Academy.
For further information, address
L>r. A.J HIM.
30
>'
Chairman of the Ex. Committee of A>

FOR SALE, HOUSE
one half acres land on Hign St
formely occupied by J. W. Jones. For particuenquire or
OWEN G. WHITE.

and three and
lars

>

City of the Holy Trinity.
Towns and Villages in the Heart
of Cuba.

J

t

STOP WOMEN

s

from
can’t

exercising

do it.

sense?

common

old rhyme runs:
who tries by force or skill

As the

The man's a fool
To turn the current of a woman’s will
For if she will, she will, you may depend on’t
And if she won’t she won't, so there’s an end cm’t,"

newspapers, the world has
well acquainted with Ha-

Common sense tells a woman that when
she’s sick she needs a doctor.
Common sense tells a woman that in
disease the first question is not of man or
woman, but of recognized medical ability.
Common sense applied to advertisements
which invite women to “write to a woman
because she is a woman and understands
women,” will show the women so appealed
to, that it’s no use to write to any woman
about disease unless that woman is a

in

west, Santiago in the east,
and Matauzas in the middle—

uk, San Francisco, Philadelliieago of Cuba; hut to this day,
>■ know much about the
country

widely separated

:ise

cities.

It

realize that the Pearl of the
ivtches

three and

over

half

a

latitude—farther than the dismen

N'ew York and St.

and New

la

Orleans,

Louis,

San Fran-

Harder yet is

i >ouvnr.

it to

iiiliculties ut

travelling through
the impossibility of making
mrney overland, from one end
uid to the other.
Spaniards and
■

to

seem

of

have

their

considered

the

good

forefathers

all time to come, and there
on
u

a

any connection, except by
the eastern and western

the country.
In all this rich
tic are but four good roads,
id

only

a

few miles out of 11a-

island,

eastern half of the

.■

_at‘d mountains full of minerals,
rests

and

pathless jungles,

Highways wormy

mtryward

routes

name,

me

being

mere

Since
and poor ones at that.
"ever, an American syndicate
of

rail-

feasibility
Santiago and Habana,
•.cd favorably; therefore the time
maybe, w hen locomotives will
lung from end to end of this
...d. connecting forgotten towns
_ated the

a

•ueeu

like the beads of a rosary,
steel.
•oe

greater part of Cuba

on

resern-

particit remains a terra incognita,
u
which any wild story, well told,
Even during the
ly credence.
Heart of Africa"

in

one

The only drawback to the
place
is its extreme loneliness and the
feeling it
produces in a stranger of complete isolation from his kind.
Surely, this is the
heart of the land “wherein it is
always
afternoon!”
Everybody seems

You'

Correspondence of The Journal.]
Thanks
mi DeCcba, July 18th.
.ime

godsend.

,

through
walk at

the street.

*

shallow that
land-locked,
vessels drawing only ten feet of water are
liable to run aground with the least devibut

so

ation from the tortuous channel.
vessels must be loaded

All

and put to sea as
to avoid sticking fast

by
lightquickly as possible,
on the sandy bottom.

The

Casilda is lined with

ers

landing-place

at

means

Take

a

even

of

The nearest approach to life

and

s

■

mystery, of

outlet and Sagua la Grande
rn, 1 have been spending the

rn
u

seeks, for the purpose of telling
iblican Journal all about it.
1
w

province is the very heart of
once the garden spot of the

as

the town, opposite the Governor’s residence, is a beautiful place and in some

erected

year, as well

as

many business blocks.
In line with the story of gold, arrangements are now being made for the erec-

have

seer

large

dome-like

in Cuba.

arbor,

In

the centre is a
covered with vines

and roses, from which stone walks radiate
like the spokes in a wheel,—all bordered
ith flower-beds and shaded by ornamental foliage.
Around the outskirts of this

park

extends

a

broad stone

promenade, or
parlance, which is separated from the main garden by a fanciful
iron railing, and from the street by a low
stone coping.
A profusion of gas lamps
“l’aseo” in local

affords brilliant illumination and the effect is beautiful at night, amid the dense

foliage,

green

when the bands

play

and

youth and beauty throng the paseo.

fouj'

miles east of

Accidents come with distressing frequency
on the farm.
Cuts, bruises, stings, sprains.
Or. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil relieves Ipain instantly. Never safe without it.
Letter from

>

[Correspondence

Oregon.

of The

Journal.]
Camp, Klamath
Indian Reservation, Oregon, July 10, 1899.
We are camped in the heart, almost, of
the Indian Reservation, taking a rest and
resting the horses. It is a wild country
River

Williamson

in the midst of

juniper,

a

forest of pines, Hr and
people are 15

and the noarest

miles away, but all is quiet and serene,
we are as safe as any where in the
United States.
We like the country very

Campo del Marte is anothor iine,
large plaza near the southeastern end of
much, what we have seen of it. It is the
the town, with barracks and drill-ground
most like the old home of any country we
for the large Spanish garrison that used
have ever s. on.
We have seen aud heard
to be maintained here.

The most attrac-

tive resort in the

place, to my fancy, is
the point known as the “watch tower,”
several hundred feet above the town,

where the old Ermite de la

Popa, (“Her-

mitage

like

nest

to

of the

Pope), clings

a

bird’s

the robins nearly all the time since we
came into the Oregon timber, aud that
makes

wander back to the old home

us

State in spite of everything.
Since my last note we have traveled
over

the mountain side.

and

through

the Sierra Nevada Moun-

It is easily
tains, and have had some good roads and
back, or in a volante, by a good deal of
hard, rough, rooky, hilly
winding under pines and and crooked roads to pass over. Some

reached on horse
a

rustic road

palms, past straw-thatched huts and the
great military hospital. To go up at
either end of the

westwanl Guarabo river empties into the
sea, navigable for small boats a considerable distance inland.
Masio Bay,

O. M. Moore.

and

1 he

above the

for in prosperdays great deal of sugar and honey
exported from the place. There is

the Pacific Coast?

w

ous

a

open seaport to the China seas and the

respects differs from.any other plaza I

wharves and warehouses,

Seattle, Washington, July2S, 1899.
From the fact that the

Secretary

of the

Casilda, really ought to be Bureau of Information is a
newspaper
the port of Trinidad, being deep enough
man, I am frequently importuned by busy
to accommodate vessels of largest tonpeople to assist them in tilling engagenage.
As the cars do ujt

present

the

gaiety in Trinidad is seen on ThursPhilippines, her growing coast trade,
day evenings and Sunday afternoon, when
fisheries, agriculture, mines at home,
the “retreta” takes place in the
plaza etc.,
etc., who shall say that Seattle is
Carillo. The big square in the middle of
not soon destined to be the New York of

day—to see the sun rise
incomparable valley of the
Holy Trinity and illumine the heights
was
n found their way
from the
also a handsome depot for the railway that encompass it, or sink to rest among
the green rays of the Western Ocean, is
ports, leaving the whole vast which runs north 25 miles or
so, connectwith its tragedies of murder,
worth having been born.
ing several villages and bringing the produni wanton destruction, buried
Fannie Brigham Ward.
ucts of
neighboring plantations down
in this region of
able sileuee.
for shipment.
Less than a mile to the
Seattle and the Klondike.
which Trinidad is
the eyes of all nations were
way. only occasional scraps of

eu

during

here

have been

dwellings

hundred

through the busiportion of the ,eity, and you will tion of a million dollar smelter, to be
meet only here and there a lazy
donkey or located on Lake Washington—just outsleeping dog,—not a human creature in side the
city limits. It is in the hands of
sight, except, at rare intervals a sandalled
experienced eastern mining men.
servant shuffling along the
shady side of
With her Klondike, her Oriental trade,

Common sense used in the reading of
advertisements will discover that no claim
is made in them to a physician’s knowledge or diploma. And that is not because
the claim would be morally culpable as a
lie, but because it would be legally punishable as a fraud. The law permits you tofi
masquerade as a doctor in an advertise-’’
ment. just so long as you don't actually
claim to be a doctor, or put M. D. after
That’s why the advertisement'
your name
is worded
write to a woman
instead of
write to a doctor.
Common sense has brought more than
half-a-million women, afflicted with some
form of female disea.se, to L)r. R. V. Pierce
as one of the most expert physicians in the
United States in the treatment of female
diseases. Dr. Pierce is a specialist. He
has given more than thirty years of active
practice to the treatment of female diseases.
Dr. Pierce is not a “physician ’’ by
courtesy. He is a physician regularly graduated. legally empowered to practice and
with thirty years of experience in the treatment of diseases of women, which he has
made liis specialty.
The offer of free consultation by letter
made by Dr. Pierce is a real offer, an honest
offer.
It is an offer hacked by a medical
institution, with a world-wide reputation,
a staif of nearly a score of
regularly graduated physicians, a practice which reaches
state
in
the
Union
and
a record of
every
more than half-a-million women
treated
and ninety-eight out of every hundred t

almost

the hours of sunshine.

mid-day,

there

ness

physician.

perfectly cured.
Write to a doctor. That’s the first thing.
Write to the doctor. That’s the next thing.
The woman’s doctor, i< Dr R. V. Pierce,
of the Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

asleep

has been no
lap, and since that day
about the rate of
nor
complaint
grumble
More than five
our general progress.

of the roads

crooked than any
snake ever was; aud at some places it
made me dizzy to steer four horses and
are

more

two wagons through the trees and rocks
and around the curves and corners.
We have

beautiful country,
and much desolate country as well.
We
seen

some

passed through grand scenery and
some
Two
very
enchanting places.
weeks ago to-day we were in the very

have

heart of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, at
a place called Tamarack, a wild and romantic spot. We are going by easy stages
and will move along to-morrow, as the
water

is

bad and the flies torment the

horses almost to death.

We aim to drive

The Ship Bangalore.
She

Has Twice Been British
and
American for Second Time.

Now

New York, Aug. 5.
At the foot of
Market st, East river, lies the white ship
which
has
twice
flown the
Bangalore,
cross of St. Andrew and twice the Stars
and Stripes.
“She is an American ship again now,”
says her captain,
Blanchard, “thank
God!”
Before the curious history of the white
vessel is summarized hear the story of
her steward, Horton, a Yankee sailor
from Plainfield, N. J.
It’s all about the
Germans at Manila, and how rats saved
the steward from a shipwreck.
“In the summer of 1898 I happened to
be in Liverpool,” says Horton, “the
German steamer Trinidad was about to
I speak German.
I
go to the east.
wanted to see some fun around the
Philippines, so I shipped on the Trinidad
as steward.
We loaded coal at Wilhelms
Haven for Kiao Chou, the German concession in China, but all knew that the
coal was for Admiral Van Diedrich’s

squadron.
At Singapore

were

we

switched

cans.

“They boasted among other things
that they were not going to allow the
American fleet to bombard Manila.
The
Germans said they would take care of the
all
and
that
Admiral Dewey
Spanish
right
good.

“Four hundred and fifty-four Spanish
refugees came aboard the Trinidad. The
German sailors said
Admiral Dewey
would never dare to bombard the
city,
and that if he started the bombardment
the Germans would blow the whole Yankee fleet out of the water the same
way
the Americans had served the Spaniards.
“Well, we saw the Kaiserin Augusta
sail away with Gov. Gen. Augustin for
Hong Kong. On the morning of the day
Anally set for the bombardment I said to
the chief engineer of the Trinidad that I
supposed the steamer would clear for
action.
He told me to wait and I might
have my eyes opened.
“The German sailors could not hide
their anger at the outcome of the battle
Aug. 13, and redoubled their insults to
the Americans.”
Steward Horton says that while the
Trinidad was coaling the Kaiserin Augusta the rats were leaviug the collier.
The
rats were killed as fast as they deserted
to the
German cruiser, but still they
shifted, till not one was left on the
steamer.
The Germ an-speaking Mow .Terseyman
left the|Trinidad at Hong Kong because of
the rat incident.
Ou her very next voyage
the Trinidad foundered in a terrific typhoon off Turnabout island.
A. P. and O steamer picked up the
crew, but the men lost all their effects.
“That makes twice that I have been
saved by rats,” said Ilorton.
The Bangalore was wrecked in the
Chesapeake, a British ship, and was then
bought by an American and repaired at
two-thirds of her purchase price, thus
giving her right, to fly old glory. But
during the Spanish-American war her
registry was changed again to British.
Tlie Bangalore is back again from Hong
Kong,and tbe necessary arrangments having been made at the custom house,Capt.
Blanchard ordered steward Horton to
break out a new silk 25-foot American
flag from the mizzen gaff, today.

20 miles per day, but there are places
ments to “write letters to the home paregularly on the pers,'’ about Seattle, the Klondike and where water is scaree aud we have to
little narrow-gauge road, but only when
make the journey longer.
Last Sunday
the West in general.
a' iinicfutc, and converted
e,
there are full loads of freight to be carwe were in a dry place called Mud Lake
is
It
a pleasure for me to write
always
n
dollars worth of growing
ried, you will do well to avoid a tedious
and had to drive about 35 milos to Tule
Ming ashes.
To-day, little is time of waiting in the tlea-infested port of the far Northwest, where I have been
a resident and
in the newspaper business Lake, stopping at noon for water at a
like
loyal palms, standing
by taking a volante to Trinidad—though for the
past twelve years; but the subject place called Dry Lake, w here we had to
in a
st .tiiiels amid the dead.
the charge for the latter is $2.50, and the
is
a vast one and one located here
pay 10 cents per head to water the horses.
given
miles of the richest territory, cars will take
you for twenty cents. Trinfor many years scarce comprehends what We are over about all the dry places now,
nor a human being is to he
idad is only three miles inland,—or rather
information will most interest and have only about 200 miles farther to
durations, ranches, farms were upland, and the drive thereto, along the paricular
We are all well and
of
distant States.
One subject, go on our journey.
people
ved by one army or the other,
green slopes of Lookout Mountain, is dehowever, is always popular, and that con- enjoying our trip. It is worth a great
:Ocd ut, sugar- mills a riling uf
lightful. The city of the Holy Trinity is cerns the amount of
gold being shipped deal to make such a journey; it is a great
mi ciisive machinery broken up
one of the oldest in Cuba, founded less
educator.
Seattle from the Klondike.
through
in the fields awaiting a pur- than a
year after Santiago, and within
Ueschi ttes tAiir, duly 2.>.
We are
It
be
our eastern and
may
supposed
by
<Mil junk —nothing to speak of !
twenty years of Santo Domingo, the first southern friends that the
the Descbuttes Kiver, still in
The 13agalore is a beauty and will be
rush
to the camped on
uiationbut heaps of melancholy ; on the Western II
remembered by many Bostonians, as she
v.nisphere. Centuries
of the Yukon has practically the forest of pines and fir. We have made
gold-fields
landed a cargo of sagar for the Standard
ago the now almost forgoUon place had died
out; but such is not the case, by far. ^7 miles rhis week and have to make short ; Company just opposite the South Union
iy, it is in this province of its stirring and romantic history.
Columof
the
feed
drives
on
account
for
the
station a few weeks ago.
While there have come out from Klondike
[Boston Globe.
a
that the much-advertised bus sailed into its
bay and named the this
There is plenty of grass and wahorses.
year, up to date, five or six thousand
Company, whose head quar- three peaks of the ovc. hallowing mounthere have vastly more than that ter, but it is so divided we cannot make
Washington, D. C., are sup- tain “Ei Trinidad.’1 Diego de Velazquez people,
The water is tine,
our drives longer
number
gone “in,” to lose or win.
arrying on their operations, founded the town, (m 1515); Don Louis
in
most
being
places
springs.
Between
the
first of January and the
nv's prospectus sets forth in
Bassecourt achieved here his famous vicLast Tuesday we picked wild strawfirst of July of the present year, upwards
:x its ability to buy the richest
over
three
British
after
men-of-war,
the first 1 have had since leaving
tory
berries,
of
had
been
from
10,000 people
shipped
U. for a song—say for a himthree days of hard lighting; and the
This country is very
Seattle for Alaska. Many of them reported dear old Maine.
in acre, which
will soon be
Lnglisli corsair, Urant, drove out all new discoveries well
1 was out and caught
much like home.
toward
up
hi..1 lied dollars, ami importunes
Behring
other pirates, in the year 1702.
For two
Straits.
The travel north is still steady two salmon trout, and lost two big ones,
to join in the singing, to the
hundred yeais the locality suffered conanil will probably increase as the amount which took a hook apiece.
dollar tlie share,
bays the I
The 21st we were camped at an elevatinually from piratical attacks, and count- of the output becomes generally known.
"We have located valuable!
less bloody traditions are connected with
1 had the satisfaction of seeing the gold tion of about 5,000 feet. There was a very
uiber, mineral and farm lauds |
|
the Vale of the Holy Trinity.
Indeed, it : taken off the steamer Iioanoke, which heavy frost and the water in the pail froze
ter than Government bonds.”
is said that the richest citizens of the arrived from the mouth of the Yukon on over, and the ground froze where we had
uderstand that this is not an
j
place are descendants of the old sea- the 18th of July. That is, I saw a part : thrown water upon it. We have traveled
■cent for the Laud Company
robbers and cut-throats, who turned re- of it.
I saw one, two, three and some- ; for 125 miles now in the forest, and are
of which I cau find no trace in
when piracy went out of fashion.
spectable
times four lusty men stagger out from not yet out of it, and for 75 miles no one
There are no bard, gritty
; held of action; but rather a
With their ill-gotton gains they bought the ship,
lumps, no specks or lbibringing twenty-eight large lives on the road, and all the people we
vice to the unwary, viz,—look
eign matter to he lifted
lauds and built manor houses, gave large boxes and iron chests filled with the see are those we meet traveling, and there
from Rob Roy flour,
ll
■ii leap.
is
never a day but that we meet one or
sums to the Priests for absolution, and
and
sat
the
rail
|
of
the
is all flour—snow wli’ie,
golden stuff,
upon
c hundred miles or so between
more
became pillars of Church and State.
teams.
flour.
feathery light
ship while the strong boxes were being
oul Santiago are traversed barely
The trip is fine, and the farther we go
One who does not mind hard climbing
photographed for the newspapers. With |
by the railroad which ends at binds Trinidad the most
charming of cities, another gentleman we tried the weight of the better 1 like it. We have about 200
;ua, sending out branches to
with its antique casas and palm-shadsome of the boxes.
Some we could lift, miles yet to go; and we have traveled now
d Cienfuegos.
If you insist on
ed gardens, its rambling, up-hill streets but neither, nor both
together, would about 1,038 miles, according to my reckonod tour, the remaining dOO miles
and the glorious views over the valley of
We will soon have to cross over a
to run away with the load even ing.
attempt
■cade over robber-infested trails,
cane on one hand, and the Caribcorner of the desert country of the
golden
we
had
State,
The
28 boxes
though
permission.
"idle, in ox-carts, on foot, accordmakes the most wholebean, dotted with palm-fringed islands,on weighed not less than three tons, and which is a lava district.
some bread, the most decumstanees aud locality.
it is
the other.
The population is now about school children
Trout Creek Camp, July 30, 1899.
licious cake because it
may figure out what
thought of without a strong
contains all the nutriment
IS,WO, though time was when it counted the probable value might be.
Nor We are camped in a hot dry country tocd if, after great expeuse, danof the best wheat, because
It is a small valley among the hills
twice that number. Swept by both moun- was this all this one steamer
day.
brought.
and privation, you arrive at the
it is scientifically milled,
and is called Trout Creek, but there is no
tain and ocean breezes, with neither ex- She was accredited with a round
because it is pure flour.
$3,000,journey with whole skin and cessive heat nor cold from
at.
this
time
water
in
the
creek
of
Ask the dealer for it.
year to year, 000, and her predecessor of the same day—
year.
your own possession, you have
WM. A. COOMBS MILLING CO.,
the climate is as near perfection as one the Cuban
We left the fine timber road last Wedthe “Laurada,”
fillibusterer,
fortunate.
No
native
Coldwater, Mich.
eptionally
can hope to find on this mundane sphere.
and crossed a part of the
nesday
morning
an equal amount.
of Anti-adulteration League.
Memters
brought
cs such a hazardous
thing with- Though sanitary measures of any kind
For 35 miles there was nothThe local assay office—established but lava desert.
(ig seven Ave Marias at every are unknown in
but lava rock, sage brush, and scrub
Trinidad, it is by all odds one
year ago this month—handled six mil- ing
bring himself good luck—and the healthiest town in Cuba,
situcedar trees to greet our eyes, and the last
beingso
lions
of
dust
to
the
close
of
last
up
u the reverse is
year,
likely to be his ated that the harder the
rains, the cleaner and up to the present time between five 75 miles is a rolling country, fit mostly
Hardly one person in a thous- it becomes. Yellow Jack has never
yet and six millions have been handled by for sheep ranges. There are little valleys
to Trinidad except by water—
climbed La Yijia, and the highest death- that
where water can be had, and lots of hay,
busy concern for 1899. It is the
by coasting steamer from Cien- rate is
stated at 21 in 1W30. The
such as it is, (mostly rye) is raised, and
officially
of
men direct from the Klondike
opinion
■ity miles to the westward. You
streets of Trinidad are as narrow as the
It is a hot, dry region,
that the season’s output will aggregate some vegetables.
the way by water from Ilabanarrowest in Spanish-America, but exnot very desirable to live in, though many
from
fifteen
IIow
to
millions.
eighteen
iing the western tips of the istremely picturesque, with their low-wall- much that may be is almost incomprehen- do well catering to the traveling public
b\ rail to Batabauao, the southSpfchDr. vvua.iLis xtiiluui I'ue
an
1
houses,
ed,
rough-tiled
high-sound- sible, but one might make comparisons on and freight teams.
■i Habana
&L. ^Ointment will cure Blind.
province, and thence
titles over the doors.
Like those of the
Most of the roads this week have been
^Bleeding and Itching
ing
with
cities
of
some
assessed
valuation
;istward 170 miles, among innudsori.s t he tumors,
nPiles 1
Habana, some of them have awnings the gold already “in sight.”
rough; not much like our Eastern roads.
allays the itching at once, acts
wooded islets; or by railway to
_as a pouitiee, gives Instant restretched across from side to side, affordis
It
hill
and down all the time, and
up
Seattle has as I write more than four
; iief. Dr. Wil.iams'.lndian Pile Ointis, and thence by steamer; or
ment is prepared for Piles arid Itching complete protection from sun and rain. millions worth of virgin gold hoarded half the time nothing but rocks or sand.
of
the private, parts.
in
a
Every box is
ing
nitiago, sailing
northwestly In the aristoeractic quarter the casas are
warranted. By drurgists. by mail on rewithin her safety vaults and at the assay We have one more week's travel, and
(xist the dark mountains of the
of price. 50 cents and $1.00.
ceipt
WILLIAMS
mostly of stone, and some of them are office, which alone had last week over with no bad luck next Sunday will be at MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. <’ eveland.
Ohio
range, Cape Cruz, the historic
very imposing, with arched entrances and three millions at one time going through our journey's end.
We are all well and
l
lluena Esperanza (Columbus’
much-bestuceoed facades.
Interlorally, the assaying aud melting process.
enjoying our trip, for we have learned
Weakness, irreguThey
Hope”) aud the beautiful green they differ from those of Habana by havlarity and omissions,increase vi^ror
With all this gold and glitter, Seattle much of the country and the people from
! Doce
and banish "pains of menstruaLeguas.
no
s
walls
the
between
room
I
tion.” They
l.ii’e Savers”
ing
dividing
quite naturally is prospering. She awoke San Diego, Calif., to the Washington line.
to tfirls at womanhood, aiding deag rounded I’onta de los Negros—
—only the kitchen and sleeping apart- from the depression of a few years after I will mail this to-morrow as we come to
velopment of organs and body. No
known remedy for
equals
ng, narrow blulf which defines
ments being partially patitioned.
The the “boom,” when the golden apple
them. Cannot do harm—life beAntelope post office.
!o. 1
vcomes
pleasure. JW1 per box
bay on the southwest, you see a rest are a series of
by mall. Sold by drutarlsls.
from the Klondike fell into her willing
open arches,—vast,
Clarence II. Luther.
Mott chemical co.,h«»i*°<i,>*.
walled city glistening in the golden
high-ceilinged expanses, affording free
FOR SALE BY R. H. MOODY.
away up on the sunset slope of circulation of air and
magnificent prosijia,” (Lookout mountain), a pective of marble floors, rich frescoes,
;'ai|d feet above sea-level.
Trinidad mirrored
PILES! PILES!
PILES!
panels and tasteful furnishings.
ssed with a trinity of ports, but at
There are two or three third class hotels
I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
nt
only one is used—Casilda, the in the town and more than a baker’s dozBlind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
,|f’1 of
the three, a small village at the
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
en mesones. It is to be hoped that you
if the inlet.
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. WilThe lovely harbor is
will not be left to the tender mercies of
-rethose destructive “patriots”
Maceo, overran it with their
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Promptly Reaches the Seat
mood UlOuUOGO
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and
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8tmate the case- *>«* ^t other treatment or remedies have
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Cores the Worst Cases.

failed,

‘-sp®

offer such incontrovertible evidence of merit

q

PS’

q

c

»

n.on®

a,

oa"

off

for Manila all right, and went sailing
into Manila bay, headed straight for the
Kaiserin Augusta, anchored off the city,
but Admiral Dewey stopped us with a
round shot off Cavite and ordered us to
lie by.
“The Trinidad came to anchor a cable
length from the Olympia. Admiral Dewey
examined our papers and gave us a pass
to go up the bay next day.
This was
before the capitulation of Manila and
able
to
understand
being
German, I heard
the crews of the Kaiserin Augusta aud the
Trinidad make no end of nasty flings
about every Yankee fleet and the Ameri-

was no

S. S. S. GOES
TO THE BOTTOM.

hke other remedies,

not

dry

up the

poison and hide
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it from vdew
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Montgomery, Ala.,
“Someyears
8

.virs.i. W.

bee,

writes:

P'‘lson by a nurse who Infected
my babe with blood taint. 1 was covered with sores
and
ulcers from head to foot, and in
my great extremity I prayed
to die. Several prominent
physicians treated me, but all
to no purpose.
The mercury and
potash which they
gave me seemed to add fuel to the awful flame which
was
devouring me. I was advised by friends who had seen
wonderful cures made by it, to
try Swift’s Specific. I improved from the start, as the medicine seemed to
go direct
cause 0l the trouble auu force the
out. Twenty
y
bottles cured me completely.” Swift’s poison
Specific—

S. S. S. FOR THE BLOOD
tl?at
mercnvv°^1^nfimedy
arsenic,
m

O

nL

is
or

F

Suar«nteed purely vegetable, and contains no
or chemical.
It never fails to
C°ntagious BIood' P<>is°“-

any other mineral

e'tc^heUlnatlSm’
Tetter^Bfiirs,’Carbuncles,^Sores,
Valuable books mailed
by Swift
free

Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.

NEARLY

Years

Fifty-eight

It’s

Old!!!

long life, but devotion to the true
prosperity of the American

a

interests ami

People

has won for it

friends

new

as

the

years rolled by and the original members
of its family passed to their reward, and
these admirers are

day,

loyal and steadfast toteachings, and coninformation which it brings

with faith in its

fidence in tlie
to

their homes ami firesides.
As

a natural consequence it
enjoys in
its old age aii the vitality and vigor of its
youth, strengthened and ripened by the

experiences of
*

w

over

half

century.

a

It has lived on its merits, and

on

the

cordial support of progressive Americans.
It is “The New York Weekly Tribune,”

acknowledged the country over us the
leading National Family Newspaper.
Recognizing its value to those who desire all the news of the State and Nation,
the publishers of The Republican Journal (your own favorite home paper) have entered
into an alliance with “The York Weekly Tribune” which enables them to furnish
both papers at the trifling cost of S-.OO per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himself, to his family, and to the community in which he lives a cordial support of his local newspaper, as it works constantly and untiringly for his interests in every way, brings to his home all the news
and happenings of his neighborhood, the doings -of his friends, the e mdition and prospects for different crops, the prices in home markets, and, in fact,
which should be found in eveiy wide-awake, progressive family.
Just think of it!
Send all

is

a

weekly visitor

Roth, of these } apers for only si!.00 a year.
to The Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Ale.

subscriptions
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eigner, fresh
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letters of in-

proverbially

and to them the visit of a forfrom the other

world,
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\ *Cake of Fine Toilet Soap in Every Package. I

liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and noth-

ing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
For sale by R, H. Moody.
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INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE
Representing

Over

Twenty

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT,

Million Assets

PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

ET-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.. 43 Security Bonds lor Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees, j Correspondence solicited
Real estate bought and sold
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Limited tickets for Boston are now soldat$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Georoe,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 22, 1899.
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Last week

days’ visit from
Prairie, which
came here for target practice, and Monday afternoon the Texas, of 6,315 tons displacement, steamed into the bay and anchored about one mile off the battery and
two from the city.
The latter vessel was
expected, but not before Wednesday, and
was ordered here through the influence of
An American
Congressman Burleigh.
war vessel ought not to be a stranger in
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The accident at Mt.
■which
ciation

the

on

Desert

Uncle Sam’s ships

ers.

in

sons

Ferry

on

in

patriotism, in
grander scale,

a

floats over

object

are

les-

the same line, but
as the flag which

country schoolhouses. We

our

proud of our warships, proud of their
officers, proud of their men, and a hearty

are

involved

necessarily caused
following resolutions,adopttrain before reaching Ellsworth,

were

delay,and
ed

and ports inaccesible to the larger warships may be visited by the smaller cruis-

number of the Maine Press Asso-

a

waters.

navigable

our

The increase of our navy, due to the war
with Spain, makes this the more feasible,

Excursion.

Press

the

welcome awaits them in all our ports.

Aug. 5th, did not reach us in time for
publication last week:

Sight Seeing in

Resolutions passed by Maine Press Association, August 3. 181Mb We, the members of
the Maine Press Association, after a week’s
most delightful excursion through Washington C ounty, desire to express our appreciation of the hospitality that has been extended to us by the people of the county,
and we take this opportunity to extend a
unanimous vote of thanks to the Maine

Naples

Rome.

and

Naples

and die.”

distance to

long

We arrived here at

evening and drove a
our hotel
through streets

o’clock last

seveu

crowded

aud gay with processions and
with bands of music, tire crackers

•"

v

pi'otit

scription.

pleasure

and

their presence added
to Tbe occasion; to Mr. and Mrs. Clns. F.
P r e O
tLf N- -mat-ta-no Hotel whose atii nt ons wa re unremitting and w hose
faces,
b"‘h as a1 v.'liiplished l ost ami hostess and

valm

as

Naples

est and wickedest city in Italy, and we
can well believe it.
Although our hotel

though newly made friends will

“beautiful for

most

was

the blue waters of

to

aiw sys i. ive cherished places in our memoNor
we omit to make special
ment.on of tie- sumptuous banquet served
u :!.t last night .»f our stay at the Xe-;uat-

situation,”
the bay, with a

picturesque old castle
could uot walk

we

or

or

'mis'

cripples
ber.

splenseeing beggars and
on

that

and sad deformities without

How the

close

very
fortress uear by,

drive

did boulevard without

-Uborate affair happily eon1 and sj :• ml ail v earned out, to which
C-e Aldermen and the Hoard
Leavitt,
Muy.«r
f Trade of Eastport were invited.
And
t-

num-

and their name

children,

is

legion, live and thrive in such filth and
squalor is a mystery. The city is very
striking and beautiful with its miuy pink

last v we w ish t
express ..ur appreciation <-f
the .-ports of the eXi ursiou committee who
ha', foreseen a.i difficulties and smoothed
ah the rough places so admirably.

!

houses and

old

ruins and the universal

and

light

brightness of the coloring. The
bay of Naples and the italiau
skies are more brightly blue than we had
ADDENDA.
In view of the fact that thirteen of our
imagined. The nights are radiant with
members parsed safely through the terrible
ordeal at Mt Desert Ferry on the morning the splendor of the full moon, and we sit
f August i'. 1>*.Mb it seems but right that on our balconies till
midnight revelling
the assoeiatn-n should acklowledge. in this
iu the glory and beauty of the sea aud of
pub... manner, with deep and heartfelt
wonderful

thankfulness, the

hand

of

Divine

Provi

dem e in that the entire party was restored
in safety t
their homes and friends.
George V. Norton, f<>r the committee.

the heavens.

Vesuvius is near, but the
rising from its crater does not trouNeither do the rumors of earth-

smoke
ble

us.

There

quakes.
H. K. Monell of

Gardiner,

one

of the

seven surviving charter members of the
Association, three of whom went with
the i arty, says in his notes of the trip:
Thirty-fivt years of acquaintance lias
endeared us to eaoli other, though we never
hew
ail ineef together.
Frank Riel), the
youngest of all, about s rarely meets with
M. X. Kiel
us as any
I believe, has been at
every ex ursion, I would be very glad to
■

them ail t< a weeks’ visit to GardiBut I fear we will never ail meet together again tins side the grave.
The fact has been recalled that K. II.
we:

:i:e

ner.

1
fi

'-veil of
>m

Portland died

his return

on

tiit- Machias excursion in 1S90.

Susie M ., wife of Fred Chapin, and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Eames of Prospect. died at the home of her parents, August 7th,after a lingering illness of consumption, aged 29 yrs., 6 mos. For the first time
has the Death Angel entered this home and
severed the link which united the family
chain, leaving a bereaved husband, a little
son, a sorrowing father and mother, sisters
and brother. All that medical skill and tender, watchful care could do was of no avail,
and after months of patient suffering, she
calmly obeyed the summons of the Master
to “come up higher.”
Her life was one of
goodness and truth and love, and although
here there is a vacant chair which can never
be filled, yet we have faith to believe she
still lives in that brighter, better world. The
funeral services were conducted by Rev.
H. W. Norton of Searsport,who spoke words
comfort and consolation. The floral offerings were very beautiful.
“Going home where Jesus waits her
In the heavenly land above,
Going home to be enfolded
In the arms of his dear love.”
The funeral of Dr.
at his late home on
afternoon and was
R. T. Capen, pastor

[A Home Letter from Mrs. Edward Sibley.]
Naples, Itlay, July 27, 1899. “See conducted the

Central and Washington County Railroads, j noisy
the Frontier Steamboat Company, the
and torpedoes.
The shouting of men,
steamer Alice and the Lubec Steamboat
Company for transportation furnished, to the braying of donkeys aud strange sounds
local members of the fraternity whose welthat we could uot understand added to
come has been everywhere most cordial, to
It was the occathe hotels at Machias, Calais. St. Andrews the general confusion.
and the Xe-mat-tano at North Lubec for sion of some festival and was celebrated
tbe-r excellent service, comfortable quarters
and generous menu; to the people of Ma- by a grand illumination and line fireworks
rinas. and Tlie citizens’ committee of which late iu the
Some New York
evening.
K
F
Mr
Barry was chairman, for the members of our
who have seen
party,
with
which
contributed
'!;'nightfulness
they
ur entertainment in the interesting ride
great displays of fire works in our own
and the charming reception tendered us; to
that the display in Venice far exthe Calais X' St. Stephen Street Railroad land, say
Company for a most pleasing ride over its ceeded in beauty, variety and grandeur
entire system ; to the St. Croix Club and the
of the kind they had ever witladies of Calais for the long-to-be-remem- anything
nessed.
'■ejed rerept; ; ; "the Algonquin hotel at
St. Andrews lor courtesies extended; to
Although this trip is so full of interest
i1 ■:. S. 1). Leavitt. Mayor of Last port, and
tie- people of 1 is good city for numberless to us, and great delight and novelty, there
kindnesses that added so much to the pleas- are some drawbacks to its
pleasure. Tbe
ure of our trip, ci !initialing m the never-tohe-forgotton dinner which they so modestly poverty, degradation and abject misery to
be seen everywhere in Italy is beyond deteriueo l’a ch"W.;*-r or the bea«'h;Mto Hon.
ami Mrs. George A. Curran of Calais, for
is said to be the dirti•.•

OBITUARY.

had a few

American ports in time of peace, and no
influence should be required to ensure

Subscription Terms in advance, $2.00 a year,
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one inch
length in column, 75 cents for owe week, ami 25
cents for each subsequent insertion.

The

we

Probate Court.

news.

northport

the United States cruiser

lie

iu Rome a

day

was
or

slight earthquake

a

before

two

we

arrived

there.
We have visited

repaid

for the hot

Pompeii and were fully
trip thither by seeing

the marvelous preservation of the frescoes and much of the walls of the
long
buried houses of the ancient city.
We
spent three hours in the ruins, borne from
house to house in sedan
ried
if

by

we

two

had

chairs,

stout Italians.

stepped

long since passed,
old homes and

each car-

It seemed

as

back into the centuries
as

we

examined those

furnishings.

J. M. Fletcher was held
Church street Saturday

largely attended. Rev.
of the Baptist church,

The Belfast city
government was present in a body, and exMayors Wm. B. Swan and Albert C. Burgess and many other leading business men
were present to pay the la9t respects to a
worthy and valued citizen. There was a
profusion of flowers every where from friends
and relatives. The bearers were four Belfast physicians, Drs. S. W. Johnson, Elmer
Small. A. C. Ellingwood and E. L. Steveus.
Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar,
acted as escort and Phconix Lodge, F. and
A. Masons, marched to the cemetery and
held services at the grave.
services.

Harriet Jinlson. wife of Rev. John P. Simonton, died at the Methodist parsonage in
Ellsworth, Thursday morning, Aug. 10th,
after a long illness.
Mrs. Simonton was
born in Boothbay March 10, 1840, and was
the daughter of Jeremiah P. Baker, a well
known Boothbay man at oue time.
A
brother, Ernest G. Baker of Bangor, her
two
Charles
husband,
sons,
B., and Frank
F., and a daughter, Catherine, survive her.
She was well known, and had numerous
friends in Winterport, Old Town, Vassalboro, and other places where Mr. Simonton
bad served as pastor. The deceased was a
noble woman in every sense of the word,
kind, true, gentle hearted and generous. In
church work she took an active interest and
was a great help to her husband in
many
ways. Her death will be a severe blow to
the church of which Mr. Simonton is now
pastor. To her children, she always was a
kind and true mother. The Simoutons came
to Ellsworth from
Winterport only a short
time ago, but during that brief period Mrs.
Simonton bad won friends who will ever remember her as a woman of the highest type.
The funeral was held at the Methodist
parsonage Friday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
Rev. S. L. Hanseom of Bar Harbor conducting the service, assisted by the Ellsworth
ministers, and others from out of town.
There were many very beautiful lioral offerings. The remains were taken to Rockport
for interment.
Burial service was held at
the grave at Rockport. Mr. Simonton. Chas.
B.
Frank F
Miss Catherine. Mr Baker
and Miss Maud Dennis of Bangor accompanied tiie remains to the grave.
The remains of the late Mrs. Louise
Barnes arrived at Camden last week by
from Boston and were interred in
the Mountain street cemetery. The deceased was a native of Camden, widow of the
late Edwin Barnes and daughter of Elisha
Gil key.
She was a devoted member of the
Elm street Congregational church aud a woman of many good
qualities. Two daughters,
both residents of Massachusetts, survive her,
and they have the sympathy of a host of
friends.
steamer

Regimental

Reunions.

Thiri> Maine. The annual reunion of the
Third Regiment association was held Aug.
9th at Merrymeeting Park. The business
session was opened at ten o’clock with a
A banquet was served
good attendance
at 1 o’clock in the Casinu.
The different
reports were read and accepted and the folofficers
elected
tor the ensuing year:
lowing
President, Lieut. D. W. Emery of Augusta;
first vice-president, X T. Fuller of Hallowell; second vice-president, IJ K Jewell,
Halloweli; secretary, Win. MeDavid of Augusta; corresponding secretary, Louis Selbmg. Augusta; treasurer. George S. Fuller,
Halloweli; chaplain, J. E. Xve of Auburn.
The regiment left Maine June 16,1861, and
lmd 1,000 men on its rolls. It was mustered
out June 28, 1864, and
during that time of
service the regiment had enlisted 1681 men.
Over »j per cent, of these are. now dead.

CAMP GROUND.

A. W. Flood of Waterville has joined bis
family here.

Sidney Leavitt of Dixmont is spending a
few days at Brown's.
Mrs. Sina Leavitt of Waterville is at the
Wm.

Partridge

cottage.

W. H. K. Abbott and family of Waterville
are at the Brown cottage.
Mrs. Sargent and family of Brewer
their cottage on Bay street.

are

at

J. Claffee caught the first mackerel for
the season by hand line, Aug. 4th.
A.

Brown, Claffee and Hinks caught 75 bass
in Pitcher’s pond one day recently.
Jos.

and wife of Dixmont

Harding

stopping

at

Mrs. Emery’s

on

Maple

are

street.

Dr. King and family of Bangor will occupy
of the Woodbury cottages for two
weeks.

one

Leon C. Brown of Boston will stop for the
remainder of the season with his parents on

Bay

street.

Steamer Urea,Capt. Decrow, went to Islesboro Monday with a party from the hotel for
clam bake.
John Sprague and daughter, Mrs. Susan
Morse of Auburn, are at the Morse cottage
on Griffin street.
Yacht Milicete of Boston, W. U. Gay
the Eastern Yacht Club was here

owner, of

Mrs. Henry Toothaker and son George
have opened the Stevens cottage on Park
Row for the season.
A. A. Kennedy and family of Brewer and
P. L. Wentworth and family of Weymouth
are at the Wo dbury cottage.
Janies G.

Ferguson and family arrived
Saturday morning and will stop a few week
at their cottage on Bay street.
Ninety-one passengers landed here Saturday night. Many came by steamer City of
Bangor, and Ml came on the M. & M.
W. H. Bray and others

are holding a series
Saturday evening dances
with music by Ames'

Orchestra.
Al.

Daggett, who is working on the
grounds, met with a very painful accident
Saturday. While cutting a bush the axe
slipped and cut the leg below the knee so
badly that it took eight stitches to close the
wound.
Misses Adna and

Pendleton

Caro

were

guests at the Brown and Flood cottage,
North Shore last week. Miss Adna is visiting in Waterville and her sister is canvassing Belfast for a history of America.
State League Convention. The young
peoples’ convention under the auspices of
the Maine State Epworth League began its
sessions yesterday, with addresses as follows: At 10 A. m., Rev. George H. Spenser
Newton Centre, Mass.; at 2 p. m
Luther Freeman of Portland; at 7.30

of

Rev.
p.

m.,

Rev. J. Roscoe Day, D.D., cL. I)., Chancelor
of Syracuse University. To-day, Aug. 17th,
there will be addresses at 10 a. m. by Rev.
Watson L. Philips, D. D.. New Haven,
Conn.. R. A. Jordan, secretary V. M. C. A.

W. Emerson of
on

Manchester addressed the

topics of living

interest to

Spir-

itualists, and at the close of the afternoon
session a number of manifestations were
given. There was a decided improvement in

non.

Estate of Mary S. Warren, Lincolnvillewill approved; Mary E. Everett
appointed
executrix.
Estate of Almira A. Hicks, Belfast; will
approved; Fosteua A. Loso appointed executrix.

Estate of Timothy P. Kelley,
Winterport;
Ellery Bowden appointed administrator.
Estate of Lottie M. Reynolds,
Burnham;

second and final account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Mark W. Reynolds,
Burnham;
second and final account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Cyrus C. Reynolds, Burnham;
second account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Lizzie M. Clary, Belfast; first
and final account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Eliza W. Cram, Liberty, first
and final account of executor allowed.
Estate of Henry Pike, Searsport,

the most

used to lead oft in
Belle Isle'
—and

singing

“The

Siege

of

song of 49 verses, all alike
Howard Owen raised the

—a

although

several times

tune

literary member of
gentleman in every

the

on

Washington

somehow

county excursion,

it did

not

have the same

Pome, July

3d.

We

are

attendance

on

Sunday

over

the proceeding

This afternoon

a few of
us visited the
the palace of the king and
queen of Italy, and saw many of the magnificent rooms, among them the throne

Quirinal,

room, banquet rooms, the recreation room
and ball room glittering with crystal and

significance as formerly.
How proudly the attendant called
As to Major Rowell of Hallowell, if you gold.
the portraits of “Our
our attention to
had seen him with his coat off rolling ten
Marguerite!”
in
the
at
the
Xe-matbowling alley
pins
Many of the buildings are of marble,
ta-no, X'orth Lubec, you would not in- white or
very light, and are richly decoclude him among the veterans.
He made
rated.
The roof gardens are very attraca good string, too.
We were all glad to
The. numerous balcouies, even on
tive.
have the Major with us.
The party natthe poorest houses, are often adorned
urally changes from year to year. Some with liowers and
pretty dark eyed girls,
are prevented from going at the last mowho know full well how to use their
ment by lousiness engagements; new membright fans to attract admiring glances.
bers come in to take the place of the old,
We go to Pisa soon, thence to Genoa, to
and the seniors take an additional avoirLucerne again, and later to Paris.
I wish
dupois and display higher foreheads. But there was time to write
you of the thouit is always a pleasant party, and this
sand strange and curious things and peoyear’s was no exception to the rule.
ple we see each day.
Ou the excursion to Halifax last year
we were furnished with printed labels foi

luggage and notified that these would
be respected by the customs officials on
both sides of the border, thus rendering
smuggling a simple matter. The party,
as usual, contained many ladies, and every
woman is said to be born a smuggler, but

our

this occasion

on

we

think very few duti-

able

goods were brought home. Perhaps
letting down the bars removed the temptation to evade the laws.

though

the party

domains—at St.

—nothing
toms.

was

This year, altwice in the Queen’s

Stephen

and St. Andrews

said on the subject of cussignificent, however, that the

was

It is

collector of the port of Eastport, Hon.
George A. Curran of Calais, with Mrs.
Curran, accompanied the party down the
St.

Croix to St.

headquarters
one

at

Andrews and to their

North Lubee.

would venture to

smuggle

Surely

no

under the

eyes of Uncle Sam’s most efficient as well
as genial official; but should any one of
the party have done so we feel sure be or
she will make immediate restitution, in
view of the

pleasure

we

all had in the

company of Mr. and Mrs. Curran.

With its Hay and Root it may be called
an

agricultural Cabinet;

aay it cannot he beat.

and it is safe to

Rev. J. R. Pentecost preached
at the Vose school house last Sunday p. m.
....E. M. Tucker and his sister from Pittsfield are visiting friends in this community.
-E. E. Hail, Mrs. A. E. Sisty, Mrs. H. N.
Crockett, Mrs. D. A. Ordway and Miss
Eva Emery visited at Arnold Davis, South
Freedom, last Sunday_John Boynton of
Searsmont was in town last Saturday_W.
M. and C. H. Vose were in Belfast on business last Monday-Lewman Danforth and
Fred Lucas of Searsmont were at J. E. Hall’s
last week.
Halldale.

State

Ohio, City of Toledo.
Lucas County,

or

{ ss‘
j

Frank J. Cheney makes oatli that lie is the
partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co
doing business in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the

the association to be in a tiourishing condition|and the secretary’s report that 11 comrades ha d died during the year.
In the
evening the veterans were banquetted by
tile local relief corps at United Workman’s
hall, following which the visitors were welcomed by Mayor W. C. Philbrook, President
Henry A. Ewer responding Remarks were
made by many distinguished visitors.

Camp Meeting

FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presthis
6tli
of
ence,
December, A. D. 1886.
day

I ~AL.

|

A. W.

GLEASON,

-—•'
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
IgP*Sold by Druggists, 76c.
Hall’s Family Fills are the best.
4w30

China. The farm buildings, consisting of
house, barns and sheds of Philip Dinsmore,
on Parmenter hill, were destroyed by fire,
Tuesday morning. A lot of pressed hay and
a hay press were in the barn.
The goods
were mostly burned.
Loss, $2,000. Cause of
lire unknown.

Verona.

The annual camp-meeting of the Penobscot Spiritual Temple Association is in session at Verona Park and the meetings are

well attended and very interesting.
The
second week opened Sunday with an attensome
dance of
over 1,000 people.
The meetings were held in the pavilion and were attended by audiences which filled the building. Mrs. Tiilie U. Reynolds of Troy, N. Y.,
was the speaker of the forenoon
session, and
in the afternoon, J. S. Scarlett of Oambridgeport Mass was the speaker.
Tuesday was observed as Memorial Day
and appropriate exercise, were conducted by
Mrs. M. J. Wentworth.
Wednesday was State Association Day.
Eloquent speakers delivered addresses and
a collection was taken for the benefit of the
State Association to forward its missionary
work.
This, Thursday, evening there will he an
entertainment in the pavilion for the benefit
of the Association.
A very attractive program has been prepared.‘ The Bucksport
Band will be present and render a concert
program. A large attendance and a very

pleasant evening is anticipated.
On Saturday will he held the regular
annual business meeting of the Association.
Next Sunday will be what is known as the
“big day,” when the attendance is expected
to be the largest.
This day will be devoted
to the cause of temperance, ail sects and
parties being invited to join their efforts in
behalf of sobriety aud morality.
The campmeeting will close the 27th, but
many of the cottagers will remain much later.
Excursion rates on all railroads aud boats
are in effect.
News of the Granges.

senior

sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of Catarrh that canuot be cured by the
use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.

at

Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville,
has adopted the following resolutions of re-

spect

:

Whereas the hand of death has again entered the ranks of our order and taken from
our beloved brother George H.
our midst
Thompson, a worthy member of Union Harvest Grange, therefore be it
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved
family the heartfelt sympathy of our grange
in their bereavement and may they feel that
he is not dead but gone before and be com
forted by the assurance that the Divine Master doeth all things well.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, and that a copy of
these resolutions be sent to the family; also
a copy
be placed on our records, and one
sent to the Republican Journal and to the
Bangor Commercial.
Arvksta E. Barker,
Com.
)>
H. P. Barker,
on
Edna E. Ring,
Res.
)

The band boys were rather disgusted at
the report sent to the Baugor papers that the
Brooks baud furnished music at Windermere

Park, Unity, Monday—an
they were not there at all.

entire

mistake,

as

Rev. D. Brackett has had another severe
attack of illness similar to the one two
months ago, from which he had not fully recovered. At this writing he is somewhat
improved and is able to sit up a little.
The sad news came Tuesday of the death
of Hillard Seavey in Appleton, after a short
sickness. He was a native of Brooks, a son
of the late H. H. Seavey, and had lived here
until two years ago. He will be buried in
the family lot in the old cemetery.
The

officers

of

Golden

Knights of Pythias,

were

Crown

Lodge,
July

installed

Past Chancellor Marceilus J. Dow
25th.
was the installing officer, assisted by F. Iv.
Roberts as Grand Master at Arms and F. W.

Pingree

as

Grand Prelate.

the

officers-eleet
since.

were

The

given

names

some

of

time

Saturday evenings have
been much enjoyed. The music is mostly
new and is played in a manner which we
I be baud concerts

think is highly creditable to
amateur organization, and which elicits
many remarks of a flattering character from
visitors. It is understood that the concerts
will be continued while the weather is
favorable.

are

pleased

to

an

Our people were shocked last Saturday
morning to learn of the sudden death of
James H. Cates of Jackson.
Though not a
resident of this town his active business
relations with the people here have made
him a familiar figure on our streets for
many years and he was an intimate acquaintance and personal friend of every business

large delegation from
Quite
this village attended the funeral Monday.
man

here.

a

The officers of Brooks Lodge of Good
Templars were installed Saturday eveuing.
Aug. 5th, by Lodge Deputy W. C. Rowe, as
follows: P. C. T., J. G. Stimpson: C. T.,
Hale Rose; V. T., Affie Godding; S. J. T.,
Mrs. Jenkins; Sec., Foster Small; Asst.
Sec., Delia Roberts; Financial Sec., Earle
Bessey; Treas., Alice Dow; Chap., Sophia

Estate of John M. Getclie’i, Troy; first
final account of administrate allowed.
Estate of Nathan B. Parkhurst, Unity; account of distribution allowed.
Estate of Horace L. Bragd.m, Waldo; first
and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Wilson Dickey, Swanville, first
account of administrator with will
annexed,
allowed
Estate of Clifford L. Stowers, Stockton
Springs : first account of executrix (rendered
by R. F. Duntou, administrator of executrix's estate) allowed.
Estate of Azel E. Houghton, Brooks, inventory returned.
Estate of Florence Berry Grant, Unity inventory returned.
Estate of Edgar Harding, Unity; inventand

ice
tion.

cream was

ory returned.

Wedding

_

Using
Cutlcura Soap

and Mrs.

H.

fact, it’s

The bride

wore

taffata, her
turquoise and

over

bride and groom. Miss Amy Reed, a sister
<>f the bride, was bridesmaid, and O. A.
Learned, a cousin, the best man. Following
the ceremony a reception was held, many
relatives and friends calling to \\ ish Mr. and
Mrs. Flood a happy wedding journey.
The
presents were numerous and beautiful. Hiring the reception hour refreshments were
served. Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. Fh* d went
to Windermere Park, Unity, for an outing
and on their return will make their home
with Mr. Flood's parents. Mr. and Mrs. II.
M. Flood, on High street. Waterville.

happy

,seas,„„Jl

and make friends,

lien-,*"

‘Heft#
"

eon.

cise schedule

WOMEN'S
HOSE.

Sold throughout the world. Pottkr PriuChum
t ace Humors, free
COBP.i Props.. Boston. Howto Prevent

season's

Not old

prices

lead onetothiu,
ot the
This is how they w

Ladies' Black ll,,.v
soles, high-spliced

Mr
3C.

regular

Ladies’
Fast
Bla<
double heel, sole an
bed top—would b>
at 37 l-2c.

nr

• X

10c. li use.

Fancy ribbed, ii.
spliced heels—a lv
quality.

Min
IUC.

FOR SALE.

»,..

wouii;

goods—out

short time.

Yacht

;rf

the time to make /,,

Ml £3C.

Xante, Eagle.

Length, 30 feet over all.
Hearn, 10 feet, (i incites.

FIFTEEN CENTS EACH

She is one of the staunchest and
most seaworthy

yachts in these

ters, and is finely fitted

An item that

LADIES'
BEIT^

Inside Hallast, 1 ,~>uO l/ts. lead.

line,

include our entire

for

li'.i

from 17 to .70 cents.

at

pleasure sailing or cruising.—
Sleeping accommodations for four
II as CO fathoms of galpeople

1

time of year,
remarkable val;

wa-

ti/t

a

muc''

t0°

velvet,

green, black

w.

T.n
A!

etc.

The twenty-tu
F1FTEEX CEV

NEXTSTRING

cellan*'«»us lot
two for a quaitt

Tjri»
I l to.

!

MEN'S

HANDKERCHIEFS.
ten cents, while

they

uthr

NOTIONS.

at

CHAS. R. COOnBS.

Kochersperger, 3‘i.sp
D rex el boulevard, Chicago. July 25 tb. to Mr.
George Pratt. The ceremony was performed by the Rev. T. R. Gregory, rector of the

r„

It’s then,a

buy
almost half

goods at

last

5c

a,e

"

:

the same

;

last week.

70 Main Street, Belfast.
There

DOMESTICS.

L.

Church of the Redeemer.
a gown of white organdie

goods.

year when one can

Pimples, blackheads, simple rashes,
red, rough hands, falling hair, and
baby blemishes prevented by Cunof incura Soap, a sure preventive
flammation and clogging of the Pores.

Pratt-Knowlton.
Miss Airnee Marie
Knowlton was married at the residence of
Mr.

small

a

all summer

\
\

Face Humors

Hells

ar-

good
! though the lots
Here

FIT...

they

trade-

sonn

are

v

are

■'ili in. Itteurheil Hem mini
U-4
■'id in. Verealt,

Jllearheil Cotton I lurk I
17x28,
Linen Hurl.

Towels, Mx
til

Turkish Tow, Is, 22x4 V

Jianiasl, Touets, 22x4S,

ANOTHER CHAPTER
IN TABLE DAMASKS

300 CASES

ceding

ones, hut possibly ni.
•’id in. llleiirheil I hi mask.
*>
04 in.

In

JUST RECEIV E!

w

To sell them

making the
prices ever

xreption,

, y imp,
inches wi.

damask, seventy

).

nth >1.00 pel ;

ir

l,

at

75^,

we are
*

COLORED AND
FIGURED

lowest
known.

PIQUES,
wearing

time to come yet,
procure the wearing n.r.r
now.
\o test like ti trial

At 12Ic. (i"'! >•'•)

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Ki

1

-:

quality,
plain pi

prosperous

future. [Bangor Whig.

Sylvester-Cousixs. Last week Mr. BenE. Sylvester, Jr., sou of the postmaster at South Bluehill and Miss Grace Cousins
of South Brooksville.were united in marriage
at the home of M. D. Chatto, Esq
who performed the ceremony
The bride was prettily attired in white. Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
have begun housekeeping in South Bluehill,
where they are to make their home.

At 15C. (Per .Vli-'

jamin

Summer Goods.

lie.-i,
plain

a;
it'd'

pink pit:u«

At 20C.

(l"'' yd.)

Meti

et

striped
some

in

skirt

w t;

Family Reunions.
Brackett. The Brackett family reunion
will be held at Camp Benson. Newport,
Half fare on the Maine Central R.
Aug. 23
R. and branches has been secured.

Dwight P. Palmer

Wentworth.
The fifteenth annual reunion of the Wentworth family will be held
Wednesday, Sept. 13th, at the home of Sion
Luce at North Appleton. All connections of
the family, both far and near, are cordially
invited to be present. Mrs. Martha Luce,

I

of

—

DECISIVE REDUCTION
IN PIQUE SUITS.

HATS, CAPS,

Hou.

the family by blood or marriage are invited
to attend whether they receive uoti-v or not.
The session will continue through the evening, and while there are night trams for
those who must leave it is hoped that the
session will be continued through the forenoon of the next. day.
Mr. I >. (1. Beau of
East Wilt,on, Me., is secretary.
The Maine
Central seils round trip tickets from ail
stations at one fare.

HOSIERY.
I

NECKWEAR.

25th. All who bear the
ter, or who are related

on

name

Friday, Aug.

of Drinkwa-

family by descent or marriage, are requested to be present and assist in forming a permanent family association, There is a good restaurant
on the grounds and good accommodations
for a basket picnic. The steamer Castine will
to

the

leave Belfast *t9 45 a. m., on arrival of the
leave
morning train;
Northport Camp
Ground at 10.15; and arrive at the Heights
at 10 40. Leave Temple Heights at 4 30 p. m.
for Northport Camp Ground and Belfast.
She connects with steamer Penobscot at the
Camp Ground from Camden, Rockland and
Boston in the morning, and for those ports
in the afternoon. The regular trips of the
steamer M. & M. will accommodate passeu
gers from Bucksport, Bangor and vicinity,

From exposure to sun and wind are both
painful, yet easily cured. Mrs. A. C. Howe,
Trained Nurse, Allstou, Mass.,says:—“Comfort Powder deserves its name. It cures
chafing, pimples, prickly heat and offensive

perspiration.

dots, regularly sold
now

at

at

g:

*;

UNDERWEAR.
Ali
at

new

prices

purses

a

up-to-date stylish (roods,
and in styles to suit all

ml tastes.

^=1 think it will please you
look these

goods

MUSLIN UNDERWE
A WINDFALL

...

over.

to

...

Drinkwater, The second annual reunion
the Drinkwater family will be held at

Temple Heights, Northport,

S1.I9
wearing for summer good?*.
grand good opj ortunity t\u

SUMMER SHIRTS,

Josiah H. Drummond his
issued tlie formal invitation for the fourth
reunion of the John Beau Association (1000)
which will he held in the receptiou room of
the City Hall, Portland, Aug. 31st. at
p m
The committee is arranging for addresses
of an interesting character.
All related to
bean.

WHITE PIQUE
SKIRTS.

OFFERS A SUPERB I.INK OF

Secretary.

served after the installa-

Ladies clean your kid gloves with La
Belle Kid Glove Cleaner, for sale only by
Carle & Jones, dealer in china, glass, lamps,
3m23
wall paper and ten cents good.

;

Before

Estate o: Parris Walker, Liberty; invenvanized chain and two patent antory returned.
Estate of Charlotte A. Williams.Islesboro ;
and is fitted with windlass.
chors,
inventory returned.
Estate of Huldah Bowen, Searsport; will Steers with wheel ; has full set of
presented; George A. Bowen, named execu- 1
tor.
suit covers and tv heel cover ; oil
Estate >f Sarah L. Wildes. Monroe; will j
presented; Annie L. Wildes named execu- ; stove and dishes ; 2 cabins, divid^rix.
ed iritth curtains.
.1 fine tender
Estate of Lucy A. Nickels, Searsport; will
presented; David Nickels named executor goes with her. All ttewly painted
without, 1 end.
Estate >f Idda Iv Paul, Searsmont ; peti- and£ready for cruising.
She is a
tion presented for license to srli real estate.
Estate of William F White,Montvill.*; pe. 1 good sailer and perfectly safe in
tion presented for license to sell real estate.
Estate of Josie A. McFarland. Montville; any weather.
first and final account of administrator peit ill sell very cheap.
sented.

arriving at Temple Heights at 10.45 a. m.,
and leaving at 2.10 p. m. Thus persons coming from any point, by laud or wat^r. may
Rowe; Mar., Ernest Stimpson; G., Mamie come and return the same day.
Webb; Sen., Ira Myers. A lunch of cake
Sunburn and Windburn
and

for

J>)p

generous
outlay.

time has come to rid our
.si,,,,

inventory

day, and the tine weather on the days followglad to return
Sixteenth Maine.
About 100 members
to Pome for a few more
days. We have of tiie lilth Maine gathered in Waterville ing has aided in bringing out large crowds.
tin. Association and a
been often to the Coliseum, and never Aug. 9th, for their annual re-union.
At the
sense of the word
as
well as a scholar.
The News ot Brooks.
business meeting held in the afternoon
Rome is a the
.euial Col. John M. Adams is also greatly weary of its lovely grandeur.
following officers were elected for the enLottie
Edwards of Wintbrop is visiting
Its sculptures and suing year; William G. Poster of Clinton,
Hackett-Howe. August 10th. Rev. Seth
missed from these annual excursions, on most attractive city.
her aunt, Mrs. T. D. Jellison.
G. Lamb of Lisbon, tirst
president;
Joseph
C. Beach, pastor of the Unitarian church in
are of
interest.
Its
paintings
deepest
which he was always accompanied by his
vice-president; John E. Haley of Forest
Bangor, united in marriage Mr. Albert L.
John, son of C. L. Austin of South Brooks, Hackett
Its City, second vice-president; Luther Bradwile and one of his daughters, who added churches are marvels of architecture.
and Miss Eleanor Howe, both of
ford of Woodfords, secretary and
has been very sick for a long time and is at \\ interport, the happy
are
and
still
more
fastreasurer;
shops
eermony being perfascinating,
much to the enjoyment of the party.
Edward F. Brush of Mt. Vernon. X. V
times insane. His illness was caused by formed in Bangor. The newly married couare the bewitching Italian maid- C. O. Woodsworth of
Joseph A. Homan, one of the surviving cinating
Gardiner, Fred C. sunstroke and his recovery is regarded as ple went by the afternoon train to Bar HarRobinson of Blaine, George W. Patten of
ens of whom we purchase gay Roman
bor for a honeymoon trip. They have many
charter niembet
has not been able to
j
0. X. Adams of East Wilton, doubtful.
friends in this section who wili extend the :
silks and necklaces of Roman pearls. Pittsfield,
directors.
The treasurer’s report showed
heartiest wishes fora
join the excursi. ns in recent years. He
and

easily

was

last week, many

turns

■

only ornaments being jewels of
of Bangor. At 2 p. m. Hon. Wm. P. Frye diamonds, the gift of the groom. Mr. and
will speak on “Christian Civilization/’ and Mrs Pratt will make an extended
trip
there will be a large audience to listen to through the Eastern resorts, and will be at
our eloquent and patriotic
United States home Thursdays in October at 4115 Drexel
Senator. Music will be furnished by Miss boulevard,Chicago. The bride is well known !
Sarah Hall, soloist, Rockland, assisted on in this city, where her girlhood was spent,
Wednesday by a mixed quartet, and on and where she has many friends.
Thursday by the full Choral Association of
Flood-Reed.
The marriage of Melvin
Rockland. The usual reduction of fares by
O Flood and Miss Maude G. Reed took
trains and boats has been granted. Admisplace at 7 p. m., Aug. 1st, at the home of
sion to the grounds, 10 cents.
the bride’s father, E. R. Reed, at Benton
Siatiou. The ceremony was impressively
TEMPLE HEIGHTS.
performed by Rev. H. M. Ives, pastor of the
The Spiritualist campmeeting began last Baptist church, in the
presence of the imSaturday. Considering the weather condi- mediate relatives of the happy couple. The
the
where
ceremony took place was
tions there was a good attendance and the parlor
handsomely decorated with petted plants
meetings were of much interest. Sunday, Mid cut flowers, and beneath a canopy
of
Harrison D. Barrett of Boston and Edgar ferns at one corner of the room stood the
assembly

This tree A you will find
th
as

■

returned.

Tuesday, cruisiug.

of very successful
at the Pavilion,

an abstract of tbe
Following
business of
the Probate Court for Waldo
County, August
term, 1899:
Estate of Samuel S. Lane. Northport order of distribution issued.
Estate of Joseph Curtis,
Winterporf license to sell personal estate issued.
Estate of Thomas M. Sweeney.
Searsportlicense to sell personal estate issued inventory returned.
Estate of Abbie A. Morse. Searsmnnt license to sell personal estate
issued; inventory returned.
Estate of William McGray, Unity; license
to sell real estate issued.
Estate
of Sophronia
Foye, Liberty
Georgia A. Foye appointed administratrix
Estate of Heury F. Cross, Morrill; John
F. Cross appointed administrator.
Estate of David Peirce, Belfast ; Chas W.
Frederick appointed administrator de bonis

is

I

hers at

|

we

j

a

price far below

have got too many: tla
larly > 1.7d ami s! -.7 kin,

I interesting

Dwight P. Palmer,

onniii,.

SI,21

,

LEFT OUT.

PEL FAST,

GOODS,

are

IMPORTANT, BUT

MASOXIC TEMPLE,

FANCY

we

SMALL WARES.

"

1,1'!

have got about tifteei
Fancy Hose Supporters 11

we

pink, yellow

ami blue at

12

c. p

A. FRENCH & CO.,
FANCY GOODS,
SMALL

WARES,

HOSIERY nn<l GLOVES.

Masonic

We make a specialty of a full ami
complete line of.....

LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR
...

AND.

Fled J. Johnson.
Temple.

..

INFANTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.
49 Church Street.

33tf

Formerly

A. P.

Mansfte*11,

Swift & Paul had the first home-grown
cauliflower of the season Aug. 12th. It was
grown by Joel Wood of Northport, who has
a fine crop of them.

OF BELFAST.

jHE NEWS

!\-iia Duffle has raised dandelions
inches long, from seeds plant-

y

Base Ball.
The game last Thursday afternoon between
the printers and policemen was amusing so
far as it went, but it was stopped by rain in
the third iuuiug. The score then stood,
printers, 11; policemen 3. The teams were

,,,

Some one recently raided the potato patch
of Daniel G. Hinds, Northport avenue, taking the contents of 38 hills. This is the
meanest kind of thieving.

rry E. Hayes is building a carhimself at his father’s place

■

street.

\v

trload of cattle

were

Freeman of

j

Waldo.

Mr.

annual picnic of the LincolnAnnual was to take place at

yesterday, August 16th,
r<-ction of Judge Kelley, with a
■eating of speeches, music and
ce

Ticket No. 210.”

ably presented and the specialthe

acts were

party on board, and they
r luck than those who went
y found live ships at Bar Haring a week-day the work on
oild be seen to better advau-

«arge

vcrnment Committee on Sidetraded with P. «T. Nelligan of
to build a new concrete walk
side of Main street, between

st

laud transfer was made in
Mrs. Rio da Pagelland-

and

Beauchamp Point, some 200
insisting of a fine sea coast
and rough grandeur combined,
s W. Henry, a wealthy “lumPhiladelphia. The grounds
out as a park, with streets,

Lost. Capt. James
Fairy Forest lias written

city tl.at liis vessel went
thick f<>g at Petit Manan the
2d and became a total loss,
g
ad two men with him, Eugene
and

fast

1.

They

ti

a

tlie audience and the author cut the part out,
substituting a comedy role that fitted Canfield with nicety. “Mink” and “Bingo,” as
they will be presented by Geo. Richards aud

he shipped at
saved with their

man

were

vessel’s nets.

Everything
They Lave since shipped in
-‘sel.
The Fairy Forest was JO
Georgetown, Me., in 1800, and
y
t

g

e

Capt. Smith. She
rip for the season.

was on

her

number of Belfast business
swindled on a new advertising
ist week.
A fellow giving bis
1
W. Coggins made arrangement
s
O’Connell to furnish a supply

red

at

the

appeared.
h"Ut the

As

menus

strong cast of professionals and amThe cast includes Mr. and Mrs. H.
G. Carleton (Elbe Carleton) summer sojourners at Northport; Richard Nesmith of
the Village Postmaster Co.; Paul D. Higgins
of the Old Town Dramatic Club; Carleton
Childs, formerly of the Boston Museum Co.,
and many others. Our space will not admit
of giving the full cast. The entertainment
will be a complementary benefit To the
Girls’ Home ami will be followed by asocial
dance from l".:;o to 12.MO, with mush1 by
Ames Orchestra, Fred G. Spinney and (’has.
Kennedy floor directors. The dance is free
to all w ho attend the. play.

the covers are
the advertisers

out.

Pkaikik

Port. The converted
into the hay Wednesn
Aug. i-tb, and remained until
nioon.
She anchored about two
ist
.f Steele's ledge beacon,
.••r
Castim* made several trips
uiser, and a number of persons
smail boats, but no one was alar.1. as there was a large number
board engaged in target practice
oid the ship was not in condition
in

came

e

Items.
Sch. A. Hayford has
loaded hay the past week from the Belfast
Fuel N Hay Co. for Boston_Capt. S. C.
Rich has sold sch. Banner to Islesboro parties and has bought the sch. Senator, a somewhat larger craft-Sch. Paul Seavey loadat Lincolnville and Belfast the
week for New York_Sch. Mary L.
Crosby towed to Bangor Aug. 10th to load
lumber for New York, after slight repairs,
which will be made at Brewer_Sch. Clinton arrived Saturday night with a load of
edgings and saw dust from the steam mill in

ed

The Prairie was formerline steamer El Sol, and
t by the U. S. government last
is of iron, and was built
by the
1H‘K).
Her dimensions are: gross
4.522; length. 390 ft.; beam. 46ft.;
r., horse power of engines, 3,000.
usitors.

3 guus

in

Brooksville... .Sch, Gazelle, a well known
bay coaster, is in Lane’s dock minus a main
sail and with the tide flowing in and out of
her hold. She was last in command of Capt,
El bridge Rollerson, and it looks as if she

broadside and 6
-runs on deck.
At present she is in
training ship, and had on board
•sdcliusetts naval reserve, taking lease.

her

Mill. This pleasant
presented at the Opera
gust 9th and 10th, under the austhe Pni versa list society.
The

ra

was

the effect of usury
honest miller and his
vho are minute men, at the news
digton start, with “Old Put” for
PI!.
After the battle they return
the opera
nd.
An

a

is

enemy at home, the old
by fraud obtained
The usurer is unformer victim, known as Warn*•'h. E. S Pitcher, the miller,

worse

rer, who lias
<d the mill.

spinney, the usurer, were fine in
up and acquitted themselves
The drills and dances
the pond lily dance

ttid

using.
ver.

Following is

a

were
was

cast

of

the jolly miller,

Mr. E. S. Pitcher.
jah Podd. the mill boy,
Bert Davis.
1
i,spall, a usurer. Fred Spinney.
''Pon, ward of the usurer.
Emery White,
man of Lexington,
G. W. Winslow.
P*r.
N. W. Leavitt.
J. Lee Patterson.
''Idler,
r, the miller’s daughter.
Mrs. J. Webber.
Ahi
M

•illation Buckwheat,
•gc coquette, Miss Millie

Sanborn.
the witch,
Miss Isabel Ginn.
‘In* dances introduced were these:
lance by 24 ladies; rustic dance by
and

gentlemen; milk maid’s dance
*
ladies; pond lily dance, Mrs.
Swift, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Bert Davis,
Smalley, Miss Elizabeth Carey,
re,ice Myrick.
In the competition
"
liich were finely executed, the folv
ung people appeared: Captains,
Ethel Barr, 8tella Berry, Edith
and Evelyn Wood, Minute
girls;
*
Eora Heal, Edith West, Marie
Kings(
arrie Kingsbury, Alma
Colby/ Isa
H. A.da Cunningham and Mrs. Charles
Iv,n: Minute men,
Percy Poor, Leslie
t-b Osborn Lord, J. Lee
Patterson,
nso

Wood, Oramel Haney,
and Charles Patterson.

Custer

|

ended her

She was built at
Bath, Me., in 1808 and has been a profitable
vessel in her day.Sch. Isaac Orbeton arrived Aug. 14th from New* \rork with coal
for the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. She lost
her foretopmast on the passage.
has

imanship.

VLI. OF THE

paving

past

rnan

*s

a

Shipping

■

a

The steamer Castine takes the veteraus of
the Twenty-Sixth Maine Regiment to Ellsworth to-day to attend the reunion.

now

career.

The Red Cross. This is the title of a book
by Miss Clara M. Barton, in which is given
the history of the Red Cross Society and the
story of her life for the past thirty-five years,
covering four great wars, the Johustowu
rlood and the Mississippi iuuudations, in all
of which this humane society performed
noble work. Our readers are familiar with
the work of the Red Cross in Cuba through
the letters of Mrs. Ward, who was one of
Miss Barton’s assistants, and the volume
many Cuban illustrations, made
specially for it, and one hundred or more illustrations in all, including representations
of the decorations and diplomas conferred on
Miss Barton. The book is highly commended by President McKinley. United States
contains

Senators,

Fred, the family carriage horse of John B.
Thombs, was taken suddenly blind a few
days ago. The animal is 24 years old and
been in the Thombs family 20 years.
The Baptist Sunday school made an excursion to Blake's Point, Cape Rozier, Tues-

ing

BELFAST.

AB. It. BH. TB PO. A

H.
Patterson, c.f.
Hazeltine, 3b.

7
7
5

f.
Vinery,
McLellan, 2b.t>
r.

B.

Darby, a. a.
Newingham, p.

3
4

2
3

4
3
1
1
2
3
4
1

4 14
3 8
1 0
2 0
3 l
3
1
0
1
1 2

2
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2
1

3

0

5
0
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0
1
0

3
j
1

2
3
1
1
0
1
1
0
2

.48 25 22 25 27 11 11
AB. R. BH. TB PO. A. E.

H. Kenuistou,
p.
Robinson, 2b.
E. Keuuiston, c.

7

1

5
6
°e>er. 3b. 6
Kellocli, r. {... 6
i. f. 5
Teague, lb. ti
Foster, s. s. 6

4
1
0
0
1
4
4
3

McLoon,

c.

f.4

2
3
3
1
2
0
2
4

2

2
4
5
1
2
0
2
4
3

0
8
3
1
1
0
7

3
4

3

0

3
3
1

3

0
0
0
5
1

3
0
0

0
3
3

these waters, the Alice Howard uf Portland, built expressly for the excursion
business. She began Tuesday to carry passengers to the warship Texas.
in

The regular term of the County Commissioners'Court is now in session. There is
little business aside from that connected
with the court house extension, and they
will probably adjourn to-day.
Dr. John Stevens has returned to Belfast
after taking a special course ou the eyes. ear.
throat and nose, in Chicage. He will enter
general practice, but will give special attention to the above named specialties. He will
occupy his former office in Hayford Block.
Woodcock

has

returned from a
sketching trip to Matinious, and his studio in
the Savings Bank building is now open to
the public every morning after ten o’clock,
and in the afternoons. Our visitors will rind
there some charming water colors of Maine
coast

scenery, etc.

The steamer Catherine is to make an exfrom Belfast to Rockland Sept. 13th,

cursion

leaving the B. &
p. m
a

B.

with the

S. S. Co.’s wharf here at

Belfast

Band,

which is to

with the great
The steamer will

concert in connection

Masonic fair at Rockland.

by moonlight
for the round trip 50
return

after

the concert.

Fare

cents.

The fall term of the Freedom Academy
will begin Sept. 5th, under the principalship
of X. K. Fuller. A. lb, assisted by Miss Wil.
liams and Mrs. Stephenson, with Miss Belle
Rice as teacher of elocution. The courses
will be of a high grade and second to no
similar school in the State, a first class English course being taught, with practical business if the student desires.
East Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Michaels and daughters Hattie and Gladys visited Mrs. M’s. parents in China last week....

('apt. Philip Pendleton, wife and daughter
Genie, visited Mr. and Mrs. Nahum S. Piper
Sunday.... Miss Sarah A chorn of Rockland
is visiting her cousin. E. S. Acliorn ....B.
Ivelleye xpects to start work in the axe factory before long_Frank Davis lias completed the stable he has been building for
Mrs Hattie Stephenson-Mr. Leslie Beau
is building a small stable, and has it
up and
boarded.
Building

Repairs.

Hiram Michaels
is building a new residence on Waldo aveMain
nue, of the following dimensions:
house. 22x20 feet: L. 14x20 feet. C. L. Pooler is the master builder.... The exterior of
the house LaForest Robbins is building on
Miller street is nearing completion and it
will be a commodious as well as attractive
and

building-The house Emery Cottrell is
building on Race street has been plastered
and work on the exterior is approaching
completion.
Gorton’s Minstrels.
This company,
billed for the Belfast Opera House, Wednesday evening, Aug. 23d, presents a clean
show, with specialties above the ordinary.
“Modern minstrelsy without vulgarity” is
the motto of Gorton’s Minstrels. The first
part brings forth a splendid collection of
The Crescent
songs, jokes, dances, etc.
City Quartette cannot be excelled and is
especially notable in their fine imitations.
The olio or vaudeville part is given with a
dash and flavor to suit the taste of the most
fastidious. There will be a band concert at
noon, rain or shine.
Burnham.

Parties from abroad have been
over the large
building
formerly erected and occupied for a vest
factory and now owned by Everett Libby,
with a view to locating their skirt and waist
plant in this place. This company employ
about 100 girls, and liberal inducements
should be extended to them to locate their
in

town

looking

We learn that satisfactory arhave been made with Mr. Libby
and it only remains for the town to do its
part, which of course it will be only too glad
to do-Mr. and Mrs. Elliot of Palmyra
and Mr. and Mrs. Small of Hartland, with

plant here.

rangements

G

]

4

4

3

3

2

0

tor

Tlie County Commissioners bare decided
on tlie plans for the
changes at the court
house to provide fire-proof vaults for the
records. They will build a
tire-proof addition to tlie northeast end of the
building, :«
feet long. There will be an entrance on

High street, in tlie basement, with a stairway inside leading into the present corridor.
The Registry of Deeds will
occupy tlie entire
front, the room being 1.1 1-2x45 feet. The
Registry books will be kept in tiiis room.
The book vaults for tlie Clerk of Courts and
Probate office will be in tlie new part, at the
rear of the
Registry of Deeds, and on either
Side of the corridor.
They will each be 17x
11 1 if feet. The Clerk of Courts office will
remain unchanged, except that a door to the
record vault will take the place of tlie

An

High

street

judge’s

room, sheriff’s room, and law library in the
new part.
1 he Belfast

Schools.

The school for delinquent pupils
opened
Monday. The grammar grade is in charge
of Miss Bertha 1. Bird, and the
primary of
Miss Ida B. Roberts. There are 20
pupils in
each grade.
Tile South Primary school
building is
undergoing extensive improvements and repairs. Tile plans call for an excavation for
a cellar under about one-Imif of
the building
in which to place a furnace to take the
place
of the live stoves heretofore
used, and closets
for the boys. On the second door, off the
anteroom on the right of the entrance will
be closets for girls. Ventilator shafts are to
be put in to ventilate all the rooms, and the
woodwork varnished or p unted. When Ihe
work of excavation began it was found that
there was merely a trench wall three feet
deep under the building, and a poor wall at
that. The southeast corner had settled badly. and tlie whole front wall was in bad

!

all medicines I ever used. Doan’s
more than is claimed for them.”

that a new and substantial wail must be put
under the building where the excavation extended, and tlie work is now in progress. A
cess pool lias been built for use until sewer
connection can be had, and a cellar drain
The cellar floor will be cemented.
laid.
When the work is completed the building
will meet all requirements for many
years.
Ihe Churches.
E. Edgett has been appointed
president of the Maine State

League.
After this (Thurs.) evening there will be
no more meetings at People’s mission until
Sunday evening, Sept. 3rd. The room is
to be repaired.
the Baptist church the weekly prayer
meeting will be held this,Thursday,e\ eniug;
teachers meeting Saturday evening, instead
of Friday, at 7:30 o’clock.
On Sunday the
usual services. The evening prayer meeting
in the vestry .at 7:30 o'clock.
In the moruAt

iug
will

Rev.

EVENTUALLY

blessing

to your

pocketbook.

Kidney Pills do

sharp,

Friday Horning, August 18,
with
Our

a

store full of

BARGAINS.

will be

specialty

^

United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and

take

no

substitute.

REflNANTS of all Kinds

Cool

In the various

departments of our store. We
propose to sweep the deck clean of all remnant
goods, and goods slightly soiled, all unseasonable goods, such as.

-AND-

Comfortable,
Our

up=to=date

sizes, with all appliances,

Jackets worth $10.00 only
Trimmed Hats only.
Laces worth 20c. only
Silk Finish Pongees only...
All Wool Dress Goods only.

and fit them free.

Sofa Pillows

,

We

have

them

in

ail

$1.50

'gg
gg

’gg

]7

only.
Hosiery, Undervests, Skirts, Bicycle Suits,
are

White Duck Skirts from
Print Wrappers of Good

PRESCRIPTIONS
Carefully compounded from

subject

to this

95

great mark down.

@2.

to

$1 00

Quality Cheap,

E. A. Capeu of Watertown, Mass,,

the

»@“The

public understands that our advertisements are
misleading; we ?ive you goods of some value. We
want vour trade, and are witling- to sacrifice our interests for

purest of drugs and',chemicals.

not

POOR & SON.
j
Opera lionise,

j Wednesday,

August

23.
►

The Greatest! Brightest! Best! of Modern Minstrelsy. En Route in their own train service.

only Big, High

THE SEA B'REEZE.
Vol, >1.

Belfast. Mr., Au.<?u ft f 17,

IS Hit.

Yo.

Class Show

that will be here. Composed of a
Avalanche of Talent.
NEW FEATURES,
NEW ACTS,
LAUGHABLE
than any similar

Odd Fellows Block.

Attraction

Hinstrels!

orlkans

in order to obtain it.

GEO. W. BURKETT,

Famous

Gorton’s

7he

your own

IJellaist,

Big Guarantee

Wait for a

Mighty

ODDITIES,

enterprise.

COMPLETE GOLD SEXTETTE!

GREAT CRESCENT CITY QUARTETTE !
Hear the

only

the

-S»*#>

solo

iu\NI> in

.Matchless

Minstrelsy.

Street

Parade!.

Prices this date as usual.
Seats mi sale now.

A

Entertainment
Good Cause.

(itnnl

In

a

BELFAST

Tliursdiiv

OPERA

HOUSE,

Ere., Aug.

IT.

Complimentary Benefit t«>
...THE GIRLS9 HOME,...
Under the direction of Mr. H. G. CARLETOX, on
which occasion will be presented the interesting Comedy Drama, in a Prologue and
three acts, entitled

“LONE
A

vice

wi"

We shall open at 7 o’clock

Just such emphatic endorsement can be had
right here iu Belfast. Call at Kilgore & Wilson’s
drug store and ask what customers report.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 60 cents per
box at all dealers, or will be mailed by FosterMil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the

Mayor Poor, Alderman Rankin and
others after looking the matter over decided

first

a

prove

spent a good deal of money looking for a cureDoan’s Kidney Pills was the last attempt and
they
did me greater good in a shorter time than any or

shape.

G.

EVENT.

*

window.

Tlie Probate office
will be moved to the
present Registry of
Deeds.
The disposition of the
remaining
rooms, between the Grand Jury, County
Treasurer ami County Commissioners is not
yet decided on.
Tlie arrangement of tlie
rooms in the second
story, although not fully
decided ou in all the details, will lie substantially as described in Tlie Journal a few
weeks ago, with one jury room, tlie

Rev.

EVENTthat

back that you are afraid to stoop
over or lift anything for fear of
twinges. I had
been laid up with mine all tlie way from a
day to
eight weeks. I used a good deal of medicine and
a

pres-

ent

PINE

CLAIH,”

ROMANCE OF THE

PRICES,

NORTH POUT,

^Brackett & 0o.,-

WEST.

25 ami 35

CAMPGRO UNI).

CENTS.

JOB PRINTERS,

First row in balcony and five front rows down
stairs, 50 cents.
Iw33*
GS^Seats can be secured at City Drug store.

BELFAST,

NOTICE

main

10

Anything from

All persons who sell milk in Belfast are required by statute to register their names, etc., with
the inspector within one mouth of this notice.
DR. W. L. WEST, Milk Inspector.
Belfast. August 17, 1899.—31

Send

toy

\Inil.

a

Stnire,

Card to

or

MAINE,

st.
a

Poster.

BxT'iress-

—

--

FLOUR! FLOUR!!

preach.

The Universal ists of Maine will hold their
Grove meeting at Sebago Lake,

annual

Thursday. Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
Aug. 17 to 20. A grand concert will be given
on Saturday evening. Aug, 19,
consisting of
selections by the Mozart quartette of Portland, and readings by Miss Mabel Sawyer,
of the Penn Normal school.
There will he the usual mid-week prayer
meeting at the North church this, Thursday,

evening at 7.30; topic. Are all days equally sacred to God?” Matt. 12:1 8; Rom. 14:1-0
Col. 2:1b, 17. Sunday evening there will be
a union
Missionary meeting at 7.80. having
for its topic ‘‘The Appeal of Childhood to the
Missionary Impulse." Several interesting
papers will be given.
Christian Endeavor
Union, composed of societies from Brooklin,

then appeared, in place of the blossom,
a green ball, an inch or less in
diameter,
and much resembling a small
green tomato.
The appearance of the balls was said to indicate that there were potatoes in the
ground. But the potato ball gradually disappeared, and none have been seen here for
several years, until this season. John T.
Frost has a small patch of potato vines,
which bear the balls in the old-fashioned
way. The seed was of a small, white variety, of which he does not know the name.
If memory serves us rightly the potato ball
was never used
except by the boys as a sort
of summer snow-ball.
By using a pointed
stick in lieu of a sling a vigorous boy could
throw a potato bail a long distance.

with typhoid fever.

Brooksville.Castine, Sedgwick, Sargeutvil le,

Troy. Every road iu Troy led to Unity
Monday, and almost every body weut to the
The Troy
festivities at Windermere Park.
band played on the occasiou... .Dr. M. T.
Dodge and wife with Master Arnold Dodge
left Monday for Popham Beach, where they
will spend their vacatiou-Mrs. B. ,T.
Harding, with Katrina Harding, and Luna
Ferguson and Angie Garcelou left Tuesday
for Northport, where they will spend a few
days at Snug Harbor cottage with Mrs.
Emery_Mrs. Charlotte Whitaker and son
Rodney are spending some time in Northport_A. B. Stantial and wife of Brooks
were in Troy Sunday, calling on friends.

bad

so

TRUSSES.

Addition

Charles Wyman, sou of George F. Wyman,
home the first of last week sick with
measles.Mrs. F. A. McAlister is sick

and

to have

25

last week.

The Court House

STOCK-TAKING

in evidence

Mr. J. G. Gray, postmaster of East
Surrey, near
Ellsworth, Me., says: “It i9 a miserable tbiug

Tctal. 51 18 19 21 27 Hi 13
1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 S Total
Innings.

Belfast. 2

lacking

dyed-in-the-wool doubling

a

1

younger generation never saw or heard tell
of such a growth. The potatoes
formerly
blossomed, remaining in bloom a few days,

came

What is there

satisfy

Thomas?

E.

Rockland.... 1 5 3 1 0 3 0 4 1 18
Stolen bases, Belfast, 1;
Rockland, 6..
Two-base hits, Belfast, G:
Rockland, 4
Pensions have been granted as follows: Double plays,
Belfast, 1 ; Rockland, 2. Bases
on
balls, Belfast, 8; Rockland, 4 Struck nut,
Reissue, Samuel F. Davey, Liberty, $12; additional. George F. Loring, Hampden Cen- by Newingham, 17; by Keuuiston, 2. Umpires, W. E. Dilworth and Chas. Littlefield.
tre, $G to $8; increase, Jonathan B. Annis, Scorer, Fred Patterson.
Viualhaveu, $8 to $12.
F. A. Follett
presented the Belfast base
A new steamer has made her appearance ball team with a valuable
umpire’s indica-

L.

offers.
like this to
man

score:

Johnson, .. 6 4
G. Darby, lb.(j (3
B«rry, >• f. 4 2

way of an introduction could he
experiences and opinions given lie-

low,which would increase their value. Belfast people can safely be left to draw their own conclusions
based on such convincing proof as tills
gentle-

f.

day by str. Castine. The day was Hue and
was thoroughly enjoyed by a large
party.

and many other prominent men.
part of the proceeds of its sale are to go j
to the treasury of the Red Cross
Society.
Mrs. C. E. Butman is now canvassing the i
their four children, visited Mr. and Mrs.
and
will
he pleased to show the w’ork to j
city
Win. II. Kimball last Sunday afternoon.
all who are interested.
The party, eleven iu number, enjoyed a very
Potato Balls.
People of middle age re- pleasant buckboard ride to Windermere
member when the potato vines bore what Park, Unity. The combined weight of the
was known as potato balls, but
six adults of the party was over 1,-00 lbs....
many of the
and

r.

ROCKLAND.

State Constable Webb made a seizure of
liquors at Melvin Grant’s in Frankfort Tuesday. They were libeled before Trial Justice
Wayland Knowlton yesterday.

H.

Nothing by

The Belfasts went to Rockland Aug. 12th,
by excursion on steamer Gastine. The
game was a slow one, as seen by the follow-

Fletcher.

give

ing by

but the

restaurant,

usual we have been obliged to defer
good deal of matter intended for this issue.
As

3

ateurs.

restaurant, free, provided
each day into covers furnishjgins
These covers contained 10
••tits of Belfast business houses,
oggins collected SJ apiece. The
made, the ads. printed and

are

Whitcomb,

It is Decidedly
Disprove Facts.
Easy to Verify this Opiuiou.

added to the

Horace Smalley, 3d,; S. Pierce, s. s.; Fred
Sanborn, 1. f.; F. O. Whiting, c. f.; Charles

Shaw ami wife of Newtonville
guests of Mrs. H. Prentiss.

Eugene Canfield,

“Lone Pine Claim." This is the title of a
realistic western drama to be presented at
Belfast Opera House, this, Thursday, even

the

H. C.

at

in “A Temperance Town”
Belfast Opera House Sept.* 2 "4, are two
characters that are never to be forgotten.
Both comedians are extremely popular and
a big audience will no doubt welcome them
upon their appearance.

A

t

opportunity is afforded to get seasonarticles at almost half price. See advt.

Eugene Cantield was not in the first three
performances of *'A Temperance Town”
when it was produced, for the reason that
Hoyt had intended the part of “Bingo” to
he a “light heroic."
This did not appeal to

to

.>s

»

Friday,

.Next, week Starrett will announce a tremendous cut price sale in all departments.
Special bargains this week_See notice of
Dr. W. L West, Milk Inspector... .See card
of II. A. French .S: Co., dealers in
fancy
goods, small wares, hosiery and gloves, 4'.'
Church street,

L.

druggu,ts.

building recently occupied by Dr. J. M.

...

a tine cottage will he creddesirable site.

Fokesi

v

house for their families

an

able

rid
it

to

morning at 7 o'clock,
few of the many bargains to be
sharp.
olit-red are enumerated in our advertising
columns.... At .Johnson’s, Masonic Temple,,
the bargain sale of summer goods continues

d

i

summer

are

A

wtvK,

5.'_.co; all

l)r. E. L. Stevens is to move his office to
the rooms in the Belfast National Bank

morrow,

the gutter has been taken
iving f square granite blocks
:i

tasting.

phy’s Point of Howard Murphy, and

New Advertisements. Just as we predicted a week nr two ago stock-taking at
Geo W. Burkett’s. Odd Fellows’ Mock, is
followed by a bargain sale, which opens to-

isl.ington streets. Work was behind is well advanced. In addiiiing the walk the old cobble-

ft.creamy looking and pleasant

To

made up as follows: printers, M. O. Knowlton, p.; Bert Harmon, o.; Ralph Darby, lb.;
Walter Darby, 2b.; Otis Aldeu, 3b.; Oscar
Stevens, s. s.; Percy Drink water, 1. f.; ,J. a.
Montetiore, c. f.; Herbert Patterson, r. f.
Policemen, L. Jipson, p.; G. W. Frisbee, c.;
W. H Staples, lb.; Everett Nickerson,
2b.;

in coid

Miss |Inez Mowe and niece, Miss Ethel
Mowe of Lowell, Mass., arrived Wednesday
to visit relatives in Belfast and Northport.

The Crops.
The following from the
midsummer bulletin is a summary of crop
reports from Waldo county to the State
Board of Agriculture:
Condition of fruit, 43 per cent. Condition
of grain. 95 per cent. Condition of hoed
crops, 97 per cent. Proportion of hay harvested, 80 per cent. Potato beetles as plenty
as usual.
For uew insecticides, Bug Death
is generally used, with good results in most
instances. Potatoes are rusting some in several localities. But little Bordeaux mixture
is used.

Castine made an excursion to
Aug. 9th to visit the war-ships.

as

SCOTT’S EMULSION cares
’b.sm 11 simmer us in
winter,

say.

troyed.

well received.

•r

■taut

can

Accident. Alphonse, son of Simon Jackson. lost his right eye last Thursday.
He
was bending a board into a hay rack, when
a stake gave way and the end of the board
hit him in the eye.
The substance of the
eye did not run out, but the sight is des-

arpeuter and Jere Grady ape Belfast Opera House last Sat.;ng, supported by a good comdrama “Pawn

het weather as well

Wilson Patterson, James H. Wentworth,
L. L. Barlow and Win H. Beckwith of Waldo have bought the '*Frye cottage” on Murlit it up as a
and friends.

md other improvements made.
ire a light pink tint, the borders
ind the ceilings white.

t-

That is what few

R. P. Stickuey began work under his contract on the sewers Monday morning. The
work was begun on Front street in front of
the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.’s buildings.
The steam drilling is by Ulmer & Fales of
Rockland.

Hall is undergoing a thorough
The walls and ceiliug of the
and of the ante-rooms are being

v

years.

List of advertised letters remaining unclaimed in the Belfast post office for the
week emiiug Aug. 12th: Ladies—Mrs. H. C.
Morliu. Gentlemen—Mr. Frank J). Blake,
(2 letters); H. Reisuer; W. T. Turner.

unissiouer W. L. Walker lias
-.nidation and relaid the overthe drinking fountain at the
urch and Franklin streets, so
used all winter,

st.
■:

fifty

for

!»■.thug quite extensively in cat-

•'

blood, weak lungs sr.4
paleness. You have there ia

Howard Murphy remarked the other day
that he had not missed being on the grounds
the Thursday of Campmeeting at Northport

shipped
Brighton by rail

ist week to

t\

thin

The

1 have just received two cars, 300 bids., of the
Best Patent Michigan Four. 1 have in store,
Snow White, Darrah's City Mills, Albion, Lillv
White and Pillsbury’s Best, which I oifer at low
prices. Also hay by the ca -go. car or bale. Strawretailed.
ALBERT M. CARTER.
Belfast, July 13, 1899.--28

HOUSE FOR SALE.
The two story House, Ell, an 1 Barn, owned by
E. H. Mahoney >i Boston, situated on \<>rthport
a\e., only live minutes drive from the city. It
has just been put in thorough repatrs inside and
out.
Fine Location. Will be .-old cheap.
For
further information inquire of
CHAS, R. COOMBS,
tf29.
70 Main St.

HARNESS MAKING

Eggemoggin

North Bluehill, North Sedgwick and South
Penobscot, will hold its 15th quarterly meeting at the Baptist church in Brooksville,
Friday, Aug. 18th. During the session an
address will be delivered by Dr. W. E. Parsons of
Washington, D. 0.

NORTH PORT,

....AND....

Shoe
NEATLY AND

22tf

Repairing

PROMPTLY

Sethi

yen’

“copy

"

fir letter,

or

other

TKMPLK
tins e.

J. A, PUMKROY,
Wells Building, Phoenix Row.

TO LET.

Mrs. E. Lancaster,
/"1H

IKOruUlSi,

\J
35

l KlN(i and
SflAMl’OOlM.,

High /Street.

Pelf

.si,

Announces to the people of heltasi and vicinity
that she is practicing her specialty, and all wishing treatment will he satisfactorily treated hy his
infected implements anh with mooern methods
2m24*2m
by an experienced chiropodist

Savings Bank.

books.

:e ill

fie

printed,

and sent the next

day

DONE BY

Cottage at Northport, South Shore
Rev. James G. Merrill, D. D., Dean of ]
Fisk Uuiversitj, and for a long time editor of after August i4th. Inquire of
A. P.
the Christian Mirror, preached last
MANSFIELD,
Sunday
31tf
in his old
Belfast, Maine.
pulpit at the Second Parish Congregational church, Portland. Fisk UniverBelfast
sity, which is located at Nashville. Tenn., is
Notice is hereby given that Savings Book No.
one of the
greatest institutions for the edu5142, 7272, issued
this Bank, has been lost
cation of the colored people in America. It and application hasbybeen made tor a
duplicate
has a large faculty, good buildings and a book according to laws regulating issuing new
prosperous alumni.

It

HKKiHTS.^

JOHN H.

QUIMBY,

Belfast, August 8, 1899.—3w32

Treas.

For Sale
Brick house on
Thurlow house.

or

Rent.

Congress street, known

as the
WM, C. MARSHALL.

Belfast, July 5,1800.—27tf

TO LET.
Thed koROK BIRD F VKM at Little River. To
r.n'i !r;;, farmer of good
habits, ami a good
•A'-rUer. "'ll let oi, favorable term*. Will sell the
li;.1 now standi:.g on the
place. For terms, etc.,
al'!>l> to
E i). BI RD.
At Little Kiver after Aug. 5th.
Belfast, Aug. 3. ! spv«.—3\v31

House for Sale.
nORNER OF PARK AND CH ARLES STREETS
V
Emjuire of
22tf
MRS. W. H MOODY,
At A. A. Small’s, 2d Miller Street.

A MUTE, INGLORIOUS MAID.
head stretched out into the sweet spring
Register of Deep Water Vessels,
Pain
Health
air, and the wind blew upon her hot and
Short and stunted in her growth was weary brain a moment, and the bird flashSHIPS.
stored
E. PinkWinnie, iliss Grimshawe’s small maid ed a glance of inimitable coquetry at her,
Abner Coburn, M L Park, arrived at New
the
servant
in
for
and swung off and away into the boundservant,—not
chief,
New York July 13 from Hong Kong.
ham’s
there was the cook and the housemaid less air. Then short and sharp came Miss
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from
and the laundress.
Winnie was a kind of Grimshawe's voice, at the foot of the
New York July 29 for San Francisco;
[LETTER TO MRS. PINKHAM NO. 92,649]
annex or supplement to the housemaid,
stairs:
spoken, no date, lat 39 38, lou (57 15.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from Hilo
and had been taken on a very severe proI feel it my duty to write and thank
“Winnie, Winnie! what are you doing?
bation, in order to determine'whether she Come down this minute! Are you moon- you for what your Vegetable Com- May 20 for New York.
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, arrived at San
had the necessary capacity for running up ing
again.
pound has done for me. It is the only Francisco July 13 from Honolulu.
and down stairs and “tending door” all
Like an arrow Winnie shot out of the
medicine I have found that has done
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, arrived at
day, and, at the same time, cleaning room and down the many stairs, even to me
New York July 5 from Boston.
any good. Before taking your mediE B Sutton, E L Carver, Philadelphia for
knives, setting tables, wiping dishes and the basement, where she belonged, and to
I was all run down, tired all the
San Francisco, passed Delaware Breakwater
running errands for the cook. Her the suitable occupation of brushing Miss cine,
time, no appetite, pains in my back and July 30.
safety, speed and comfort all commended Grimshawe’s muddy boots.
down
and
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
a
and
sufthemselves to iliss Grimsha we,
that exbearing
pains
great
If the stars in their courses fought
from New York March 6 for Honolulu;
cellent woman had declared herself dis- against Sisera, the elements fought against
ferer during menstruation. After takspoken March 29, lat 10 N, Ion 27 W.
posed to offer the brilliant prize of $2 a Winnie that day. In half an hour the un- ing two bottles of Lydia E. Finkliam's
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
not
this
and
found—let
be
certain glory of the spring sky was darkmonth,
point
Vegetable Compound I felt like a new New York May 20 for Hong Kong.
overlooked or understated—for her serGov
ened by black and threatening clouds, and
Robie, B F Colcord. Sailed from New
woman.
I am now on my fourth bottle
York May 4 for Hong Kong; passed Anjer
vice.
there followed a furious thunder storm,
and all my pains have left me. 1 feel
Aug 4.
Winnie, therefore, in loose and flabby with a high wind and torrent of rain.
better than I have felt for th -ee years
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at
Just as the sun came out Miss Merridew
gown of green calico, several sizes too
New York Aug 4 from Hilo.
and
would
recommend
your Compound
large, with prominent pale green eyes, came in, and went up to her room, from
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from New
to every suffering woman. 1 hope this
and exceedingly flat nose, her nobby little which she descended to the second floor
York April 25 for Hong Kong.
letter will help others to find a cure
braid tied with its dubious ribbon, and in short order, with a soakod and dripMary L Cushing, F I Pendleton, sailed
her feet shod with a pair of down-trodden ping bandbox in her hands.
for their troubles.”
Mas.
from New York May 1(5 for Hong Kong;
Della
Miss Grimand dejected “left behinders” of a former shawe, summoned to her door, beheld the
spoken June 7, lat 23 N, Ion 39 W.
Kemicker, Bessselaeb, Ind.
May Flint, sailed from New York April 2(5
boardei; Winnie, thus visibly armed to wreck of chiffon, flowers and feathers
for Hong Kong.
the teeth, with cold terror of not doing with a chill of dismay. Then impending
The serious ills of women develop
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
her best, stood to her guns, or rather ran fate fell full upon the lawful victim, and
from neglect of early symptoms. Every
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
up and down to them, and began her Winnie, called too, rushed hot-foot from
R D Rice, C F Carver, arrived at New
and ache has a cause, and the
pain
career at Miss Grimshawe’s.
the basement, stood pale and trembling
warning they give should not be disre- York July O14 Cfrom London.
Those first days were such as try men’s before her judges, to say why sentence
Reaper,
Young, saiied from Newcasgarded.
tle May 18 for Kahului.
souls.
Miss Grimshawe, stein and for- should not be pronounced, if so she could,
Mrs.
Pinkham
understands these
S D Carletou, Amsbury, sailed from Kahumidable. lurked in the secret places of the lint she did not try to speak.
Her guilt
May 11 for New York.
corridors, ready to pounce upon the child was proved and palpable. There was no troubles better than any local phySt Paul, F W Treat, sailed from New York
sician and will give every woman free
at the first neglect or failure, and the
it.
Miss
Grimsbawe
was
denying
right;
June 20 for Yokohama.
advice who is puzzled about her
consciousness that this was so robbed she had been “mooning” again. She grew
St Nicholas, arrived at Karluk May 21 from
M iuuie of the necessary repose of spirit very white, and hung her head, while the
health.
Mrs. Pinkham's address is
San Francisco.
in Lcr important office.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
storm broke over it.
Lynn, Mass. Don’t put off writing until New
York May 20 for Hong Kong; spoken
She did more dreadful things in the hist
Miss .Memilew was always ladylike, I health is
broken down.
completely
June
27, lat 1 S. ion 33 W (with loss of forethree days than Miss Grimshawe in the however.
She did uot raise her voice nor
Write at the first indication of trouble.
topmast.)
course of her somewhat extended experi- j make a
scene, hut in closing she imparted
I line E star buck, Eben Curtis, arrived
ence had ever encountered.
Most humili- to Winnie the fact that she had intended took their lives in one hand and Winnie in at
|
Philadelphia June 27 from Hilo.
ating was her arch imbecility in the matter j to give her her winter hat, which Winnie the other, and pressed undaunted into
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Seattle
of receiving callers.
had always looked up to as beauteous be- the heart of
27 from San Francisco.
things, staying not for the Oct
Miss Rose Merridew, called by Mr. Mark yond compare, but of course she could
Wm H
sailed from
J T
shooting galleries, aud stopping not for New YorkConner, 7 for Erskine,
all
are
the
4‘rose
that
Hong Kong; ar at
do
it
May
not
now.
How
could
indeed?
Mallory
praising,”
she,
the trained beasts. On they went straight Rio
Janeiro July 7
because, as he added to himself, ‘‘she is This on the one side; on the other:
to the merry-go-round.
W J Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
not the rose for me,”—was called upon
"To think of the ingratitude of it,
With something of dignity and grace, from Baltimore Aug 8 for Manila.
by tbe ex-governor’s wife in some state Winnie, to do your work in this way, Winnie mounted to the astonishing emiBARKS
and splendor. Winnie went to the door,
when you consider the wages I pay you— nence of a saddle on the back of a chocoAlice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
and Miss Grimshawe gathered a vague and almost enough to support your mother— late-colored
charger, with a magnificent Freetown, Sierre Leone, July 31 from New
uncertain dread in her lurking place that and found, Winnie, think of that! Ob, I
She took the red York.
creamy mane and tail.
all was nut well.
But what could it be? am utterly discouraged with you! I can- reins in her hand with a certain
Edward May, sailed from San Francisco
negligent
Surely she had heard an odd little stir and not bear much more.” Thus Miss Grin
as of long practice, and glanced down
July 2 for Hilo.
air,
a ripple of laughter at the door.
shawe in deep dejection. Meanwhile Miss
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, at Portland Aug
coyly at her short calico skirt, in which
Winnie,*’ cried the lady when the Merridew had withdrawn to bide her well- she saw the long and billowy drapery of a 3 for South America.
caller had withdrawn, “did you do just watered ribbons and her tearful eyes from
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo
sweeping habit. Others had risen to sim7 for Puerto Burglii.
exactly as 1 told you when callers came?” the notice of the Man-in-the-Iron-Mask, ilar exalted station, but Winnie heeded June
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
“Yes. ma’am,” was Winnie’s reply, the who had just been heard to enter below.
them not—they did not exist for her, she New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
As Winnie, in mute- despair and re- was
eyes round with apprehension.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived
alone, a princess mounted on her own
“You held out the basket to the lady?”
morse, started on her way to the base- Arab steed,—and now the man in the at Bostou July 28 from Turks Island.
“Yes, ma’am.”
she
an
door.
ment,
Within middle turned the crank, which Winnie disIolani, McClure, sailed from New York
passed
open
“And she put her card in it?”
the room stood Mark Mallory.
His grave, tinctly cancelled from her consciousness June 1 for Honolulu.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, at Portland
“Yes. ma’am.”
impressive face was, if possible, graver and the great moment had come. With a
July 31 for South America.
Miss Grimshawe was more than ever than ever.
rush and a thrill of fresh air past her face,
arrived at New York July 25
Matanzas,
perplexed.
"Come in a moment, Winnie,” be said with
quickened breath and exultant from Havana.
Another event of a similar mysterious
she
of
ber
on
Olive
in brief, short-cut fashion.
throbbing
sped,—
heart,
Thurlow, J O Hayes, sailed from
nature decided her. Miss Grimshawe had
Winnie entered the room in a mechani- not round and round, but on and on, over New York Aug 5 for Havana.
the initiative of original genius.
Hers cal
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Buenos
way, wondering dully if she had put land aud shore anti far sea anil sky,on and
was uo common mind.
Late that afterto July 12 from Boston.
Mr. Mallory’s laundry where the rain had on, all weariness, all care, all work and Ayres prior
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
noon she dressed herself in bonnet and
found it, or had mislaid his evening paper. trouble forgotten,
“soaring” at last to Barbados July 20 from Port Elizabeth, C
went
and
a
moment
later
stood
veil,
out,
“What is all this about?”
he asked, her heart’s content.
G H.
on her own doorstep ringing the bell.
The two conspirators, standing, watchthe door, and looking down at
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
After a due interval the door was slowly shutting
the forlorn little figure before him, not ed Winnie’s face as she flew past them New York Aug 0 from New Orleans.
opened a little space, just enough to perSachem, sailed from Hong Kong June b
again and again, more swiftly with every
mit the pushing into her horrified view of unkindly.
round.
At last they laughed—the one a for New York.
Winnie did uot speak.
the large wastebasket from the library,
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grilhu, sailed
"As far as I gather,” pursued the man, deep, inward laugh, the other convulsivefrom Boston April 8 for Rosario.
grasped in a rough, red little fist, while whose iron mask seemed on the
of ly—the air of grandeur was so infinitely vepoint
Willard
Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
beyond it peered the scared, green eyes.
at least, withdrawn, "you diculous. By and by they did not laugh
Sierra Leone July 20 from Boston.
Mi'S Grimshawe was speechless with being partially,
at
were
aud
there
unmistakable
tears
are in disgrace again from some careless
all,
SCHOONERS.
const-!nation.
“So this is the basket,”
in the brown eyes.
she cried, at last, “that you have used to caper.”
Georgia GiiKey, vvr R Gilkey, arrived at
“►Something of the stuff that poets are Providence
Winnie only, bent her head a little lower
June 17 from Charleston.
receive cards! Oh. you incredibly stupid
made of is in the poor little thing,” said
Gladys, II B Colson, sailed from Galveston
girl! Don't you see that little Fayal to the blast which she expected now to Mark Mallory to the school teacher. “It
July 10 for Sabine Pass.
basket here, here, Winnie, on the hall follow, for was it not everybody’s busi- hurts me
she
“to
think
of
so,”
it,
said,
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Mr. Mark Mallory
rack? The governor's wife! Oh, dear, oh, ness to scold her?
wit.i the life she must live.”
Pascagoula June 15 for Newport News.
dea:"' and Miss Grimshawe fairly cried never had .before, but no doubt it was
John C Smith, Kneeiaud, arrived at New
“Perhaps we can give her a chance to
time.
with helpless wrath.
York July l'J from Brunswick, Ga.
"What is it, child, that makes you do | ‘soar’ now and then, if we try,” lie said
>
w:i> btariitu at that moment by a
Lucia Porter Farrow, arrived at Bangor
laughing a little.
1
sui'li tilings?” lie asked gently.
1 from Perth Amboy.
lag liter, long, loud and uneonWhen tie “broad, long, midsummer Aug
was
The
and
the
antr
;;•« :u the back
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Boston
parlor, and a man’s swer question waitedrepeated,
was over,
several things had been
day”
!
at
for, before,
July 5 from Brunswick.
patiently
last,
voi
j
R F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Proviwith a great sob. Winnie managed to ar- decided; and chiefly,that there was somei' 1 > immense, Miss Grimshawe—
| ticulate—
time to he a small domestic establishment dence Aug D for Porrlaml.
Let her off this
pertecLv out of sight!
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Philaj
presided over by Mis. Mark Mallory, and
“1—moon!”
tilt: -.
I never enjoyed anything so much !
served by the soaring spirit duly bound to delphia Aug 7 from Apalachicola.
“The
dickens
do!”
!
Mr.
you
in my life!” ami Mr. Mark
ejaculated
Sallie rOn, W H West, sailed from BrunsMallory came
"What do you earth by patient training, of Mrs. Grirn- wick July 27 for Boston.
in’..' '.new with Ids evening paper in his
Mallory, irreverently.
1 should shawe’s small, mute, and inglorious serA S Wilson, arrived at Philadelphia
hand.
Tufa,
Winnie slipped oil to the shelter moon about? Tell me, Winnie.
vant maid. [Caroline Atwater Mason, in
Aug 7 from Apalachicola.
of Lie basement, under cover of the in- have fancied that blackening slices and
tne
Watchman.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, cleared
a
tern;}*: ion, and from that time she* looked scouring knives would have tendency to
from Philadelphia Aug 10 for Belfast.
cure one of that habit.”
upon Mi. Mailury—-known to certain inThe Prohibitory Law.
o linno shook her
head with
“No,
mates of the house as “the Man-with-theI he Six=Master’s Dimensions.
Iron-Mask”—as her chief friend and de- fresh sobs, *1 do .t all the more when I’m
at tlie shoe-, and then 1 like,—oh, Mr.
Lev. \Y. F. Berry of Watorville, secfender.
I
do
Civic
lo\e
lias
of
the
Maine
to
and
Mallory.
League,
retary
Iu spite of this and many other lapses
awfully
soar,
(’apt. John G. Crowley has just receive!
from the path of perfect rectitude, Win- that’s what mostly yets me into trouble.” given his views of the prohibitory law. the sail plan of his new six masted schooner, !
!
it
is
not
Mr.
mouth
He
admits
that
but
but
no
Mallory’s
nie demonstrated in the time of h r proopened,
enforced;
contracted to Vie built tin* fall at Camden, j
thinks that the same is true of license Th** schooner will be 300 feet on the keel and
bation a patience so unwearied and an sound proceeded from it.
lie
•■Could
this
“in
feet over ali. and will carry 5,000 tous of
a
little
laws.
330
you
explain
failure,”
says
;
practice
“Any
endurance so nearly akin to that of a
coal.
Her lower masts (J Oregon pine will
to me, Winnie?” he asked securing the end sought in a righteous law
j be
machine, and in spite of tlie “left beliind- more clearly
brought east by rail, and wiil be 110 feet
ers,*' a foot so light and lleet, that, albeit presently, with his usual gravity and un- is not the failure of the law itself; but is j
foremast 30 inches in the partners,
'long;
the failure of the people to keep their
with sighs and groans, Miss Grimshawe usual deliberation.
ami the others 20 inches.
The topmast
"Why, like flying, you know,” Winnie compact with each other, and is a proc- will be 58 feet long; foremast 20 inches
consented to formally engage her.
she was generally alluded to in the said, faltering still, but plainly encour- lamation of the civic unrighteousness of in the cap, and the others 17 inches. Her
And when such a condition bowsprit will be 35 feet long, and her jibIn-use as the Green-eyed Monster,—a aged; "1 always do it comiug downstairs; the people.
75 feet.
The boom of the driver will
pleasantry, by the way, originating with 1 suppose I do touch my feet, but still— of lawlessness exists as we now have boom
the Rose-that-all-are-praising, and that don’t you see?—I think, anyway, that I’m under the prohibitory liquor laws of be 72 feet long, and the other booms 42 feet
and the round eyes dilated with Maine, the proper remedy is not for the 0 inches. The driver gall will be 40 feet,
young lady received the proper meed of soaring,”
and the others each 41.
A four-foot poop
praise in exploiting this witticism, from an evident keen delight in the cherished State to lower the standard, the law, to deck will run from aft to 10 feet forward of
the
of
the
that
illusion.
level
existing
lawlessness,
the company who gathered at Miss Grimthe mainmast. The schooner will have four
shawe' s breakfast table, fifteen strong.
“Ah, 1 see! You would like to fly?” would be a violation of the pledge and houses on deck, the forward one20feet long,
Even the Lady-with-the-iron-will, who commented Mr. Mallory, still puzzled.
purpose of the State, and would only add the midship 10. the after house 35, and a
Hut I do—almost.
“Yes.
She will be 48 feet
Only, you to the present injustice. The only proper roomy wbeelhouse.
always took a cold, blue china plate,
beam, 22 feet depth of hold, and will draw
empty and bare, for her breakfast, with a see, it makes me forget. And wheu I see remedy in such a condition is to bring about
She will be
24
feet
of
water
loaded.
makes something the people in civic righteousness up to the
cup of hot water, and was seldom known a bird, up high, so—it
What would be fitted with a double set of pumps, engines
Haven’t you level of righteous law.
inside of me just turn over.
to smile, relaxed that eternal
and steam winches fore and af*. the pumps
vigilance,
perfectly well known to be the price of ever had it?” aud forgetting her grief, the end if all law were dropped to the capable of throwing 1,000 gallons of water a
looked up with freehearted, child- level of existing lawlessness of conduct'.’ minute. Her chains will be 2 1-2 inches,
valor, and smiled palpably.
Only Mark Winnie
The State prohibits abortion.
Physicians 200 fathoms each, and her twTo anchors each
Mai orv did not join the inm cent glee of like eagerness.
“Yes, I have often been taken the same tell us its practice is alarmingly common, weigh 7,000 pounds, the chains and anchors
his companions, nor lift the visor of the
offenders
are
at
I
think
so.
few
of
the
Hut
it
least,
yet
many
brought being of the same size as those to be placed
iron mask of his reserve, and a little way. Or,
She will
before I had to ‘wan- to account by the State and this righteous on board the battleship Kearsarge
brown-eyed school teacher opposite him was some years ago,
law fails to stop this unrighteous act. be fitted with wire rigging.
der farther from the East?’ Why, Winnie,
went so far as to say:
••Green eyes are very popular since you are actually getting me to mooning, Because this law does not seem to have
A Rat Story from Prospect.
practical value shall we repeal it, or drop
George Eliot gave us Gwendolen, you too.”
Upon this Winnie smiled broadly, and it to the level of this wicked practice and
know, Miss Merridew.”
license this crime?
What would be the
The big rat was !
Our trouble is over.
Whereupon Mark Mallory nodded with looked positively comely.
“Well, you singular infant, since flying effect of such a course on the State? caught by two toes after a ten-days’ trial.
evident satisfaction.
seem
in
a righteimpracticable at present, There is great practical value
This was the initial stage of Winnie’s would
careless after a while and
what of all earthly things would you ous law, however enforced, that puts the The old fellow got
career; but, alas! worse was to follow7.
of these old sly
if
could?”
in
rather
State
in
its
do,
you
harmony with its put his foot in it. Some
legislation
With the knowledge of her various duties,
“Truly and honestly?” Winnie darted purpose: for true progress demands a right rats are hard customers and we have caught
conflicting and impossible though .they
at him with a keenly penestandard.
But the practical value of this the champion for gathering in chickens.
might be, there came to Winnie a danger- the question
law in results will constantly increase Some curious stories could he told on the
trating glance.
ous confidence, followed hard by a careMr. Malloney nodded.
lessness hardly less than deadly.
She
only when we, the people, cease talking farms about rats. They seem to change
“Why,” she said, with a smile of chas- about harmonizing the law with our base farms and
developed a peculiar abstractedness, and
stop where the feed is best. Some
tened bliss at a thought coupled with such and sellish conduct, about lowering the
an absence of mind, which supplied Miss
“of course I’d standard to the level of our practice, and years ago our farm was a great stopping
Grimshawe with a never-failing fountain obvoius impossibility,
rather than anything have a go once on begin in earnest to put ourselves in life place for rats and they used to come out and
of complaint.
“O, Winnie,” she would cry, “who hut the merry-go-round down at Turley and conduct into harmony with the right- eat in the trough after the hogs had eateu;
Beach.”
eousness of the consistent laws of a rightI would show you this unfailing patience,
so we sent for Marion Staples, who was a
“That isyour Ultima Thule, is it?” re- eous State.”
and to think how you reward it!”
good shot. About noon two old rats and
Mr.
turned
the
corners
of
his
Winnie’s penitence was utter; someMallory,
twelve young rats came out to eat, and
mouth
twitching slightly.
thing of the nature of a fathomless abyss,
AUGUST BLOWER.
Marion drew a bead on the lot and tired,and
at
least
I
never
heard
it
callbut singularly unproductive, or at least,
“No, sir,
after the smoke cleared away there were no
such was generally understood to be the ed the like of that before;” and then with
‘•It is a surprising fact,” says Prof. Hcua sudden
case at Miss Grimshawe’s.
thought of her delinquencies, ton, ‘‘that in my trayels in all parts of the dead or wounded rats as expected. Marion
A climax w as reached on a certain after- past and future, but especially present, world, for the last ten years, I have met set out to swear, but didn’t. [F. P.
noon in May, when a new
people having used Green’s August
spring hat was Winnie shot from the door and down the more
Flower than any other remedy, for dyspepdelivered at the door for Miss Merridew. stairs.
TO CLEANSE THE SYSTEM
sia,
deranged liver and stomach, and for
Winnie took the precious object into
By what underground passage the conwhen costive or bilifor tourists and sales- Effectually yet gently,
I
find
constipation.
worked
need
not
here
be told,
her hands and went up two flights of spirators
for persons tilling office positions, ous, to permanently overcome habitual conmen or
the
brownbut
the
following Saturday
stairs with it to Miss Merridew’s room.
where headaches and general bad feelings
to awaken the kidneys and liver
As she entered the room, which was eyed school teacher, who had spoken from irregular habits exist, that Green’s stipation,
to a healthy activity, without irritating or
of
in
defense
was
erstwhile
green eyes,
August Flower is a grand remedy. It does
empty, .-lie noticed a blue-bird poised on
seen to take an electric car bound for that
not injure the system by frequent use, and weaking them, to dispel headaches, colds or
a swaying branch of an elm
tree, just
outside the open window, swinging aud Elysium of the common herd, and Hades is excellent for sour stomach and indiges- fevers, use Syrup of Figs, made by the Calition.”
Sample bottle free at Poor &
singing with lusty delight. Poor Winnie! of the cultivated—Turley Beach. Follow- Son’s, Belfast, and A. B. Sparrow, Freedom. fornia Fig Syrup Co.
in her wake was Winnie, modman
meekly
has
ing
his
and
the
Every
price, they say,
Sold by dealers in all civilized countries.
whole suppressed little heart of her thrill- estly attired in afresh calico and a per
Relief in Six Hours.
ed and yearned to see the bird more close- fectly new hair ribbon.
Shamrock on the Way.
When the car had reached the verge of
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
ly, to hear him sing, most of all to see
relieved in six hours by "New Great South
him swing in that impossible freedom on the busier streets it was boarded in a
It is a great
American Kidney Cure.”
the flexible bough, and launch out from casual and careless fashion by the chief
Glasgow, Aug. 3. The Shamrock sailed surprise on account of its exceeding promptit into the skyey spaces.
conspirator, namely the Man without the with the Erin from Fairlie this morning,gay- ness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
This crime, which became historic at Iron Mask, who appeared to have laid ly decorated. The banks of the river were and back, in male or female. Relieves reIt
was great cheering.
If
Miss Grimshawe’s, was deep-dyed in its aside that piece of defensive armor finally thronged and there
tention of water almost immediately.
was noted as a good omen that the last racand cure this is the
results, but as white as light in its mo- forever, if one could judge by the cheer- ing yacht which sailed for America was the you wrant quick relief
ful benignity of his face when his eyes
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., drugtive.
unbeaten Minerva, commanded by Charles
Iyl8
The bandbox was placed for the mo- chanced upon the brown-eyed school Barr, now skipper of the Columbia. The gists, Belfast, Me.
teacher and Winnie.
ment on the window sill, while Winnie’s
Shamrock’s racing spars will be taken to
“How is this?” he asked,bending down New York by the anchor liner City of Rome.
Fond Mother (listening to baby’s cries)
to Winnie, by whose side he had seated Capt. Hogarth, before be started said that
“What a sweet-toned voice she has,
be
a
to
the
Shamrock
he
considered
perfect
onward
at
The car was rushing
To Cure a Cough in One Day
himself.
We
She’ll be a splendid singer.
dear.
machine.
racing
the
salt
wind
and
high speed,
already
must send her to Italy to have her voice
To Cure a Cold in One Day
to
this
soar
in
their
faces.
“Does
blew
cultivated.”
To Cure Sore Throat in One Day
$100.
suit you?”
Brutal Father—“Send her now.”
[TitTo Cure Hoarseness in One Day
Winnie toed in vehemently, and dug
I>r. E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
Bits.
her chin into her breast in an ecstacy of
May be worth to you more than $100 if you
CASTORIA.
Take Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25c shyness and gratitude, but answered how- have
a child who soils bedding from incon«i»il Vnn U«« Al—
Later she whispered in tendence of water during sleep. Cures old
ever not at all.
Bought
If it fails to cure, your
Trial sine free.
Bears the
the ear of the schoolteacher, “Ain’t it and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
Signature
money will be refunded. A. A. Howes grand?”
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
of
Iyl7
& Co.
Arrived at the beach, the conspirators Druggists, Belfast. Me.

ReConquered;
by Lydia
Vegetable Compound.
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MOUNT TOWN.

All day we watched the soft clouds play
Above the rugged mountain’s crest,
Or idly gazed on scenes that lay
Reflected on the river’s breast.
We watched the picture sweet and
rare,
And breathed new life from fragrant air.
We saw the brown birds lightly skim
The blue-green fields that stretched away,
Aud upward borne like tender hymn

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which lias
b<-on
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature
„t
and has been made under his
per.
soual supervision since its infan,
'•+u*ry/,
AUow no one to deceive you in
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes are but l'\.
periments that trifle with and endanger tlie health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

We listed to each joyous lay;
And from the rocks and in the breeze
Whispered the voices of the trees.
From strong sweet book of precept good
Sometimes a wholesome page we read,
But oftener watched the tender flood
That rolled in tideless beauty, led

By silver, sinuous, winding stream,
A picture like an Eastern dream.
Sometimes we talked of ages fled—
Of years long gone— of cycles past
And sealed in centuries cold and dead,—
Of nature’s throes—of ice fields vast—

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drop*
and Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless and Pleasant, a
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Nare,
substance, Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Won,

strange wild birds whose foot-prints live
On Ood’s eternal negative.
Of

Sometimes in fancy’s idle mood

Strange dusky figures

came

to

and alia>s Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and \\ j,
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipate
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates tie
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sle,
v,
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

view,

Ami out from deep aud sheltered wood
The dark forms flitted to aud fro,
Aud over rock and mossy down
Peered strange odd faces bare and browu.
Again the woodman’s axe we heard
Adovvn the densely wooded hill,
Ami sounding back like mocking birds
We heard the phantom voices still.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

breeze the echo seemed to bring,
Then died in faintest murmuring.
Lach

Slow sank the sun down from our sight
And burned his splendor in the west,
And tinged with sweet unearthly light
The misty summit of each crest.
His tresses lit with crimson ray
Blew farewells to the lingering day.

The Kind You Have

Anon the dusky shadows grew,
Athwart the sky streamed goldeu bars,
And out from the unfathomed blue

in

Came the faint glowing of the stars.
On mold and hill the purpling light
Soft faded into starry night.

THE CENTAUR

friend of yore that pressed my side!
0 sunset sky with radiance fraught!
1 could not stay that goldeu tide,
Nor hold you to my longing heart,
I could not keep the si adows hack
That fell across life’s onward track.

Always Bought

Use For Over 30 Years.
COMPANY.

TT MURRAY

STREET.

NEW

YORK

CITY.
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
August, A. D. 189R.

Whereas the WISCASSET ANh
ROAI) COMPANY, a corpora:
established and having it? pm.
Wiscasset, Lincoln County. M
ture and mortgage fully set t
tion hereinafter recited, who ti
hereby referred to for that purj
part of this paragraph.
WATERVILI.K TROT AM)
COMl’ANY, now called tin- H
('omj>atnj, a corporation hy law m
and having its place of b’usim
Kennebec County, Maim, tor
owners or holders >1 the bom,'
Company hereinafter referred
road ‘obstructed and t. it.said Wiscasset and 1'itt -ti.*i-1. y\
laud ami estate which s.iiti Kail
has or may hereafter pun-ha'.At a Probate < <*urt held at Belfast, within and for
ipiire. for the building, comj let
the County of Waldo, on the 8th dav of August
and use of said road, aim ,he !■
A. I). J 8‘J‘J.
Railroad Coinpai y. and a!i
S- WHITE, administrator of the estate <<i | rights ot property more fully
plication hereinafter recited*, \\
WILLIAM F. WHITE, late of
!- n
hereby referred t«» for th.it pursai'l County of Waldo, deceased, having present
I art oi this paramapii
ed a petition praying for a In-en.se to sell at public
Ami w neivas -:ivi mum:
o.
or private sale certain real estate d said c.oceased
gi\en ;<• secure the first, ne»r
as described in said petition.
said Uai'ioad < 'oiup.tny
Ordered, That the sain petitioner give .dice t<- aae u e-ate of six hundred
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
dollar*. payable iii lb Med Stat*
order to he published three weeks .-uccosMvely in
present we i it id and fineness.
the Republican Journal, a m-w.-paper pubd-died at
the date thereof, with internBelfast, that they may appear at a Probate <
iit,
date at the rate of tiv- ;
to be held at Belfast, within and lor said <
p
unty.
pay alec semi annu i! y m
on the 12th day ol September. A. I), iso1,), itteipoi
\,
ary anl August .a
the clock b tore noon, and show cause, if any they
and
upon the pres-nT.it n
have, why theprayei ot said pet it nmer should lmt
pOl'S f it!' such illt'-i,
he grant oil.
bonds a*- provided :hcrei
(li;i). E. JOHNS! >N. .Indue.
And whereas the o .■.:;
;
A true copy
Attest.:
as ti»ilow s
•*l’ro\ ide 1 .n-v« rt
! has. r. Hazki.tim:, lb-uist. 1.
n it-.
Uaili'oad <' -i.ip.jiy
pay all said bonds and coup >1
shall hecon.e tin* a ml j
.o
At a Probate !'• *urt
Id at P.citr.-t. withiu and f -r
the ! .'imtv of Waldo, on the second Tm-da. of and coupons an 1 this
I ma-n- a
shall
be
am:
a
A.
D.
BS'.'H
void,
August.
hereby conveyed snail tease
4 certain instruinei ', purportim. to he Hu- pis'
!'“• "ine v
ami sat' la *<
xjL will
wit'll be duly emm.-n t.y
T:
of Searsport. in said County >t Waldo dect-a.-ed,
i: s success.
i I. said : m;*.having been presented for probate.
ind \vliereas the i.d iei
Ordered,'1 hat not ice be given
all persons in- the bonds a fen -ruo
..w .w -■
terested by causing a copy
f tl:i< order to he the following ape
..tn
::
published three weeks sucves-i vely in the Repnb- m'c"aape f<iret
I
lican Journal, published at Belfast, ? m*i thevmav
T tin1 Wat. m
f,
.-d
appear at a Probate Court,, tt) be held at Bel List,
pany now known and
within and for said County, on
second 1
Company, a e< rpmation ny ;.,w
day of September next at ten .d hr »• 1.k li.'ioiv and ha vine its place ■! busmnoon, and slmw cause, if any they have, why the
Kcmiel'.ee ('■ mi >. W-.i
same should not he proved. appnni d and a
\\
uv !.
Whereas r]
!>EO. L. JOHNSON, Judge
Company. a cm pm m i m by
A true copy. Attest:
o-e
and having its
u
mi
('has. P. Ha/i i.ti.nt, Register.
Ltdcoln ( oiui
M.:
gage la ted Angus, i, : s »«;, ,,
I.111'-. ; I. Keg!-I V
•!
.reds. \
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wi:i.ni and
Kt-111 flue Keg 1 -1t y d 1..
for the County
r
Waldo, on the 8th dav uf W.ddo
d
heel-. \
Registry
D.
A.
1899.
August,
Somerset Registry
I »> eh-, \
4 LFRED K. PAUL, administrator of the e.-mm
to L”.'l, and Hi
he lown Re or o
A of IDDO K. PAUL. lare ot Searsir.ont. in W iscas.-et, Rook
ot M>
y
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
Ware*
veyetl ii« trust
a petition praying for a license to sell at
publie heposir Company. :imv km-Wi
or private sale certain real estate of said deceased
Waterville I 'rust \ inpany.
as described in said petition.
n
owners or ladders ot the
itn
That
the said petitioner give notice to Company hereitiattet -i
Ordered,
-* rm-te it
all persons interested by causing a ropy of this st rue. ted and to lie c<
easset and I’ittsiUmi. ami
order to be published three weeks successively in
which said Railroad » ompa y
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
otl.i
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate ; may hereafter p-imha.-e
the
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
building, compb-t i• *n and p
County,on the 12th day of September, A. D. lsop. of said roao and the tram i.is*.
! Company, and all other pr >pe’:
at ten of the clock before noon, and show, il
any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner i property, present ami pr-.-j
Railroad Company may now !
should not be granted.
said road between the l.mits at
CEO. E. ,J< *H N8< >N, J udge.
A true copy. Attest:
| it may hereafter aeip.ne there'
j all the machinery, impleti euiCnas. P. Hazkltinic, Register.
) purchased or to be pu;eha-<
or otherwise a« quire.
NOTICE. The subscriber j C\impair
or rights in telegraph line.hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap- I const
meted or to !,.• eoii-tn
pointed administratrix of the estate of
the pr< perty. franchises
SOFHRONIA FOYE. late of Liberty,
mm my
which said Kalin ad
hereafter aeipiire in its lai!:--oi
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
or orherw ise, w !tether the snim
bonds as the law directs. All persons having det ire and mortgage specially mu
mands against the estate of said deceased are de- I
W iscas.-et and p
sired to present, the same for settlement, and all I ween said
And whereas said indenttw
indebted thereto are requested to make pavment
to secure the tirst nmrtg
given
GEORGIA A. FOYE.
immediately.
said Railroad Company t
Liberty, August 8, 1899.
aggregate ol six hundred tin n-a.
lars payable in Cniteil Statepresent weight and tiiieue.--.
s notice.
The subscriber
the
date thereot, with intere-t
hereby gives notice that he has been dulyappointed Administrator de bonis non, w ith the date at the rate ot live per *•
w ill annexed of the estate of
payablesenn-annu lly mi the
ary and August id each year, in
DAVID PEIRCE, late of Belfast,
upon the presentation ami sm
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given bonds
pous for such intere-t, to tie a11a
as the law directs.
as provided therein.
All persons having demands
And whereas the undersigne
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
majority of all the bonds m a
thereto are requested to make pavment immediissued by the Wiscasset and y
CHARLES W. FREDERICK.
ately.
Company, under and by virtue
and mortgage.
Belfast, August 8, 1899.
And wiieieas default has ne.
Railroad Company m the payim".
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE. The subscriber hereupon said bonds on the t
by gives notice that she has been duly ap- due
m
1 spy. the first day of Am u
pointed Executrix of the last will and testament of
February, 1S98, and the
of
is'.'S.rnd the coupons ot m •.
MARY S. WARREN, late of Lincolnville,
said bonds now M-tamnm: we
in the County of Waldo, deceased. Ail persons ami ay merit demanded by
having demands against the estate <»f said deeeaFebruary, A. 1> IHifX, and
ed are desired to present the same for settlement, incut of said coupons ha- si;
and all indebted thereto are requested to make period -d more than -ix mu'
maud
MARY E. E\ ERE I I
payment immediately.
A ini whereas rhr
i:
Lincolnville, August 8, 1899.
lia\ e h\ reason thi
-I Nee
111 • M1! 11! e V g 11e' I
LLXECCTRIX'S NOTICE. Tile suhscri'-cr herd y I ! 11
gives notice that, she has been duly .ippcintcd of all of said 1'oniK mm
foreelosure thereof, and o
Executrix ot the last will and testament <.t
Water\ ilie Trust ad Sail !*•
ALMIRA A. HICKS, late of Belfast,
! immediately proceed to >
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons i under the pro\ isions of par..
having demands against tin* estate of said deceas- denture and liioi t gage.
ed are desired to present the same for settlement,
And the umiei-igned htv<
and all indebted thereto are requested to make their respeethe names the o
said bonds held by them i*
payment immediately.
said.
FOSTENA L. LOSO.
In witness whereof, we
Belfast, August .8, IS'.)*.*.
I'
this thirtieth dav ol ,hi tie,
A M<
NAMES.
NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
And whereas said app!lean•appointed administratrix of the estate of
•>
of said mortgage, and the
H.
CHARLES
mortgage have been broken
REYNOLDS, late of Brooks,
Now, therefore, l*y reason a
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de- said breach of conditions, the
mands against the estate of said deceased are Watervilie Trust and Sate Dei.•
<
desired to present the same for settlement, and called the Watervilie Trust
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay- toruey, therefor duly authorize.:
11?
of
said
foreclosure
mortgage,
ment immediately.
of July, A. I). 18ih».
ABIDE L. REYNOLDS.
Brooks, July 11, 18‘J‘J.—3w31
WATERVILIE TKt'l

Half the ills that man is heir to comes
from indegestion. Burdock Blood Bitters
strengliteiis aud tomes the stomach; makes

indigestion impossible.

“The Touch

of

Vanished

a

hand.”

We sigli fur the ton ;li of a vanished baud—
The blind of a friend most dear,
Who has passed from our side to the shadowy land,
But, what of the hand that

is

Notice of Foreclosure

certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament of I.CCY A. NICKELS,
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate, with a
petition praying that Henrietta K. Jennison may
be appointed administratrix of the estate of said
deceased, with tlie will annexed.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be ptibli-hed three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that
they appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
tin- same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazfltink. Register.
*

A

New birds will seek tie leafiy woods—
Suns rise and set—clouds alternate—
And oft together where we stood
The gold and violet linger late.
But thou! O friend, thy tender eyes
Look out o’er hill of Paradise!
[Helen N. Packard.

<

-•

\NN

near?

■

To the living’s touch is the soul inert
That weeps o’er the silent urn ?
For the love that lives is our hand
To make some sweet return ?

Do

we answer

When life’s
Is

praise

our

alert

hack in a fretful tone.
duties press us sore V
ill

as

And could hear

as

our

if

■

they

praise

wenttgone.
no more?

...

the days go by, are our hands more swift
For a trifle b« oud their share.
Than to grasp—for a kindly, helpful iift—
The burden some one must bear ?
As

•.

We sigh for the touch of a vanished hand.
And we thin
ourselves sincere ;
But, what of t he friends that about us st and,
And the touch of the hand that’s here ?

[John Troland

in the

Youth’s Companion.
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Carter’s
Little Liver Pills.
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1
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1

See

Fac-SImile Wrapper Below.

Vary small and
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—
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[Written for The Republican Journal.]
After-Glow.

to take

as

easy

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

|
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sagas.

CARTERS
■PlTTLE

|IVER

jj PILLS.
I * Prioe
125 Cents

as

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

OEisrrraj

1

HEADACHE.
DIZZINESS.

BILIOUSNESS.

■

TORPID LIVER.

CONSTIPATION.

Administrator

SALLOW SKIN.
THE COMPLEXION
must

Purely TegcULfele

CURE SICK
—

HEADACHE._

PROBATE NOTICES,

I

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of W aldo, on the second Tuesday of August, A. D. 1899.

At

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of SARAH 1). WILDES,
late of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for'probate.

A

Ordered, That notice he given to all persons
by causing a copy of this ordm to he
published three weeks successively in the Republican .Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, t*» be
interested

>

held at Belfast, within and for said County, <>n
the second Tuesday of September next, at ten ol
the clock before noon, and show cause if any
they have why the same should not he proved,approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, .Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

>

In Court of Probate, held at Belthe 8th day of August, 1899.
DANIEL M. MoFARLANI). administrator on the
estate of JOSIE A. McFARLAND, late of Montville.in said County, deceased, having presented
his first and final account of administration of
said estate for allowance.

fALDOSS.
fast,

1

on

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of September next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine. Register.

"

DEPOSIT TIMIPAM
1

DMINISTB A TOR'S NOTICE.

The subscriber

NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been appointed administrator of the estate of
TIMOTHY P. KELLEY, late of Winterport,

ADMINISTRATOR’S

-V hereby gives notice that lie has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
THOMAS M. SWEENEY, late of Searsport,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds asj the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
ELLERY BOWDEN,
Winterport, August 8, 1899.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payrnent immediately.
BENJ. O. SARD ENT.
Searsport, July 11, 1899.—3w31
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Now called the Watervilie
By S. S. BROWN

NELSONEE. Bl NELSOft
will stand Wednesdays ami s o
Marshall’s stable in Belfast, a
farm iu Waldo. Terms
WM H

"

B»-'

,N

k

\t.\vs

OF THE WEEK.
Fred W.

y .vTTERS.

v|

ct

I

Merrill,

Orono, who was arrested for
wreck a Bangor ifc Aroos-

linger train near Basin Mills,
d in the municipal court in

"

1st.

He

pleaded guilty

and

soon

as

Coffee drinkers who think
they are drinking Mocha and Java
hrcnim' they are imying a high
price, will give BOSTON BLEND
one trial. 95 per cent of them will
continue to use BOSTON BLEND.

INCOMPARABLE
Tf all who think they are buying or ran
buy Mocha and Java at
LOW price, will give BOSTON BLENDone trial, 100 PERCENT
OF THEM will continue to use BOSTON BLEND. One pound
can 25c.. 2 lbs. 50c.
We sell the GENUINE Mocha and Java at 34c.

a

possible.

s.inborn, editor of the Oxford
•rliser, has lately returned
of :il days in the Miisqua-

per pound, and

_;on in the Maine woods. He
ito account of the game he
.ikes tne following interesting

bull moose, 12 cow
call moose, tour lawns,
■<T ami 307 bucks and does,
s
of beavers, two foxes, be•')'» broods of shelldrakes,
and wood ducks, together
tr>. squirrels, tern, seagulls
ioorge Hunt, aged 21 years,
ou the schooner Carrie
C.
cklaiid, fell overboard at
and was drowned.Mr.
son of Auburn,
who went to
Merrow party in 1898,has
lie says that none of the
ait out from Lewiston and
ndiug any gold. Mr. Wilson
\ things are not as they are adcry member of the Merrow
Auburn and Lewiston is
•hey are having hard work
>rk.
All the men would be
c if
they had means.I.
>usurer
of the Lewiston,
i Lath street railway, has
York parties 8200,000 worth
t 8-70,000 worth of stock in
deal closes out nearly all
id give.- the New Yorkers
•t three-fourths ot a million
c road.

carriages of his own make, and took
with him as samples.Col. W. G.
Morrell attended the races at Eastport last
week-Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dodge of Ohio,
who have been visiting relatives in this
vicinity, went to Old Orchard last week_
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Haines, Mrs. J. L. Chalmers. Mrs. E. D. Smith, Miss Mae Dobson
and W. L. Couant are in Northport for a
few weeks-H. F. Libby was in Fairfield
recently in consultation with S. W. Gould
of Skowhegan on business connected
with
the estate of the late Dr. Farnham.
These
gentlemen have been appointed commissioners to bear all claims
against this estate_
Dr. E. C. Rryant and family are
spending a
few weeks at Ocean Park....G. B. Warner
hired another store, while his was
undergo-

all

to the August grand jury
He went to jail at
-■■2.000.
is s.ml the boy was influenced
ini by reading cheap litera1!. L. Fernald of the 26th
I.IT. S. Vote, lias opened a
c
urtice at the post ofliee
u kland.
I)r. Spear of Rock'i engaged as the examining
i work will be rushed along
;ii tlie Infantry which will
as

some

two

BOSTON BLEND is NOT Mocha and Java. BOSTON BLEND
is ALL Coffee, all FINE Coffee, and all AMERICAN Coffee.
If

,cr

i.a

but was rescued. We have heard of several
who gave up going and are very thankful
that they did....Mr. Alonzo Shattuck has
gone to Aroostook county to make a sale for

BOSTON BLEND COFFEE

10

Y

Iir

ur

*r

no one

piokibly

eiuLi

pounds, m either
f $2.;»0—or on
receipt

sells it at any lower price.

Boston Blend. If not. we will prepay express upon
two |«ouud cans, to any address in New England upon
ten-pnind enu of real Moeba aud Java upon receipt of $3.40.
sells

cnteen
ee

COBB, BATES & YERXA CO.,
BOSTON,

Washington Whispehings.
Tlie annual preliminary report of the commissioner of internal revenue for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1899, show’s that the
receipts from all sources of internal revenue for the year
aggregated £273,484.581,
which amount included £274,953 tax on
money orders turned over by the post
master general to the collector for the district of Maryland and for which no expense
for collection was incurred, making an increase of £102,(317,704 over, the .receipts
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898.
The statement of the collections in each
of the States include the following: New
Hampshire, including Maine and Vermont,
£1,341.0 •.The monthly statement of
the public debt shows that at the close of
business .I tily 3 ., 1899, the debt, less cash
in the treasury, amounted to £1,101,587,077, an increase for the month of £5,207,130. This inciease is accounted for by the
corresponding decrease in the amount of
ash on hand.Senor Romero Aspire,
Mexican ambassador to this country, considers as ridiculous the reports about the
alliance of South American republics
against the United States.

What promises to be one of
districts in the Northwest
discovered up the Boise
miles from Boise, Idaho,
were opened
last week on
:.om which phenomenal asved.
Four more parallel
cc
been found.
Oue vein
and si ows free gold in
entities.
Pieces of gold
met of wheat arc common,
±’oi Infants and Children
iiau horse Ace cieated a
1 <• 'iimbus.
Ohio, Aug. 1st,
in 2.0o 1-4, and the next
me track Searchlight
paced
2 Od 1--4, 2.114 1-4, and 2.04.
Voik. Aug. 1, Policeman
:i mi, wh«., on June 10, stole
and two lockets from the
G. J).
Rhoades of the
NEWS NOTES.
enent- who was killed on
a electric car. was sentenced
Organizations are forming in Cuba to seand three months at Sing
cure American citizenship.
vmiittee representing practiJJ"< nville (Mo.) women raised $100 for a
lumber manufacturers of
01 session in
Minneapolis, chinch by means of an amateur circus.
ed to raise the prices of luinThe productive area of the Klondike
ousaud.
On July 20, prices
gold Helds covers from 1000 to 15U0 square
'miits a thousand, but the
miles.
stifv the further increase by
: supply
and the increased
In the vicinity of Norfolk, VaM about 1,Michael Kane of Bingham, a 500 acres are devoted to the culture of
employed by the New York, adishes.
and Haitford Railroad, was
Gen. Ludlow is
into the laws of
’■h‘d
Weynn »iith. Mass., Cuba with a view looking
to prevent the general
v
fallinl* on the third rail,
s tiitelectricity for the oper- gambling.
ate
He was thirty-live
A Filipino priest is leading a moveTin* work of restoring and ment for an independent church,
fie has
i incoln homestead at
Spring- been excommunicated.
a led for
by an appropriaOn a recent scientific test, a worker in
te the last session of the Genmetals succeeded in drawing a copper cent
... is complete and the old
out into 5700 feet of wire.
w
as stanch and strong as
>
more nearly resumed the
In Chicago -Li. 000 dog licenses have been
md condition in which it was issued for this year, and 7000 or 8000 more
*-d
by the Lincoln family are expected t*> be taken out.
time since they vacated it.
The Navy Department has decided to
.k, was visited bj a form of
offer the single-turret monitor l’assaic, now
-d, which cut a swath about
ar Pensacola, to the
highest bidder.
dt* through the center of the
great damage to buildings
Gen. Wheeler met at Sacramento the
but strange to say not a otbei
day Gen. Crosby, who forty years
led and no one w as serious- ago
taught him. at West Point, to ride a
l'lic wind attained a velocity horse.
m
hour. ...Col. Hawkins of
The Perm forest trout hatchery, near
mia regiment- died on hoard
Senator eu route to San Mauei: Chunk, Pa., is said to be the most
"
ms regiment from Manila.
complete propagation plant of the kind in
cored two days alter the the world.
.ied from Yokohoma.
AppoThe reports that Japan and Russia are
1 t" have been the cause of
arming tor a struggle over Corea are reremains were embalmed on
ceived with much allowance in diplomatic
d brought for shipment to
quarters.
Admiral Sampson lias re- ]
Kansas has two head of cattle, one hog,
leave of absence and assumed j
the North A tlantic squadron. ; one-third of a horse and one-fifth of a
Weston, who was arrested sheep for every man, woman and child in
charged with stealing the the State.
it-Easy, from Salem harbor
Kansas City has established an institute
.ml was taken to Salem, pleadfor substitute teachers, in orthe district court Aug. 4th particularly
der that they may be kept up to the modid in £2,000 for the grand jury,
ern methods of
teaching.
mdon Gazette announces that
n Waldorf Astor was naturalBy the system of combining weak schools
ctish subject .July 11th of the and conveying the pupils to a central
tr.Dr. F.
W. Crowe, an school one town in Iowa is saving $480 a
vsician, who had been growing year for each discontinued school.
indignant over William WalIn Chicago a woman has sued for dis
declaration of allegiance to
lia. superintended tlie burn- vorce, setting forth that her husband treated her with as much arrogance as a man
millionaire in eftigy in Long
would a woman partner in a game of
re, New York city, Aug. 4t,h.
whist.
’lie thirty men £2 each to assist
doctor disappeared when the
“No education for negroes” is the chief
an appearance.Vice ITesplank in the platform on which Maj. James
ii! left
liranch
4tli
K.
Long
Vardanian is making an active canvass
Aug.
liamplain on a ton days’ visit for the Democratic nomination tor Goverd McKinley.
The Vice Presi- nor of Mississippi.
c
l to lie in good health.A
Joseph Jefferson is to plant au English
il in a letter published in the
in Tower Grove Park, St. Louis, near
iependencia, Aug. 3d, says elm
manders of tlie Cuban army the Shakspeare statue, where Adelaide
Olga Nethersole, Booth and
ivantage of tlie three million Neilson,
Barrett have in years past planted trees
dty to get money from the from
Shakspeare’s birthplace.
anting them tlie certificates !
t
enable them to collect their
Eighty-four per cent, of the entire State
writer says: “Every day of Idaho is still
public land, amounting
ie
Americans are more and to more than
Of this
44,000,000 acres.
Many years must pass be- area it has been estimated by the Govern1 chans
learn how to handle ment
Geological Survey that 7,000,000
nt letting it Rtiek to their j
acres can be
irrigated successfully.
The Dewey reception com- !
1
The Iowa State Board of Control recentYork has received a tele- j
Adjutant General Henry of j ly issued an order that the weekly tobacco
tsking if tlie number of i ration of convicts in the two penitentiaries
ciitside States invited to take ! should he reduced from 4 to 2 ounces,
no! parade is limited.
Sec- and butter should be added to the regime.
replied that tlie city would For this reason 500 men have refused
tlie soldiers that came. to work.
■

■

■

j

■

j

pet dealers have been notified
all goods, both domestic
after tlie middle of the
tli.
The advance will be from
ty percent, and the cause as11,1 increase in the
price of wool.
"Ugressman W. A. Piper of San
s dead.
lie was 75 years old
a fortune of
£2,000,000.One
and thirty-five compositors of
1 ork
Sun
struck
August
uise of a
report that non-union
to
he employed.Sunland
“'dished a new record for pacing
at
Cleveland, Aug. 5th doing a
1
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Constipation

Purify the

Strengthen
1

in One Week

Blood in One Week
Nerves in One Week

Cure Sick Headache in One Day

'U ( lcveland’s
Celery Compound Tea
jOlir

r'al sire free.

money

®°**8

& Co.

will be

If it fails to cure
refunded.

A.

A.

The United Irish-American Society has
been organized, at New York, by delegates
from 100 Irish societies.
Its object is
closer union of the Irish people for their
advancement, and it is expected to be
active in opposing imperialism in the next

campaign.

A Might of Terror.
“Awful anxiety was felt for the widow of
the brave General Burnham of Machias, Me.,
when the doctors said she could not live till
morning” writes Mrs. S. H. Lincoln, who
attended her that fearful night.
“All
thought she must soon die from Pneumonia,
but she begged for Dr. King’s New Discovery, saying it had more than once saved her
life, and cured her of Consumption. After
three small doses she slept easily all night,
and its further use completely cured her.”
This marvelous medicine is guaranteed to
cure all Throat, Chest and
Lung Diseases.
Only 50c. and $1 00. Trial bottles free at
R. H. Moody’s drug store.

4'«*

been stopping a few weeks with her parents,
returned home last week.... F. F. Phillips of
West Somerville, Mass., made a Hying visit
at this place last week_C. T. Randall,who
has been very sick, is improving.C. M.
Howes and wife are visiting in Rockland
this week. ..Mrs. Lucy Prescott, 98 years
old. visited J. Q. Adams last week-Mrs.
Aliiana Gilman is visiting in Camden-G.
F. Randall, who lost a pair of horses recently is looking around for a new pair.
Troy. Pay son, only son of Mr. and Mrs
Ellison Berry, died Aug. 5th after a long and
painful illness of consumption_Mr. and
Mrs. Danville Mitchell re-eived a little son

_

were

the

plague of

my life. Was almost wild. Doan’s Ointment
cured me quickly and permanently, after
doctors had failed.” C. F. Cornwell, Valley
Street, Saugerties, N. Y.

their

home the past week.Mrs.
and son of Ora age, Mass., are
the guests of Mr. ami Mrs. 2 e billon Newell.
....Charles Bowen and family were in Troy
last week
Mrs. Clara Nesmith and son
Arthur of Antrim, N II. an
Mrs. Augusta
Hunt and daughter Eva of 1 well, Mass
into

Edgar Newell

...

Mrs. Cox from Canada is visiting her sister, Mrs. Ge«>. A. Flowers.
Lula Colcord of Belfast is visiting her
mother, Mrs. das. L. Dow.
Mrs. N. D. Nickerson from New Haven
visiting Capt. Geo. A. Flowers.
Mrs.

John

Chicago, Hi.,

Dow and Mrs. Black
visiting Jas. L. Dow.

Fashions at

outing

nerves does much to
Grocers everywhere will deliver
Get the Genuine.

in Yachting Suits.
Hair Dressing.
New Jewelry. Colored and White Wraps.
Pluck and
White Parasols.
Coaching

Stylos

:s

Parasols.

of

[Correspondence of The Journal.J

are

Wesley Rich and Miss Johnson made

Newport.

a

short visit at the old homestead last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Temple and family of
Lancaster. Pa are visiting at W. N. Dow’s.

Most of the farmers have finished haying
and report a shortage, but a crop of very
good quality
The Waldo County Veteran Association
meet with Dana B. Carter Post. Freedom. Sept. 7tli, of which due notice will be
given through The Journal.
will

Summer visitors are gathering at tin- Lake,
and more are coming to Sunr.ysii.le this
week.
W.i J. Mathews has l.H house full.
He has a knack of capturing them.

The

visiting
Vickery at

with white

bands,

tractive
A

embroidery, or
give the dash

crimson cloth

which

of color

so

at-

the water, are very popular.
crimson facing, the upper edge
on

deep
in scallops,

BWM*

the

sister, Miss Isabelle
Vickery homestead at the

Comer-Mr. Fred Brown of Jackson

Monday,

was

business.Fred Bagivy has so far recovered from his iilness as
to he able to go out of doors again.
town

Frightful

on

Mr. Ed. Scribner of Monroe
last week.

was

n

jO.

match; yachting etiquette, however,

to

admits of

(suitable

Mr. Adelbert Nickerson
home from Waldo.

crimson, blue

a

black jacket

or

for many other

relatives here-Miss Florence Hanly ot
Boston recently visited lier grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Hanly.... Mrs. Caroline
Scliemerhorn arrived last week from Gratois,
A\ is cousin, called here by the serious illness
of her son.. ..Mr. Roscoe Keating of Haverbill,
spending several weeks here,
the guest of bis sister. Mrs. H, N. Titus_
Thirty members of Appleton Lodge, I. O. G.
Mass., is

the lodge at Hope Corner Tuesday
evening, and had a very enjoyable visit....
Walter Newbert, wife and daughter of Boston visited friends here last week.... Maurice
Gray and wife of Cape Rozier are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Simmons.... Mrs. Annie
Phelps of Seattle. Washington, recently visited her brother. F. L. Davidson_Misses
T

j

visited

McCorrison and Josie Knight had a
hurdy gurdy dance in Riverside Hall Tuesday evening. The music was liked for
Mae

dancing.
Freedom.
J. W. Deane of this town,
State agent for the S. P. C. A., having received a large number of complaints that
butchers and lamb buyers in various parts
of this vicinity are carrying lambs and other

has

returned

the cut of last year.

29,

Mr. Nelson Nickerson has returned from

Brooks, where he has been cutting the hay
on the Simon
Ciliej' place.
Three spectres threaten baby’s life. Cbo’era infantum,
Dr.
dysentery, diarrha i.
Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry never
fails to conquer them.
It is the opinion of the Insular Commission of the War Department that the status
of the islands, including the Hawaiian
group, as well as Porto Rico and the Philippines, differs materially from that of the
continental territory of the United States.
The islands, it is asserted, while belonging
to us, are not integral parts of the Union,
but are to be considered to some extent as
alien territory.
An offer of ship brokers to buy the
cruiser Reina Mercedes and other Spanish
vessels captured iu the late war has
aroused a suspicion that Spain is trying to
The Navy Debujr the vessels back.
partment will sell none of the vessels.
The Mercedes is not worth repairing and
will be kept merely as a relic.

C.,

DR. CHARCOT’S

September to spend the winter....
Mrs. May Sibley Thompson and daughter
are
visiting Mrs. D. W. Dodge_Mrs.
Lewis Murch is visiting friends in Bangor
aud Levant-Mrs. P. W. Ayer is visiting
her son in Brewer a'nd friends in Bangor.
Pittsfield.
The greatest excitement in
Pittsfield to-day is over the news of the sad
accident which occurred at Bar Harbor last
Sunday. A large number went from here,
and so far as heard from none were lost, but
young man named King, whose parents
live near the village, has not been heard
from at the time of this writing. C. B. Has.
kell and wife both went down into the
water, and Mr. Haskell went down twice,

the

back

ribbon bows contrast

to cure aiy
... ■
appetite f.

time

STRQH6

For the

spend

clasp.

Very

small

of

Newport

are

is

now

such

Sold h\

America
in this

is

so

colored or

does
or

much
k. II.

ruffles
white

all

are

parasols

have

Very

rows

i

i
<
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in contrast, as, for example,a
broidery
yellow parasol seen on Bellevue Avenue
are

throughout by black embroidered vines, and running the opposite
All
way were scallops of gilt tinsel.
varieties of white lace are stylish, from
the much coveted point to the simple
net gathered very full between the ribs.
Coaching parasols are a special feature of
Newport life, and to effectually keep out
the sun, and resist ocean breezes they are
of very stout, plain-colored silk, with
very large stron g handles, quite suggestive
of walking sticks, always with a wide
was

crossed

ribbon bow on the handle.
Verona Clarke.

\

/MOODY.

Sole

Ayeiit,

DelfasI,

Buy

the

genuine

m ant d ey

(aurknia ffc Syrvp(§roa sau by au 0R.0G61STS prkx soc. urbottil

25c.
Old

—.-

Reliable Yankee Blade

oneyear
monthly. Established in 1841, it is
the oldest story paper in America, and has dethousands
of homes. Send 25c. to the
lighted
as a

Yankee Blade, Brooks, Me.

ftWTERMSW l

Tail.

I

The

Is

expression where health
is concerned.
Good Blood means good health.
Poor Blood means disease.
Purifyyour Blood and keep well.
"L.F." Atwood's ‘Bitters make
gOOd blood.
a

i

true

Fifty
■A n Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
Years.

fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with
perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wrind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in
every
of
the
world.
part
Twenty-five cents a botover

tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

OASTORIA.
The Kind You Have Always
Bear* the

Bought

N*^St*in-Altow**c® huunu.i
Only JO and i} eta. twA- mm J>i^b«r
'-*X {or tbera
Sold jm Marty Mary city
and town,

ar

138-1*6 »*«1 l«tk

Republican Journal Jam* '\« Cali’s Magayear each for $2.10 in advance.

Fogg& Brown,
Meats, Poultry, Vegetables, Beet,
PORK,
LARD,
HAM,
AND A? I.
O
•TOTIN'

:

I

A. FOOO.

M ,

AT

T*r. Tohnau's Monthly Kegulator hashrnug'V
happiness to hundreds of ;»«i k 1 u ^ \\<.me i.
There is posi:i\e'\ no mien- rruiPily ktnuvn
to medical science, tint will so ipimkh and
safely do the "ilc. Have never hud a single
failure. The longest and mo*;t obstinate eases
are relieved in .5 days without fail.
No other
remedy \\ ill do this. No pain, no danget. no

(diaries

|

Great Bargain.

SAFE,

ftiont

GEO. F. EAMES, B, D, D, D. .S,
The Nose and Throat,
INo, SJ49 Newbury

j
>

Kitie farm in Northport, twn miles from
Camp
Ground. 135 acres laud, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bids, apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold
very low and on
easy terms.

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 1898—ly45.

40tf

M. C. HILL,
31* Miller St., He I fast.

DR. W. L.

^Veterinary

■%

WEST/
Surgeon.*#

Graduate and Medalist

Street

BOSTON,

ACCTION.

■

pills

nut! Only Pennine.
A
t»r':cs as* /X\
always rcliahlt.
I>ru*nisk for Phicheiter » English Dm
lirana in Hod and <■■’Id
flboxes. scaled with blue ribbon Take vBr
Sno other. Refute dangerous ruhacitu- V
and imitations. At Druggists. or send &«.
in stamps f-r particulars, testimonials and
“Belief for l.adlea," in letter, by return
Mall. 10,000 Testimonials. Wmtat Papzr.
'*—■"/ Chiche»ti'r( lieuiieuUo.,«miH«w ttsiaaret
P111LADA., 1*A»
Sold bj all Local Druggist*.

Original

1TBI.10

••

IMaaioad ft ran &

Pennyroyal

BELFAST, MAINE,

Pursuant to a license 1' <>m t
Ho lorah'e .Jmigv
Ol the Probate Court r.»r the < -unt\ o>
Wain..’ t
shall sell at ]»ul>!ii auc ion to the highest bidder.
Mil
Wednesday, Hie C.th day ot September. \ l».
1
at lo
clock in the forenoon. ,,n the premises in Monroe, in said Count\
Waldo the billowing described real estate ot II.HIKM | CATES.
ol sai l Mom
decease
w
»
i
nomesteai
bounded and described as follow-viz: bounded north by land I .rmcrls of
H. Neal It
easterh by tlu-old town ro.ul over :he.
lull: southet
b\ land now or lori-,,-ri\ ,.f \
,,vF
f Clement, ami westerly b\ the ro;,d d 'i do
from
1 .Monroe Cent, r
l-o>b fid e to tin Monroe Center
being., pan .d lot No. 07, in
; schoi u h use.
the in.000 acre 1:a< i, containing ue
acre, nmro
or less, with the buildings thereon.
August 3, ! S',ip.
3w31
F. W. BROWN, Jr
Administrator ol the estate of Harriet Cates

interference wit h work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated thro gh correspondence.and tlm‘i nod e enplete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. 1 relievebundreils of ladies w h.'.iu 1 ncvn see. Write for
further partieulars.
Ail letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in ail
matters of a in i\ateor thdieaie nature.
Bear
in mind t his remedy is absolutely safe umlei
every possible condition ami will positively
leave no after ill elfeets upon rim health. By
mail securely seah-d. sk'.on. in K.M.TOLMAN CO.. 17a Tremont St.. Boston, Mass.

En^Uiii

RTOy T; IMIOTVX

ADn IN1 ST RATO R S SALE

8"

Chkohe*iter,«

KINDS OK

AME IN n s SKASON.

H0W6&n;e°r1la^g1^

fQj

|

*«., New York. 5

DEALEKSIN

L. F.,
and see
the Red Letters before it
is wrapped up. 35 cents.
Avoid imitations.

Fo

§
J

S*» uul iraax

THE McCALL CO.,

C3^ Ash for

inctallic^XjWr

For Over

3»

J

no v.yj know

handsome

of fine lace in-

|

ILL.

Tell

WHITE WRAPS

white.

ererr •&£>a *****

Belfast, Me.

zne .one

straws

sertion let in, with sprays of colored hand
Vines of emembroidery in each rib.

Bowels

CHICAGO,

Howes & Co..

Will

be the

Parasols in keeping are .he rule. Black
rutiles look soft and fluffy—ther again the

FREE PATTERN

‘ronr owi aetactioa) to
soriber. Only 50 co*«

_

Continue in great favor, and open passementeiie of all kinds is handsome over
satin or silk, this style having the«advan- |
tage of being suitable to all costumes. I

and

A

Blood

the neck.
BLACK AND

It'

ttftWV AfcWfrWVto WoflAr'riAMA&l

»i« b t

anu

the original run1, only FRENCH
Pnfe and reliable cure on the mar■kt-1.
1’i-ior-. 5>t.U'; sent by muil.
y (ienuine Sold only by

filmy
quisite flowers, piled high
hats, with silk and lace plaitings around

Kidneys, Liver

TELEraONE4-3.

Steel f Pennyroyal Treatment

not appear attractive
milane rosettes and exon

■

1LLKII

3X, H.~t, Ht Front Si.. Belfast, Me

WHITE WRAJ’>

must

I

dr. feux le. eauK’s

Make a very pretty display in afternoon
diivts, the former usually of very tine
cloth, trimmed with two or three rows of
lace, headed by colored silk passementerie.
Collars are particularly attractive this

which

1*03.15

Blacksmith

August.

with soft tulle

gently on the

excess

LADIES

place during

plaitings; and homely indeed

Acts

A. A

diamonds,glisten among the laces or
filmy plaitings which adorn the waists or
wraps of millionaire’s daughters—in fact,
as

or

more

small

in

.

PJERVITA MEDICAL CO.

small stones with a larger one at the centre, and long ntrck chains, often a string of

wealth centered

«

Aifen, Belfast, Me.

C .nton &. Jackson Sts..

esteemed than any other ornamentation.
Heart-shaped brooches are made up of

nowhere else

quality ..f

Anthracite and

>v:-i.

refund

indiscretion. Anerve tunic and
blood builder. Iirlags the
pink glow to pale cheeks and
restores the lire of j-outh.
Uy mail £>Oc per 'cox: <? boxes
i' r tjtii 50; with a. written
ffiiaran; -a to cure or refund the money.

plain gold

a

watches

few small stones

fx.ve ....
cure 01

Impotency, Kipht Emissions and
wasting diseases, ail effects of self

corsage ornaments that they remain in favor, and dull-luted enamel set
a

j 1
t.y

sll.ei,.

Salt.

ol

Cures

abuse,

on

dealers in the finest

ffl ifiajtores VITALITY
P LOST V GOR
fnl AND NiANHOOO

pretty
with

Sii.t;boxes

White satin

toy shows but

new

Importers

OKDKKS I'KOMI'TI.V

WAY

three stones set

CROC£R!ES.

i»

DWWSWE^T..?!^

R. H. MOODY. Soli

diamond clasp pins
money
to hold shirt waists and skirts together,
or

wriifcv j»i
! ... li,

,1.

combs of all

on

and sometimes this

t •:.!> j..••••>"V.

0f5-lU.no v.e ill li.. ii 1 .ii f..i:r
tiv.> written pruarani..

and sides are
or

wealthy inhabitants
is

:■

fourruouey.

wavy liair, aud
economical ornaments.
A NEW

SEED3 and

hit.Aii, a ting ii(1u n>.
THE T UF FT5: CAN RF GIVEN WiTHGl'T
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PATIENT.

prettily with puff's
certainly are very

or

face

large and appreciative audience.

in

same

TOfcTo TABLETS

the “My positively e e.r.'tnteed r< :wr.. u>i
Drink Habit. N'i”. vki-siu's- anil Nl.-'am
eau -t
by strung h i; k.
U K (;| \K\NT! E FO! U BO.\KS

are

season, cut in squares lined with colored
silk and edged with mousseline-de-soie

and

The
chorus consisted of twenty five voices, aud
the selections were rendered with good effect.
The sacred readings were exceptionally fine
and showed that our young people had taken
special pains to make the occasion both interesting and helpful. The duet “Saved by
Grace,” sung by Miss Johnson and Miss
Boulter was fine indeed, while the male
quartet did its usual good work. We sincerely hope our young people may favor us
again... Mrs. Lena Holmes and little daughter aud Mrs Grace Haven of Boston are
visiting their mother, Mrs. Wiggin.Mrs.
Elijah Flye, Mrs. Win. Webb, Miss Eflie
Flye, Mr. and Mrs. Matt Small, Dr. Small
and family and Albra Flye will spend the
week at Windermere Park_Mr. and Mrs.
Sampson, Mrs. Lizzie McGray, Mrs. Anna
Stevenson and Miss Jeuette will spend a
few days at Windermere Park this week....
Miss Sarah Perley will go to Washington. D.
a

FEED,

matter of individual

more a

stylish, and real shell pins
kinds adorn any coiffure.

two

states that he will prosecute
to the full extent of the law all future violations of the above chapter or section, where
sufficient proof is obtained.. .Hotel Maine is
closed for an indefinite period. The Klondike House is open under the management of John I. Watts.Instead of the
regular C. E. meeting last Sunday evening,
the young people of our village gave an excellent sacred concert, which was listened to

by

becoming

Small rolls at

to

young animals in a cruel and inhuman manby tying their legs and transporting
from three to ten miles in common express
and road wTagons, wishes to call the attention
of all to the statutory provisions, R.
S., chap.
sec.

a

fluffy bang, is a great relief from the
odious pompadour roll
This, however, is
rendered more tolerable when very curly.

The farmers in this vicinity are nearly
through haying and report about one-half

ner

124,

with

taste, and the parted but at the

Appleton. The friends and neighbors of
Mr. Jonah Wallace of Winterport was in
Joseph Scliemerhorn turned out July 27tli
town last week calling on friends.
and cut all of his upland grass. Eight twohorse mowing machines were running durQuite a number from this place weut on
the excursion to Bar Harbor last Sunday.
ing the forenoon. Thirty large loads of hay
The family of Augustus Nickerson, who
were cut, made and put in the barn
by night. have been
very sick with the scarlet fever,
The next day they cut his intervale grass,
are reported better.

made anil housed it. Mr. Schermehorn is
stiil very ill-Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Turner
of Hampden were guests of Mr. and Mrs. G.
H. Page Saturday and Sunday.Mrs.
Eunice Hoyt of Haverhill. Mass., is visiting

Is

in town

Mr. S. K. Richards lost two valuable heifers last week.

"■

braid above, is very striking, particularly
when the jacket and revers are trimmed

worn

IJluiid er

...THE...

I

£y? 'is? &£ f: -j

\

with many rows of black

cut

their

are

m

A

is not a stimulant but a blood purifying, cleansing and harmless mixture of vegetable ingredients which cures disorders <<f tht digestive tract and expels worms. It
does not whip the tired organs into temporary activity as most remedies do. followed
by tm equal reaction, but True’s Elixir removes the cause of tin- trouble and it tot ic
effects are due to good, sound digestion and pure blood, which
its use. A favor :e
family medicine for 47 years, its popularity is due entirely to its cures. Ask vcur
DR, J* F. TRUE <& CO., AUBURN, WE.
druggist for it- 35 cents & bottle.

becomes of great !
importance here, and for a day’s excursion, white piques, either plain, trimmed
suit

yachting

occasions) being
perfectly plain pique skirt.
are visiting Mrs. M. C. Parsons and other
For extended trips, flannel, serge or wool
Will often cause a horrible Burn. Scald,
relatives in town.
Mr. Chester Forbes of
Cat or Bruise.
Buck leu’s Arnica Salve, the | canvas dresses are indispensable. One of
Boston and Miss Geneva F ob's f Brooks best in tlie world, will kill tin
pain and ! royal blue canvas, trimmed with small
visited relatives in town hist week.... Mrs. promptly heal it. Cures Ohi Sores, Fever
Bores.
Ulcers, BoPs, Felons. Corns, all Skin gilt-buttons put <>u in clusters, the jacket
E. L. Bartlett and daughter and Miss Elva
Eruptions. Best Pile cure on earth. Only having white moire revers, and otherof
in
Thorndike
were
town
Hasty
Sunday. ~~> cts. a box. Cure guaranteed. Sold by R.
wise in keeping with the skirt, was univerMr. and Mrs. S. Chase of Waterviile and II. Moody, Druggist.
Mrs. Ruwena Clary of Boston with their
sally admired at a recent yachting party.
nieces. Misses Odette and Roweua Pollard,
West Searsport News.
hair dressing;

a

“Itching hemorrhoids

Searsport Items.

day’s
on

man

Always Bought

■

North

are

it strengthens
the ji e r v e s,
makes it invaluable for a

the water.
Its beneficial
prevent seasickness.

action upon the stomach and the
All druggists sell Moxie by the glass.
Moxie to your house by the bottle or case.

medicines.

spending a few weeks with ParkWoodman.Mrs. Forest Howes and
daughter of West Everett.. Mass., who have
land

as

N erve Pood

R. Huff for a barber shop, and Mr. Davis
has his office up stairs over Erskine’s where
be keeps homeopathic medicines, an excellent blood purifier, and other reliable

week.l

South Moktville. Quite a number from
this vicinity went to Rockland Monday to
sfl^the war ships, Brooklyn and Texas.
Mrs. Mary Foster and daughter Lu of Port-

■

The Kind You Have

from last

m

MoXie

Walker mill has been sold at last and will
start up again soon.
The purchasers were Ernest Maxfield. T. B.
Knowles
and F. R. Smith, all capable men and used
to the business.J. H. Davis has
rented
bis office next to Erskine’s drug store, to E.

County Correspondence.
[Deferred

the captain,
he apologizes for the
delay in getting under way. We could get along without
anything better than the Moxie. Because it was late in arriving we were obliged to wait for it.” The fact that Moxie
is refreshing and thirst-quenching, while at the same time

probably

IVIASS.

to Start
announces

B0BB

BOBMowj

ing repairs, and has been selling off his
damaged goods at low rates and has employed more clerks, so busiuess has been
lively. But be will soon be in bis store
again witn a new stock of goods....The

one or
a

Ready

“All

Ontario

Veterinary College.

Office and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery lo.
Resldnece and Hospital 17 Congress street.
Office

Telephone 8-2.

Residence Tele

hone 21

5EARSP0RT

LOCALS.

Liberty.

vessels for forward loading, but the bids I
they submit are not in full accordance with I
owner s ideas, therefore the
business com- 1
pleted is of limited volume. Barrel petro-!
leu in rates are maintained
firmly in the face
of the light supply of suitable
vessels, present and prospective,
Lumber tonuage to
tbe River Plate continues
inquired for. and
notwithstanding rates recently have shown
some appreciation, owners are
not free in
the acceptance of the business submitted.
We quote Gulf to Buenos Ayres $14 5)S14 25
Provinces 59.50310 50 as to
loading" port!
Boston 59, and Portland S9.50. South American freights remain quiet, but as
tonnage
offers sparingly for this trade, there has
been no quotable change in
rates. For
going
a
port August 10th, and
good time is re- the West Indies and Windward a moderate
demand is yet experienced for general
ported.
cargo
tonnage hence, and lumber from the South,
Mrs. George Havener has but tonnage is yet reported as scarce, there>Vinterport.
returned from a visit of about two months fore the market retains a generally firm
appearance. Coastwise lumber tounage conin Portsmouth, N. H., Rockland, Me., and
tinues inquired for, but owners hesitate in
other places... .Eleanor Barrett gave a very the acceptance of Southern business at this
period of the season; previous rates thereeloquent address at the regular meeting of fore
are well sustained.
Colliers to the East
the W. C. T. U. Tuesday afternoon. She are in
demand, and rates indicate a hardenleft for Boston on Friday’s boat....Miss ing tendency.
Pauline Simmons, who has beeu visiting her
Belfast Price Current.
aunt, Mrs. Jamas Haley, left for her home

Club
The Liberty Magazine
organized for another year with the
same list of
magazines and members. Miss
Moody was elected president and Mrs.
Cram secretary. The night of meeting will
be Saturday, as usual.... Augustus B. Sherman, of Lawrence,Mass.,has been visiting his
father, B. C. Sherman, and will visit relatives
in North
Jay, Maine, before returning to
Lawrence.S. M. Butler and wife of
Norway, Me., are visiting Mrs. Butler’s
mother, Mrs. E. L. Mitchell... .The Sunday
school held their annual picnic at North-

GOLD

Dl'ST

WASHING

POWDER.

has
Dr. A. A. Jackson and family of Everett,
31 ass.,

in town.

are

Royal &

T. Quimby of Laconia, N. H., is visiting friends in town.
A.

Mrs. Fred S. Wiggin of Fort Fairfield is
the guest of A. E. Trundy and wife.

T

Fred \V. Adams, wife and children of Bangor, have been in towu for the past week.

Absolutely Pure

Makes the food

Nahum Mosman and family of Harvard,
Alass., are occupying the Mosman cottage in
the grove.

more

delicious and wholesome

ROYAL BAKINQ POWDER

COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

Belmont. Miss Ida L. Smalley, who is
employed in Camden, was in town Sunday
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Maurice Dolliver, who is in the employ of
Bryant-Mrs. Addie Smith of Lawrence,
H. H. White Co., Boston, is at home for a
Mass., is in town visiting.... N. B. Allenthree weeks' vacation.
wood and son, L. F. Allenwood, and O. F.
Jere Grady and wife, during their stay in Allenwood and daughter Inez were in BelBelfast, rode over and called on several of fast Saturday to attend the funeral of their
their uld-time friends.
cousin, Dr. J. M. Fletcher... .Lewis Joy of
Milford. Mass., who has been visiting his
Messrs. Bowen and lrundy are at work
uncle, Edward Wagner, has returned home.
on the Harbor sclioolhouse, which will be
....Caleb Lamb is raising his main house
put in thorough repair.
and building a new L-Alphonso Jackson
A large excursion went from here to Bar
was struck in the face last week by a piece
Harbor mst Friday on steamer Sedgwick to
of board and his right eye was injured. Dr.
visit the North Atlantic Squadron.
j G. C. Kilgore of Belfast is attending him.
of
B.
Black
and
wife
Everett,
Henry
_Dr. H. Hamlin of Orono was in town
Maas., arrived Sunday on steamer Peuoblast week calling on old friends. He was
:

and will remain

several

weeks.

located here

here this,
Thursday, morning to attend the reuuiou of
the -Jbih Maine Kegimeut at Ellsworth.

de.egatn

A large

weut trom

u

liaokiiif of Hudson. Mass.,who

spending his

has been

by
at

Tuesday
Skowbegan
tram

ior a

town,left

vacation in

visit to his

old parish

Miss Jeannette B. Rice left Wednesday
morning to take charge of the Western
I'uion telegraph office at Sorrento for the
remainder of the season.
Geo’ gt E.

Marks

was

some

25

vears

ago.

Morrill.
The annual re-union of the
Cross and Jackson family will be held at the
Grange Hall in Morrill September 14tli. If
stormy the next fair day. A picnic dinner
will be served... .Rev. Wesley Wiggiu and
family return to Massachusetts this week...
Miss Emma Murcli went to Augusta last
Saturday, where she finds employment in
the Insane Hospital-Ira Chandler and
family r*'aimed to JS’ew Haven, Conn., last
week... .Oscar Storer, Esq., of Boston,
Mass., is spending a three week’s vacation

The contribution to be called for at the
Long I church next Sunday morning will be
in behalf of the Maine missionary society.
liev. A. J

with his parents, Silas Storer and wife....
Allie Gay of Vermont, son of Abial Gay of
Belfast, is visiting relatives in town-Harley Phinney, who has been a long time sick
with consumption at his grandfather’s, Adonirarn Hoffses, passed gently away last Saturday morning. The funeral was held Mon-

accompanied by

Hr. E Hopkms to the Eastern Maine General Hospital. Bangor, by steamer Tuesday.
Mr. Marks went for treatment for appendicitis.

day at 1 p. m_Quite a number of our peo.Rev. WesThe following were drawn as jurors for ple are at Northport this week
the September term of court: Cnarles H. ley Wiggin occupied the pulpit last Sunday
For*; and Daniel M. Nichols as traverse ju- ! and gave us a good sermon from Coiussiaus
3:ll.
rors and Edmund Ames as grand juror for
..

the year.

Mr. and Mrs. Hiram SimLynn and Mr. David Stanley of
Be\erly, Mass., are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. V. A. Simmons_Mrs. Ella Sprague
of Belfast was the guest of Rev. and Mrs. G.
Searsmont.

J H. Cunningham of Somerville, Mass.,
has bought the Joseph E. Nichols home-

mons

stead, ana is so well pleased with our village
that he will probably make Searsport bis
permanent, home.
a

j

Capt. James B. Parse of steamer Evelyn
made a short visit in town this week. On
the next trip of the steamer, leaving New
V rk Friday. Capt. Parse will take a large

quantity

of

supplies donated

to

the starving

Porto Ricans.
Excursions

are

of

daily

is

very

occurence

and

the

of

Bailey last Saturday and Sunday—Misses
Nellie Gregory and Lorea Adams of Rockland visited Mr. and Mrs Llewellyn Lincoln
last week... .Ebeu Cobb passed last week in
Portland and vicinity_Everett Simmons
aud wife of Rochester, N. H., are at home
M.

hundred from here visited the
war ship Texas Tuesday
aud more went ;
Wednesday, and the indications are that
Thursday, when she visits Nortliport, will
prove the gala day.
About

week’s visit.... Prof. H. E. Cobb
left Monday for their home in
Chicago.... Lucy O. Searle of Brookline,
for

and

a

two

wife

Mass., is at Miss J. E. McFarland’s-Dr.
A. O. Stoddard and wife of Belfast and II.
P. Smart and wife of Hubbardston, Mass,,
called upon friends in town last Friday-

J. II. Clark, son and daughter of Razorville were at L. 0. Poor’s last SundayDr. Hamlin anil wife of Orono were in town
last Saturday-The passing away of Mrs.
Hattie Simouton, wife of Rev. J. P. SimonpciiVr entertainment there.
tou of Ellsworth, brings sorrow to their
Tw.j
successful clam bakes were many friends in this place.A. G. Caswell has been drawn as grand juror for the
givt-u tu:s week, one on the Curtis shore, coni'. *ed 1
a committee of ladies from the
j corniug year and Herbert E. Holmes as
west -nd. the other at the Moose Point i traverse
juror for the September term.
i'iv. giveii by Cajit. J. A. Carver and son,
Prospect Ferry. A large number from
Amos D. About one hundred ami rifty peothis place went to Bueksport. last Sunday
ple were present at each. A feature of the
evening to hear Miss Orianna Harding lectlatter was a dance in the old school house at
ure.
Miss Harding belongs to the DeaconMoose Point Cove.
ness Home in Boston and devotes her whole
The auxiliary cruiser Prairie was anchored time to
doing good aud ministering to the
off our village several days last week. The sick and
needy. She is a great Bible stusteamer had ou board the Massachusetts
dent. an able speaker, and much beloved by
naval reserve, who were in the bay for target all who know her. Those
wishing to help
practice. One of the targets made of red her in her work by gifts of clothes or money
liannel a foot square, which was in position may be assured that such contributions will
a half mile from the steamer, when secured
be very acceptable ami put to good use....
by one of our boys had eight bullet holes in Mr. George Grindle took a short vacation
it.
This practice accounts for the reason last week and visited in Houlton, Caribou
our naval vessels were so successful in their
ami other places. He found some cousins in
late battles. It will be remembered that his trip that he had not seen for thirty years.
the Prairie, while in the blockade twenty- -Mr. aud Mrs. W. D. Harriman called on
rive miles east of Havana, discovered and
C. R. Hill and wife in Winterport last
gave chase t.o the Spanish man-of-war Alweek.Mrs. E. W. Grindle entertainphonse XIII. and by her superior manouiver- ed the Ladies’ Circle last Saturday_
Frank Avery and wife of Lewiston are
ing obliged the Spaniards to run their ship
ashore.
Banning Blanchard, from Sears- visiting relatives here.Miss Orianna
port, was a first class bos’n’s mate. The Harding visited friends in Bar Harbor aud
cruiser at that time carried 350 men, enlisted
Bangor last week-Mrs. Fred Goodwin
largely from the naval reserve from M ssa- and son Herbert and daughter Clara of
chusetts and Maine.
She was formerly the Hallowell are visiting relatives here.
El Sol of the Morgan line.
Miss Esther Ellis of Quincy. Mass., Mrs.
learner

Castine

popular for trips

the bay. Arrangements

about conuu‘:d fur a moonlight excursion to Castine
Fruiay evening to attend the Frankie Car-

ab.cut

are

■

...

RTH

For other

Peleg Perkins and

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

news see

H R. Dawson of Monroe preached at the
school house Sunday.

Misses Lillian and Myra Scribner went to
Bar Harbor on the excursion Sunday.

Edgar Patch and wife of Brooks visited
their daughter, Mrs. F. W. Smart,last week.
Bert Davis of Belfast

was

in

town

Sunday visiting his sister, Mr*. J W.

last

Smart.

Mrs. Carleton of TVinterport was in town
recently, the guest of her sister,Mrs.Thomas
Dorr.

Colby Nickerson and wife of Swanville
in town last Sunday visiting at J. W.

w^re

Smart's.

George Carr, ’r., of Rockland was in town
week visiting his aunt, Mrs. James M.

last

Nickerson.
Elisha Moore, who resides just over in
Swanville. vas home from Bar Harbor a few
days last week.
James W. Harriman of this town has sold
his garden this season over one hundred bushels of green peas.
fr«

Capt. Thomas Dorr has returned from a
pleasant visit to Ins daughter, Mrs. Bloomfield Reed, at Tremont, Mt. Desert.
Gilman Harris and a Mr. Cunningham of
Oiarnon were in town last week, guests of
Misses Lettie ami Blanche Nickerson.
Albert Holmes ami wife of Abington.
Mass., arrived by last Thursday’s boat and
are visiting her parents, R. H. Smart and
wife.
The family of James M. Nickerson with
their visitors engaged in a very pleasant

picnic

ami

clam bake at Searsport Bar last

week.
Mrs.

Clifton

Whittum

with

her

two

daughters, Miss Emily Whittum and Mrs.
Frank Studley, and her niece, Mrs. Malissie
Clark of Searsport village, were at Mrs.
Marion Mathews’ one day lagt week.
Unity.

It is doubtful if the North Waldo

Agricultural Society will hold any fair at
Unity this fall. Mr. Reynolds, who owns
the grounds, and the fair people, cannot
agree on the financial part of the
Frank Bartlett of Unity offered
to build a half-mile track and fix the same
in
first class manner and lease it to the
up
society, but nothing was done in regard to
the {matter and if satisfactory arrangements
cannot be made with Mr. R. no fair will be
held.
seem

to

question.

son Goodwin of Iowa,
Page of Frankfort visited
Mrs. Levi Berry last week....Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Lane aud daughters Josephine and
Hilda, and George Lane and Mrs. Belle
Boody of Brooks called on friends Here last
Friday-Miss Kate Waltz, who has been
stopping the past two weeks at Mrs. Matilda
Dow 's, returned to Boston last Saturday_
Mrs. S. S. Heagan is visiting at Mrs. Matilda
Dow’s-Mrs. A. B. Lake of Old Town visited at Mrs.. Rebecca Harriman’s recently.
-Arthur Grindle spent Sunday with his

and Mrs.

7th page.

YORK.

Pittsfield. Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Berdeen
in town last week....Miss Lou Smith
is visiting her parents in Belfast....Miss
Laura Jose of Newport was the guest of Mrs
A. B. Thompson last week. She also visited
Mrs. H. A. Libby_F. P. Gould and wife
spent Sunday with friends in Benton Falls.
....Mrs. Maria Nickless has returned from,
a short stay at Ocean Point... Miss Sophronia
M<‘Causland, who is a type setter in an
were

Frank N. Sheldon and Miss Orcutt of
Boston are visiting Mrs. Sheldon’s mother,
Mrs. Lana Trundy.
Mrs.

a.

CO., NEW

Lizzie

father, returning to Bangor Monday

morn-

ing.
Centre Montville. Mrs. Lucy J. Harrington of Boston—widow of the late S. I).
Harrington, who was for many years connected with the fire department of that city
—died very suddenly August 7th at the residence of her sister-in-law, Mrs. D. W. Bennett.
She had suffered from a heart trouble
for some time and had a premonition that
this would be her last trip to Maine. She
was in about her usual health the day before and was seriously ill for only about ten
minutes before her death, at 7 a. m.
Her
The remains
age was about sixty years.
were embalmed and after a brief funeral ser-

Wednesday morning
Boston by her brother

vice

accampanied
to
and nephew, N. P.
and E. L. Bennett.
Mrs. Harrington was
esteemed by all who knew’ her, and many
were

friends are left to mourn her sudden death.
-Mrs. ulive Morse and Mrs. Estelle Parkhurst of Unity and Miss Lula Mason of Belfast lately visited at E. A. Sprowl’s_Rev.
E. J. Hatch and family of Groveville, Me.,
are at T. S. Hatch’s-Miss Effie Kane is at
home from Camden....N. P. and E. L. Bennett returned from Boston on last Saturday’s
boat-Miss Sadie Swasey has returned to
Newburyport, Mass-A. Poland and wife
are at Temple Heights. ..Miss Gertie Crockett of Liberty is at N. P. Bennett’s... .Miss
Lillian B. Messer recently visited Mrs
Frank Paul in Morrill... .Miss Lula Mason
of Belfast spent last week with Mrs. Freeman Johnson... .The many friends of the
Misses Frye and Lowell were entertained
by a trip to Frye’s mountain and a picnic
supper at the pleasant grounds of Mr. George
The guests numbered
Frye Wednesday.
about seventy.
It was an ideal picnic day,
and every thing was done by the entertainers
to make the occasion one of great enjoyment to all....Misses Stoddard of Belfast
visited Ella Frye last week.

office in Portland, is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Loantha Farnham of this villageMiss Laura Morrill returned to Temple
Heights recently, accompanied by her mother, Mrs. J. F. Morrill, and Mrs. Angelia
Brackett_Mrs. E. H. Thompson of Boston, Miss Ada Coffin, Mrs. Jennie L. C.
Porter, Mrs. Elizabeth Coffin and Miss
Pearl Stevens are at Old Orchard-Miss
Stella Farrar of Boston is visiting her sis-

North Anson. Tuesday-Mrs. Mary A.
Haley was called to Hartford, Conn Friday,
! on account of the serious illness ol her sister, Mrs. Geo. Pote, and the sad news was
received Monday that Mrs. Pote had passed
away before Mrs. Haley reached her side.
ter, Mrs. Grace Simmonds. They have gone Much sympathy is felt for Mrs. Haley in
to Monroe for a visit to relatives- [For other
her great bereavement... .Rev. W. F. Berry
Pittsfield items see 7th page.
of Waterville occupied the Methodist pulNorth Stockton Springs. Little Helen
on Sunday.
He delivered a very eloCalderwood fell last week and broke her pit
arm_Miss Addie Crockett has arrived quent sermon in the forenoon and a lecture
home from a visit to relatives and friends in the interests of the Christian Civic
in Lynn and Salem, Mass.Mrs. William
in the evening-Noah Dearborn
Smith is visiting relatives iu Unity-Mr. League
Wilbur Staples has arrived home from Mon- of Bangor, who was visiting his sister, Mrs.
roe. where he has had employment... .Miss
E. B. Lord, died very suddenly of heart
Bertha Partridge visited relatives in Frankfailure about three o’clock
Wednesday
fort, Monroe and Clark’s Corner last week. j
His remains were taken to Ban_Mr. Will Sparrow has moved his family morning.
into their new home here, formerly the gor Friday, where the funeral services were
Henry McCaslin place-Mr. and Mrs. R. held, and the interment took place at Mt.
W. Barrett visited relatives in Stockton
of the death of Mrs.
Springs village, recently.... Mr. anil Mrs. Hope....The news
Oliver Lampher of Belfast visited relatives Simonton at Ellsworth was received Wedweek.F.
and friends here, last
Percy nesday morning with profound sorrow by
Partridge is quite ill-Mrs. Freeman Part- her
She was greatly beloved
many friends.
ridge, with her son and daughter, called recently on Mrs. Jenuie Roberts of Somerville, by all who knew her.Mrs. Ellen M.
Mass., at her summer home iu Searsport.and Littlefield and Louise Eveletli are both
also called on Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCaslin.
ill....Clara Atwood has returned from
_Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moore of Monroe. very
visited at Mrs. Moore’s old home here, re- a long visit to her brother, L. C. Atwood, in

cently.

at

Ellsworth... .A
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Prodiwc Market.

Apples, p bu,
dried, p
Beans, pea,
medium,
yel’weyes,
Butter, p lb,
Beef, p lb,
Barley, p bu,
Cheese, p lb,
Chicken, p lb,
Calf Skins,
Duck, p lb,
Eejrs, p doz,
Fowl, p lb.
Geese, p lb,

Prices Paid Producers

75@100 |Hay, p toil.
eoiwjluoo
lb, 4,55 Hides, p tb,
6,26 1-2
130(5140 ILauili, p tb,
12
1 30&14 0 Lamb Skins,
25235
1 50(51 GO Mutton, p tb,
6
15 a 18 Oats, p bu, 32 tb, 35245
(Ka9 Potatoes,
tjO
40(545 Round Hog,
5
10 Straw, p ton,
6 0027 00
Is Turkey,
pit.,
50(575 Tallow,
11-2,«3
14515 Veal, p ft,
6.2 7
17 'V»ol. unwashed,
~17
105 11 Wood, hard,
3 50(a5 00
13<U5 Wood, soft,
3 50(a4 09

;

j

|

the

omy in 4

a

nickel.

Still greater econMade only by

pound package.

THE N. K. FAIRBA.NK COMPANY,
Chicago, St. Louis, New York, Boston, Philadelphia

H, A. STARKER

*

WE PROMISED A BIG

HERE IT IS

*

AD,,

...

Retail Market

Beef, corned, p lb, 7(58 Lime, £ bbl,
90a 100
Butter salt, 14 lb, 18,520 Oat Meal.
w4®5
lb,
Corn, p bu,
^48 Onions, J£> lb,
4{j|5
(’racked Corn, p bu, 4s
kerosene, gal, lOo'il
|Oil,
Corn Meal, p bu,
48 Pollock, y> tb,
,V«4
Cheese, p lb,
tb
14(515 I Pork,
7,« 8
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster. V>, 1»l»1.
\ 12
Codtish, dry, p lb
558 Rye Meal. \< tb
3
12 Shorts, t> cwt,
Carnberries, p qt,
90va92
Clover seed.
10(511 Sugar, t* tb.
5 l-gtt3
4 50(54 75
Flour, p bbl,
35
|Salt, T. L, lm,
G. H. Seed, bu. 1 50(52 06
t>
'(Sweet Potatoes,
8«‘J '!What Meal,
Lard, p p,
5

WRAPPERS,

formerly

89c. to $ 1.63,

_Now
UNDERWEAR.

67c. and 98c

Special bargains

at

37c., 22c.,15c.,10c.

BORN.
Annand. In Orland, August 5, to Mr.and Mrs.
David Annand, a daughter.
Barter. In Stonington, July 24, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles O. Barter, a daughter.
Barter. In Stonington. July 2d, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Barter, a son—Levi Weed.
Ball. In Eagle Island, July 2d, to Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Ball, a daughter.
Greenlaw. In Deer Isle, August 3, to Cart,
and Mrs. E(.win Greenlaw, a son, Edwin
Berge
Harmon. In Stonington, July 28, to
Mrs. Joseph C. Harmon, a son.

party
given by
Thorndike. John Tilton has been quite young people Friday evening for Mamie Le
of
is
but
sick,
improving-Lila Sparrow
Favor, who has been visiting Miss Rankin.
Boston, Mass., ami Lula Kenney of Knox Miss Le Favor returned to her home in Boswere guests of their uncle, Willard Sparrow,
last Friday and Saturday_Mrs. Rebecca ton ou Saturday's boat.... Albert Merrill
Mi?and
her daughter, Mrs. H. J. fell and broke his
Files visited
leg Thursday DightStevens, in Bangor last week_H. L Wing
and wife. V. N. Higgins and son passed Aug. Charles Eaton has a position as musician in
MARRIED.
7th in Belfast... .Bert Stevens any wife visit- the 20th Regt. Band... .Grace Hutchinson
ed Mr. and Mrs. K. J. Kuowlton in Bangor of Bangor is visiting friends in townHackett-Howe. In
August l<), by
Aug 12 and 13-Mrs. Addie Higgins visit- Quite a large number will attend the camp- Rev. S.C. Reach, AlbertBangor,
L. Haekett and Miss
ed Mrs. Dora Carpenter in Brooks Aug. 7th.
Eleanor Howe, both of Winterport.
at
Nortliport.
Leathers-Grant. In Levant August 5, Ar....Joseph Sturgiss and wife of Troy were meeting
thur M. Leathers and Sadie A.
the guests of J. S. Files and wife Aug. loth.
Grant, both of
Hermon.
-Mrs. Clara Gilmore and children of
Pratt-Kxowltox. In Chicago, July 25. by
SHU' NEWS.
Burnham were the guests of A. H Higgins
Rev. T. B. Gregory, George Pratt and Miss Aimee
and wife a few days last week.... Farmers
AI. Knowlton, both of Chicago.
are having fine weather to
harvest their
Ridley-Hodgdox. In Somerville, August 5,
FORT OF BELFAST.
Alfred Ridley of Prospect and Nellie H.ulgdou of
grain. Rain is much needed; water in the
ARRIVED.
Alt. Desert.
streams and wells is getting very low-A
hand of gypsies went through town last
Aug 11. Sclis Paul Seavey, Pattershall,
DIED.
week, begging feed of all Kinds, and if Lincoluville; P. M.
Bonney, Burgess, Vinaldenied were quite abusive in their language. haven.
_Lizzie Robbins of Belfast was the guest
Boakdman.
In
Belfast, August 15. Emery
Aug 12. Sclis Senator, Rich, Brooksville; Boardman, aged 50 years,
4 months and 23 days.’
of Mrs. Jennie Yose a few days last week
Clinton, Polk, do; Volant, Pendleton, RockBridges. Drowned at Alt. Desert Ferrv. Au.Omar Johns >n, who has been passing a i laud.
gust (5, Irving Bridges of North Hancock, aged 31
few weeks with his parents, has returned to
Aug 14. Sch Isaac Orbeton, Trim, New years and 3 months.
his place of employment at Keeue, N. H- York.
Barnes.
In Boston, August 0, Airs. Louisa
Mrs. Clara ami Feta Harmon were the
Barnes of Camden.
.SAILED.
Berry. In Troy, August y, l’ayson T. Borrv,
guests of Alfred Howard and wife of Montville Saturday night.Willard Sparrow
aged 21 years and 1 1 months.
Down es. Drowned at Mr Desert Ferry.
Aug 10. Sell Mary L Crosby, Bangor.
and wife passed last, Sunday in Knox....
August
Aug 11. Sell Banner, Pendleton, Isles- b, (diaries 'V. Downes of Ellsworth.aged 12 years.
Charles C<>x and wife ami Misses Jennie
Dow. in Burry, August 2, Jonathan Dow,
boro.
aged
Cox ami Edith Harmon returned Monday
73 years.
months and lb days.
Aug 15. Sch A. Hay ford, Ryan, Boston.
from a week’s outing at Foxcroft Camp
Estey. Drowned at Alt. Desert Ferrv, August
b. Mrs. Hollis B. Estey ol Ellsworth,’
Ground-Gardner Philbrick and wife spent
AMERICAN PORTS.
aged 31
years
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Webster....
New York, Aug 0.
Farm m. In Brooksville, August b, Mrs. GerAr, sell Alfaretta S
Carl Cofiiu passed two days in Pittsfield last
week....F. X. Yose passed last Friday Snare, Miragoane; sld, soli Abraham Rich-] sbon Farnton, aged b4 years.
Hakriman. In Searsport, August 1,
Captain
.Eddie Tucker and sister ardson, Bangor; 10, ar, sells A \V Ellis. Isaac
night in Belfast.
Harriman, aged 82 years.
Ryder, Rockland; Rabboni, Philadelphia for i Knowles.
of Pittsfield visited relatives and friends in
In Troy, July 27, Robert Knowles,
Penobscot.
Laura,
Bangor;
Norfolk;
town the past week.
Ship: aged 7b years.
Island; brig Katahdin, Marshall, Hyannis;
Oxton
In
M \s. John W. Oxion of
Islesuoro. Llewellyn Sherman, wife and sld, sell Hattie MeG Buck, Sangerville for Searsporr, agedAugusta,
51 years, c months and 2b days.
son of Syracuse, X. V.. and Fred Bliss SherPatterson.
In
bark
Port
Kansas
Citv, Kansas, Autrust
11,
ar,
Josephine,
Bangor;
Spain;
man of Savannah, X. V., are visiting their
sell Celia F, Feruaudina; 12, ar, sehs Night- 4. Elmer Patterson, son ol Charles E. Patterson,
of
10 vears, 7 months.
Frank
W.
and
Mrs.
aged
formerly
Searsporr,
sister,
brother,
Sherman,
ingale and Post Boy, Bangor; 13, ar, sell
Phinney. In Morrill, August 12. Harlen D.
Loranus Pendietou. Tuesday afternoon the James Slater, Peterson, Satilla River; Win
25 years and 4 months.
aged
Phinney,
Shermau family, with invited friends, had a Slater, Dodge, Bangor; sld, seh Lizzie Lane,
Pierof. in Yinalhaven, August '■*, Frost Pierce,
picnic at the old homestead on the west Ci-issju, Bangor.
aged 60 years, 1 1 mouths and 0 days.
side, a short distance north of Gilkey's
Sacnders. in oriaud, August 2, George SaunBoston, Aug 8. Ar. sehs Mary Farrow.
Harbor— Saturday afternoon and evening W interport. Josie Hook, Bangor; If Curtis, ders, aged 02 years, 5 mo lths and 12 (lays.
Stover.
Drowned at Mt. Desert Ferrv. August
there was a large picuic and clam hake, got
do; 10, ar, bark Stephen G Hart. Babbidge., b, Mrs. Charles
E. Stover of Ellsworth’ aged 47
ten up by Mrs. Walter O. Hall, at The
Savannah; sehs Sallie I’On. Keyes, Bruns- i yea rs.
Rock, on the East bay. A huge bonfire in wiek, Ga; Wesley M Oler, Newport News; ! Whitcomb. In Waldo,
August. 0. Rozanda F.
the evening on the high rocky promontory 13, ar, sehs Lillian, Portland; Nat Ayer,
Whitcomb, aged b4 year and b months.
could be seen far out into the hay.... Mrs.
Whiting. In Sari Francisco. July 31. M. S.
Bangor.
Mary Hatch leaves this week for Wolfville,
Philadelphia, Aug s. Cld, s -h Willie L | Whiting, formerly of Rockland, aged about 75
Nova Scotia, to visit her son, Rev. Hugh
Newton, Belfast; \K ar, seh Electa Bailey, years.
Loss Hatch, pastor of the Baptist church m
Clay, Bangor; eld, seh R F Pettigrew, Portthat place.. .At the cottage of
Mr. and
land ; 10, ar, sch Puritan, Sargent, Somes
Mrs. James Lawrence of Groton, Mass., Dr. Sound
; 12, cld, sehs Edward Stewart, Kent,
Webb and wife of New York are visiting. Salem ; Helen G Moseley,Holt,Allyn’s Point.
Mrs. Webb is a daughter of the late William
Baltimore, Aug 8. Ar, seh Eliza J PendleH
Vanderbilt.Baron You Hoenigen- ton, Fletcher. Kennebec; 12, sld, bark PrisHuena and wife of St. Petersburg are visit- cilla, Rio Janeiro; 14, sid, seh Senator Sulliing the Rev. Dr. Wm. Prall and wife of De- van, Port Royal.
troit, at their cottage. The Baron is Equerry
Portland, Aug 11. Ar, sch E L Warren, CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
to the Czar and Colonel in the Russian army.
Colson, Boston; 14, ar, sch Wm Butman,
His wife was a Miss Lothrop and is a sister New York.
SURPLUS,
$33,000
of Mrs. Prall. They are daughters of a forBangor, Aug 8. Ar, sehs Andrew NebinDEPOSITS SOLICITED
mer AmericanJAmbassd or to Russia.
Baron ger, Btewer; Kit Carson. Amboy; Flora
Yon Hoeuizen-Huena speaks German and Condon, do; D, cld, sch Maud Briggs, WebRussian, but not English. The position and ster, New York; 10, ar, sehs D L) Haskell Safe deposit boxes for rent.at $3, $5 $0.50 and
title of the Baron and Baroness place them and Eagle, Trim, Boston; 11, cld, sobs Wil!#8 a vear.
in Court circles.
Dr. Prall has degrees from lard Saulsbury, Jordan, Boston; Florence
Our new vault is unequaled in Eastern Maine
two colleges in this country, and is also a
Leland, Spofford, New York; 14, ar, sehs H an >1
Ph. D. from the University of Heidelberg.
UNEXCELLED in security against tire
Whitney, Welch, Weehawkeu; Susie P
He is rector of St. John’s church, Detroit, Oliver. Winslow, Perth Amboy; Annie P and
in the country.
burglary
that has a membership of 1,400.
Chase, Ellis, do; Webster Barnard, MarThose renting boxes can havei rbe exclusive
shall, do; George B Ferguson, Maddocks,
South Montville. Maynard Stone and
Boston; Copy, Grant, Sandypoint; sld, sehs rivilege of taking their boxes to aud from the
wife of Providence, R. I., have been visit- Kit
Carson, Kendall, New York; Mary Ann vaults.
ing in this vicinity-Chas. Skinner and McCann, Gates, Roslyn, L I; Carrie A Buckw ife of Port Clyde have visited her mother,
nam, Stubbs, New York; cld, sch A NebinMrs. Nancy Colby-Luville Simmons of
ger, New York; sld sch Lucia Porter. New
Waltham, Mass., is spending a few weeks York.
with his parents, J. H. Simmons. His wife
Jtsatn, Aug y. Ar, sen btar oi tne Sea,
and two daughters came the first of
Hopkins, Baltimore.
July.Eugene Clark and wife of Camden
Carrabelle, Fla, Aug 9. Ar, sch Olive T
Special attention given to the cure of..
made Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilman a short
Whittier, Whittier, Poiut-a-Pitre
visit last week.
They were on their
Port Reading. N J, Aug 9. Cld, sch Lizzie
way to Palermo to visit her parents.
Camden.
C. M. Howes and wife were in Rockland Lane, Closson, D
C, Aug 9. Ar, sch DayWashington,
the first of the week to visit his sister, Mrs.
Boston; 10, ar, sch Yale.
light,
Nickerson,
....BY THE
Hart, and see the w’ar vessels; but they Kennebec.
were too late to go on board.
Charles is
10. Ar, sch Georgia GilSavannah,
Aug
quite a hustler, but he failed that time.... key, Providence; 11, ar, sch Humarock,
Injection Method.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Garland of Cowell,
Magee. Philadelphia.
Mass who have been stopping for the past
Brunswick, Ga, Aug 10. Ar, bark Mannie
E. E. STEVENS, M.D.,
few days with her brother, W. E. Prescott,
Swan, Higgins, Barbados; sch W Wallace
returned home Monday-Geo. Ccampton
Office Johnson Block, Belfast, Me.
Carteret, N J; Jessie Lena,
Ward,
Kelsey,
of Danvers, Mass and his son, a lad of ten
New York; 11, ar, sclis Charlotte
Office hours from 1 to 4, and 7 to 8 p. si.
Snowman,
1
years, rode their wheels from Togus to Lib- T Sibley, Norwich, Melissa A Willey, Provierty one day last week.
They remained dence; 14, ar, sch Wm H Sumner, Pendleover night with his old friend, L. F. Hurd,
New York.
and visited his cousin, Mrs. C. S. Adams, ton,
10. Ar, sch Flora Rogers,
Darien,
the next day....Mrs. Sarah Knowlton and Boston. Ga, Aug
brother, Mr. Webb, are stopping at her home.
Fernandina, Aug 10. Ar, sclis Lizzie B
-Mrs. O. P. Fuller, with her son Roy and
Willey, New York ; Susan N Pickering, Bos•
daughter Edie, visited her parents. Mr. and ton; 11, ar, sch Austin D Knight, French,
Mrs. J. Q. Adams, Saturday and Sunday....
New York.
The reunion of the High school scholars of
Notice is
given that a discount of 4 per
Pascagoula, Miss, Aug 11. Cld, sch Scotia, cent, will behereby
made on all taxes for 1899 paid to
1878-7D wdll be held Sept. 2d. It is hoped
Davis, New York.
me before August loth.
I shall be at the Aiderthere will be a large gathering.
Newport News. Aug 12 Sid, sch Augus- man’s Room in Memorial Building, on and after
August 1st. daily, until further notice, from 8.30
Swanville. Last Thursday Mr. and Mrs. tus Palmer, Haskell, Bangor.
to 11.30 a. m., and from 1.30 to 4.30 i*. m.
Harland Smart of Mass Dr. Augustus O.
FOREIGN PORTS.
C. II. SARGENT, Collector.
Stoddard and wife of Belfast, Hon. T. CSmart and wife, Capt. Nehemiah Smart and
Barbados, July 18. Sid, bark Mannie
Belfast, August 1, 1899.-31
Ga.
Mrs. M. P. Greeley, Hon. A. E. Nickerson Swan, Higgins, Brunswick,
aud his mother, Mrs. Abigail Nickerson,
Aujer. Passed, prior to Aug 9, ship Manuel
spent a very enjoyable afternoon at the Llaguno, New York for Shanghai; 14, ar,
Dickey cottage.Jewell Dowling and ship Josephus, New York for Hong Kong.
Turks Island, July 25. Sid, brig Harry
Louise Cunningham left for Bar Harbor
Monday....Henry Aldrich and Lena Cun- Smith, Costa, Las Palmas; Aug 14, in port,
CENTS.
ningham have returned to Malden_A. T. sch Nimbus, from Boston (uninjured in the
Mudgett and Marion Nickerson returned to storm.)
voon <e sox.
Mass. Saturday... .Mrs. Lufkin aud Miss
Rosario, Aug 7. Sid, bark Annie Lewis,
Phillips of East Orrington were guests of Boston.
Buenos Ayres, July 1. Ar, bark Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Wood Tylor last week_
A Goddard, Rosario.
Mrs. Mary D. Nickerson and son Albert T.,
Rio Janeiro, July 11. Sid, ship Wm H
and Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm, joined the
Bar
Harbor excursion at Hampden last Conner, New York for Hong Kong.
Two tenements, No. 6 Miller St. EnCape Town, July 24. Ar, bark E A O’Brien
week, which they enjoyed very much....
GEO. W. BURKETT.
quire of
The Swanville Centre School had their an- (Br), Pratt,-.
nual excursion aud picnic at the Bar last
MARINE MISC ELLANY.
was

Large package of the World’s best
cleanser for

w

Pet ail Price.

!

JOURNAL.

Something New!

...

Pure Lisle Thread Vests

15c.,

HOSIERY.

RUPTURES

two for 25c.

Fine lisle thread, drop stitched
as handsome as silk, reguL
quality, to close them we shal
them at.;.
7^
..

hose,

HOSL~'

Fine BLACK COT I ON
be beaten at 2sc., shall close tCm

15c per

pair,

two

y

pair for 25c

Tremendous bargains in Children’s Hose at 42c, .tiy
19c, i5c and 9c.The hose at 9c. are regular ;
quality, fancy hose, for children, and are iv
able values at 9c., but must be closed.

GLOVES at 38c, 19c and

qc.

Splendid goods, but

CORSETS.

must b.

Special values in corsets slighth
aged in appearance but not da
for wear. S2 00 qualitv at
$!
1.00

Also small lot

different

■

“

1.2?

(o

of

oihl six-s and
makes at your own price.

Now is your chance
them cheap.

SHIRTWAISTS.
$2 00 FOR $1 50
1 50
1 25
l 25
05

$1
75c
63c

FOR 75c
63c
50c

50c FOR 40c
35c
2yc
33c
25c

1

Can

you m.ione

J?F« Cotton Dress Goods

LOOK

--

for tremendous cut \
sale in all department

AN EYE OPENING AD.
~^>-Will appear in this space next week.-*"

H. A. STARRETT,Main *zi

|

NOTICE.

and Sc.

CLOSING OUT SALE
VVe have

over

2,000 pairs

—_

...

Fidelity

A TEN CENT CIGAR
F™F1VE

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
that

we

shall close out at the earliest

Wednesday... .Saturday p. m. the Searsport
played the Swanville nine on the
Heights, winning the game, by a score of 16
to 13.
In three games played between these
two nines the Swanville boys have been
twice
victorious.The Friday evening
dances at Cunningham’s hall have been very
nice social affairs thus far, much to the satisfaction of all parties-Mary Stevens is at
home-Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
Cunningham saw a deer cross the road just
below his brother’s buildings... .Schools begin Aug. 28th, with the following teachers:
No. 1, Miss Alice Dow; No 3, Miss Julia
Chase; No. 9, Alonzo Applin... .E. H. Nickerson and family, Vina Nickerson and Robert Blair returned to Portland last Saturday.
....Mrs. M. J. Davis’ horse was hurt|quite
badly in the pasture the other day....Mrs.
Mae Edgecomb, who has been so very sick
since last February, is slowly improving.

Charters. Brig Havilah, Bahia to New
York or Philadelphia, ore, 12s and £25.
Brig Jennie Hulbert, Brighton to Galveston, asphalt, $2.75. Sch Gertrude L Trundy,
Carteret to Wilmington, Fertilizer, 85 cents.
Sch Methebesec, Gulf to New York, LumBk Mannie Swan, (previously)
ber $8.
Brunswick to New York, Ties 16cents, 100M.
Sch Emma 8_ Briggs, Perth Amper day.
boy to Gardiner, coal, 95 cents. Sch Helen
G Moseley, Philadelphia to Allyns Point,
coal, 70 cents.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown
& Co, New York, reports for the week ending Aug 12th: Free operations in large tonnage are yet hold in check by the limited
offerings of vessels suitable for long voyages. Shippers of case petroleum to the far
East are in the market for tonnage, and the
Colonial lines are also desirous of obtaining

Hurdy Gurdy Music
Furnished for
occasions.

balls, parties, etc.,

on

This is not a sale for the purpose of unloading an a.
lation of old stock. The demand for our patented

brushes has increased to such an extent that we ar,
to occupy every foot of available space in our

manufacturing purposes.
If you call early, before
please

sizes,

we are out ot

what you want for Boots and Shoes

at

\

e

u

prices

i

you.

BANNER SHOE STORE
No. 99

A

CHOICE LINE OF

High Street, Bob

JEWELRY, WATCHES,
CLOCKS and SILVER \'

all

CAN ALWAYS BE FOUND AT OCR

v

STORE.

Address
JOSEPHINE KNIGHT
MARY

26tf

menu

REGARDLESS OF COST.

TO LET.

nine

possible

or

McCORRISON,

Box 80,

Piano for

Searsmonfc Me.

Sale.

A good, square piano, used but very little, will
be sold at a bargain to close an estate. May be
seen at late residence of Margaret A. Stowers, deceased, at Sandypoint, on application to Samuel
French.
R. F. DUNTON, Adm’r.

July 17,1899.—6w29

)
YOUR WATCH,
YOUR CLOCK,
J Can bo repaired to give satisfaction.
YOUR JEWELRY, )
_

_—«.Y(HK

EY’ES—--

glasses. Satisfaction guaranteed. We are sole agents
CELEBRATED “LEMA1RE FRENCH CRYSATL” OLASSl>
n
The most perfect and finely finished lenses made. tTCall in. Yoirf eyes tested

can lie

properly

fitted with

! Np'.’o!' 'square, Belfast.8’ !
__-

H. J. LOCKE &.

SON-

j
1

